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ABSTRACT

Objective: The current study aimed to examine if specific emotion regulation facets
mediated the relationship between different stressful life events and deliberate self-harm. It
examined both the cumulative and specific effects of stressful life events. Methods: A
quantitative correlational survey method was adopted using several questionnaires to explore
the relationship between stressful life events, emotion dysregulation and self-harm
engagement. The sample included 164 individuals who were seeking support from a
secondary care NHS service. Analysis was conducted using Mplus 6 and involved two
mediation models. Results: The results demonstrated that different types of stressful life
events were significantly associated with engagement in deliberate self-harm. This varied
depending on the stressful life event, in which some stressful life events decreased self-harm
engagement. In isolation the number of stressful life events was not significantly associated
with self-harm, indicating that there was no cumulative effect of stressful life events on
engagement in deliberate self-harm. However, experiencing more stressful life events was
significantly associated with deliberate self-harm through specific emotion regulation facets.
Conclusions: Results indicated that stressful life events are more likely to contribute to the
engagement in deliberate self-harm when they coexist. The current findings contribute to a
deeper understanding of the mediating processes between stressful life events and deliberate
self-harm. They specifically demonstrate that particular pathways to deliberate self-harm are
not determined by the presence of stressful life events, but the ways in which emotion
regulation ability is refined and developed during their presence, which subsequently effects
the individuals need to use deliberate self-harm as a means of managing their distress.
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Chapter one
Introduction.
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1.1 Introduction

Self-harm is increasingly becoming a health concern in the UK, with current statistics
reflecting relatively high rates of self-harm. In the England alone, there were 84, 378
presentations of self-harm to five general hospitals between the years of 2000–2012
(Geulayov, Kapur, Turnbull, et al., 2016). This is particularly worrying given that self-harm
has shown to increase the risk of eventual suicide in both adolescents and adults (Zahl &
Hawton, 2004, Hawton, et al., 2015; Runeson, Haglund, Lichtenstein & Tidemalm, 2016,
Beckman et al, 2018) and can contribute to psychological distress and negative body image
(Dryer, Hennrich, Borgmann & White, 2013; Dryer, Mayer-Eckhard, White & Alpers, 2015;
Lewis and Mehrabkhani, 2016).

Given this, it is not surprising that there is a wealth of research examining the aetiology of
self-harm. More specifically, experiencing stressful life events, such as child sexual and
physical abuse, family stress, peer victimization, difficulties with friends and peers, death of
someone close, trouble with the police and worries about sexual orientation (Yates, Carlson
& Egeland, 2008; Han, Wang, Xu & Su, 2018; Tang et al., 2016; Madge et al., 2011) have all
shown to increase the risk of self-harm engagement. However, despite this, it is still unclear
why stressful life events precipitate such behaviors.
Further research is needed to provide an understanding of the causal pathways, in
which these risk factors (stressful life events) increase the likelihood of engaging in self-harm
(Nock, 2012). Nock (2012) argues that increasing the complexity of models of self-harm, will
not only help us to examine all information available about the development and maintenance
of self-harm, but help us more accurately identify individuals who are at risk. One
vulnerability factor that may provide a connecting pathway between stressful life events and
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self-harm is emotion regulation.

1.2 Definitions and terminology

The terms, deliberate self-harm, emotion regulation/dysregulation and stressful life
events are used throughout this thesis. Here, deliberate self-harm refers to “the deliberate
destruction of one’s own body tissue in the absence of intent to die” (Nock, 2009, p. 78).
Different terminologies such as non-suicidal self-injury (McManus et al., 2019; Bresin &
Schoenleber, 2015), deliberate self-harm (Gratz, 2001), self-injury (Gomez, Becker-Blease &
Freyd, 2015; Kharsati and Bhila; 2016), self-injurious behaviours (Nock, 2010) and selfmutilation (Suyemoto, 1998) are often used within the literature to describe self-harm. The
current research will therefore use the different terminology interchangeably to reflect the
author being discussed. Emotion dysregulation is defined using the integrative
multidimensional conceptualisation of emotion regulation by Gratz and Roemer (2004). This
conceptualisation pertains that emotion dysregulation comprises of difficulties across various
domains including, non-acceptance of negative emotions, difficulties engaging in goaldirected behaviours when experiencing negative emotions, difficulties controlling impulsive
behaviours when experiencing negative emotions, limited access to effective emotion
regulation strategies, lack of emotional awareness and lack of emotional clarity. Finally,
stressful life events can be defined in many different ways within the current literature.
According to Lazarus (1966) stress occurs when a person cannot cope with a perceived
environmental demand or threat that may have an impact upon their well-being. Essentially,
it is an interaction between the individual and their environment (Lazarus, 1999). The
rationale for using these definitions are discussed further in the literature review.
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1.3 Structure of the thesis.
This thesis comprises of four chapters. Chapter two, the literature review, provides an
in depth review of the current literature relating to the three concepts researched, including
stressful life events, emotion regulation and deliberate self-harm. It also outlines the current
definitions and terminology used within the thesis and the rationale for this. This chapter also
discusses the development and rationale of the research question. Chapter three, the methods,
outlines the current methodology used and describes how the research was conducted. Here a
rationale for the research methodology is also described. Chapter four, the results section,
outlines the results of the research. Chapter five, the discussion, provides a discussion of the
current research findings. Here attention is focused on the interpretation of the findings and
how this relates to previous research including the implications for counselling psychology.

1.4 Research Scope.
This research aimed to explore if emotion dysregulation mediated the relationship
between stressful life events and deliberate self-harm. The research also aimed to examine
two aspects of stressful life events. Firstly, it aimed to explore the cumulative effect of
stressful life events on both deliberate self-harm and various emotion regulation facets.
Secondly, it aimed to explore the specific effects of different stressful life event categories on
both deliberate self-harm and various emotion regulation facets. The mediatory role of
different emotion dysregulation facets and their subsequent effects on deliberate self-harm
were also examined.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review.
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2.1 Defining Deliberate Self-harm

2.1.1 Current definitions and concurrent terminology

Within the current literature there appear to be inconsistencies in the terminology
used to refer to the same phenomenon, in which the terms, non-suicidal self-injury (Klonsky,
2011; Bresin & Schoenleber, 2015), self-harm (Doyle, Treacy, & Sheridan, 2015), selfmutilative behaviours (Evren et al., 2012) and self-injurious behaviours (Nock, 2010) are
used in the same capacity amongst different researchers. Given this, the current literature
review will refer to the phenomenon interchangeably to reflect the terminology used by the
author being discussed.

2.1.2 Distinguishing self-harm from suicidality

In addition to the varying terms within the literature (e.g. deliberate self-harm, nonsuicidal self-injury), there are several ways in which deliberate self-harm has been defined
amongst researchers. One issue with this is the lack of distinction between intent to cause
self-harm and suicide attempts. An example is Gomez, Becker-Blease and Freyd (2015) who
refers to self-harm as “self-injury with and without the desire to end one’s life” (p. 204).
Nock (2009) however, makes the distinction referring to non-suicidal self-injury as “the
deliberate destruction of one’s own body tissue in the absence of intent to die” (Nock, 2009,
p. 78). As a result of these inconsistencies, self-harm and suicidal attempts become
confounded within the literature (Gratz, 2001), placing the validity of previous research on
deliberate self-harm into question. As a result, Gratz (2001) further argued, that multiple
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conceptualisations may result in different behaviours and constructs being measured.
Inferences made from these findings, may therefore be inaccurate.

2.1.3 Differentiating direct and indirect self-harm

Some researchers have criticised current literature that does not distinguish between
the two sub-types of self-harm, direct and indirect (Madge et al., 2008; Nock, 2010; Green,
Hatgis, Kearns, Nock, Marx, 2017). Indirect self-harm refers to “...an activity that results in
damages that are unintended side effects of the act. The damages do not occur immediately
but rather are deferred or are long term consequences of accumulation” (Mohl, Cour &
Skandsen, 2014, p. 12). Examples of indirect self-harm include drug abuse or risky
behaviours. Direct self-harm, however, refers to the self-harming behaviours that are direct
and self-inflicted which results in the immediate damage to tissue, such as cutting (Mohl,
Cour & Skandsen, 2014).

Germain and Hooley (2013) emphasise the need to consider direct and indirect selfharm as two “separate and distinct clinical phenomena” (p. 78), finding a significant
difference in various clinical and personality characteristics between indirect and direct selfharm. Results demonstrated that individuals who engaged in non-suicidal self-injury (direct
deliberate self-harm) were more self-critical and scored higher on suicide proneness measures
than those who engaged in indirect self-harm. Thus, research suggests that direct and indirect
forms of self-harm do not merely just reflect interchangeable behaviours. Consequently,
failing to make a distinction between direct and indirect self-harm may instead yield
inaccurate findings of who may be considered at risk.
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2.1.4 Current definition of deliberate self-harm

In order to overcome said issues, Gratz (2001) synthesised existing literature to
provide a conceptual and operational definition of direct deliberate self-harm. As the current
research focuses on direct self-harm, it will utilise Gratz’s (2001) definition of deliberate selfharm. Gratz (2001) defined deliberate self-harm as “the deliberate, direct destruction or
alteration of body tissue without conscious suicidal intent but resulting in injury severe
enough for tissue damage (e.g., scarring) to occur” (p. 254). Since this refers to ‘direct’
destruction of body tissue, other behaviours such as body modification are therefore
considered distinguishable and separate behaviours. As such, this definition also eliminates
the use of indirect forms of self-harm. Furthermore, Gratz (2001) makes the distinction
between intent to harm and intent to die, in which ‘intent to die’ is excluded from their
definition of deliberate self-harm.

2.2 Prevalence rates of deliberate self-harm

Incidences and prevalence rates of deliberate self-harm remain difficult to accurately
assess. Studies often reflect data which is sourced through hospital, doctor or police reports
which often leads to estimations based upon extreme cases in which medical or legal
intervention is needed (Suyemoto, 1998; McManus et al., 2019). Most individuals may
instead treat minor injuries themselves and subsequently, may never seek medical or legal
intervention. Similarly, individuals who do report incidences of deliberate self-harm, may
only do so because they have been asked directly, and thus, some individuals may refrain
from voluntarily disclosing such information (Suyemoto, 1998). Given this, current rates of
self-harm may be significantly underestimated. There are also notable issues with current
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statistics on prevalence rates. In most studies, self-harm has been combined with suicide
attempts, meaning that the prevalence of self-harm without the intent to die are unknown
(McManus et al., 2019).

Nonetheless, current statistics still reflect relatively high rates, demonstrating that
rates of self-harm have increased over time. A multicentre study undertaken across three
cities in England, found that there were 84, 378 presentations of self-harm (involving 47, 048
persons) to five general hospitals between the years of 2000–2012 (Geulayov, Kapur,
Turnbull, et al., 2016). McManus et al. (2019) also assessed trends of non-suicidal self-injury
across England in the general population. Analysis of the adult psychiatric morbidity surveys
showed that lifetime prevalence of non-suicidal self-injury had increased by 2.4% between
the years of 2000 and 2014. This was evident across all age groups and for both males and
females. Findings from the national self-harm registry Ireland 2017 also documented 11,600
presentations of self-harm to emergency departments in the Republic of Ireland alone (Griffin
et al., 2018). Statistics outside of the United Kingdom also reflect high prevalence’s of selfharm. In Sweden, 40.2% of adolescents reported engaging in at least one incident of
deliberate self-harm (Bjarehed & Lundh, 2008). Italy, showed similar prevalence rates
amongst adolescents, reporting that 42% of adolescents have engaged in deliberate self-harm.
Findings from a worldwide study however, reflect different trends over time. A systematic
review of non-suicidal self-injury in a population of adolescents across 21 different countries,
found that rates of self-harm were relatively stable and consistent between 2005 and 2011
(Muehlenkamp, Claes, Havertape, & Plener, 2012).

One explanation for this variance may reflect inconsistencies in methodology used to
investigate prevalence rates. Investigating this concern, Swannell et al (2014) found that
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methodological factors such as mode of measurement (self-administered questionnaire or
interview), response format, number of non-suicidal self-injury methods specified, incentive
and anonymity accounted for 51.6% of the heterogeneity in rates of self-harm. After
controlling for this, there was no increase in prevalence rates over time. The overall
prevalence of non-suicidal self-injury was estimated to be 17.2% in adolescents, 13.4% in
young adults, and 5.5% in adults. Although prevalence rates are highly variable, high rates
indicate that self-harm is an increasing problem within public health, particularly in the UK.

2.3 Personal and societal impact of deliberate self-harm

2.3.1 Economic Burden

Research has shown that attendance rates to emergency services following a self-harm
episode are relatively high (Geulayov, Kapur, Turnbull, et al., 2016; Griffin et al., 2018).
NICE guidelines recommend that when an individual presents to emergency services for selfharm they must immediately receive a psychosocial assessment at point of triage to determine
their risk and appropriate aftercare (NICE, 2011; NICE, 2004). For patients who are under
the age of 16, safeguarding issues are also addressed at point of contact (NICE, 2011; NICE,
2004). According to NICE (2020) longer-term intervention should involve regular assessment
and treatment from mental health services such as community mental health teams. For
children under that age of 16, this should involve access to services within CAMHS:
community child and adolescent mental health teams (NICE, 2020). NICE (2020) also
recommend that one of these services include psychological intervention.
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In England alone, there is an estimated £162 million spent annually to treat self-harm
presentations within the NHS (Tsiachristas et al., 2017). This estimate is based on services
offered at emergency services within general hospitals only and therefore, a further financial
burden is also placed on wider services when implementing long term care. The economic
cost of longer-term interventions such as psychological or psychosocial interventions vary
depending on the services offered. For example, the total service cost for patients accessing a
12-month Dialectical Behaviour Therapy programme (DBT) was found to cost on average
£5685 per person (Priebea et al., 2012). Manual-assisted cognitive behaviour therapy for
deliberate self-harm can be more costly, in which a six-month treatment programme can cost
£6922 per patient (Byford et al., 2003) whilst, developmental group therapy for adolescents
can cost £21,781 per person (Green et al., 2011).

The cost of treatment for self-harm also extends to specialist services with the NHS.
Within adult acute inpatient psychiatric wards alone, the estimated cost of resources utilised
to manage and contain self-harm was £80 million annually in England (Flood, Bowers &
Parkin, 2008). Containment measures included both intermittent (£45 million) and special
observations (£35 million) by health care staff. The provision of longer-term care also has
financial implications for specialist medical services. Specifically, the cost of treating selfinflicted burns within a specialist burns and plastic surgery centre was £1,581,856 annually
(George, Javed, Hemington-Gorse and Wilson-Jones, 2016). This expenditure covered the
costs of treatment for only 21 patients within one service, thus, this does not reflect the cost
of treatment nationally for self-inflicted burns. Overall, the estimated costs of treatment for
self-harm do not reflect the cost of resources utilised in other sectors, such as educational
settings, the private sector, paramedic response or police intervention. As such, the annual
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cost of self-harm on the economy may be significantly underrepresented, indicating that selfharm creates a significant financial burden on the NHS.

2.3.2 Risk of mortality

Engagement in self-harm has shown to increase the risk of eventual suicide in both
adolescents and adults (Zahl & Hawton, 2004, Hawton, et al., 2015; Runeson, Haglund,
Lichtenstein & Tidemalm, 2016, Beckman et al, 2018). This risk was found to be greater in
individuals who engaged in repeated deliberate self-harm compared to those who engaged in
a single episode (Zahl & Hawton, 2004). Eventual suicide can occur between one to 200 days
following the last episode of self-harm, indicating that even with the absence of current selfharm there is an increased risk of eventual suicide (Bergen, 2012a).

A systematic review and meta-analysis on self-harm and the risk of fatal and non-fatal
repetition, concluded that an estimated “one in 25 patients presenting to hospital for selfharm will kill themselves in the next 5 years”, (Corroll, Metcalfe & Gunnell, 2014, p. 1).
Similarly, a meta-analysis examining the risk factors of suicide found that non suicidal selfinjury was the strongest predictor of attempted suicide (Franklin et al., 2017). These findings
highlight the significant importance of investigating the risk factors for deliberate self-harm
as a part of suicide prevention.

Self-harm is also associated with elevated mortality compared to the general
population. Bergen et al., (2012b) found that individuals who presented to emergency
services following an incident of self-harm were more likely to die prematurely from any
cause when compared to those in the general population. This included both natural and
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external causes, however, accidental poisoning was found to have the highest risk of
subsequent death. Bergen et al., (2012b) suggested that premature death by natural causes
may reflect the compromised physical health needs of these individuals, which may be
associated with underlying psychiatric morbidity or alcohol and drug misuse, all of which are
highly prevalent within this population. Therefore, it is important to consider that even in the
absence of suicide, individuals may still need to deal with psychological consequences of
self-harm.

2.3.3 Psychological distress

There may be long term consequences of self-harm on an individual’s levels of
distress and recovery. One significant long-term consequence reported amongst literature is
scaring (Lewis & Mehrabkhani, 2016; Walker et al., 2014; Burke et al., 2016). Some authors
have suggested that perceived disfigurement resulting from scaring may cause psychological
distress (Walker et al., 2014) and may trigger unwanted memories or feelings of shame
associated with the self-injury (Burke et al., 2016). However, the direct impact and role of
scars resulting from self-harm on an individual’s psychological well-being is arguably
overlooked and under-explored amongst researchers (Stephen, 2016; Lewis & Mehrabkhani,
2016).

Narratives from those who self-harm, show that individuals will often make efforts to
hide scars from others or create alternative explanations for the presence of these if
involuntarily exposed (Hodgson, 2004). Chandler (2014) found that narratives around
concealing scars reflected fears about how others may perceive them. Furthermore, there is
evidence that scaring resulting from self-harm can cause a negative perception of body
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image. When comparing scar origin, those with scars resulting from non-suicidal self-injury
were found to exhibit significantly more negative body image than those who have scars
resulting from an accident or surgery (Dryer, Hennrich, Borgmann & White, 2013; Dryer,
Mayer-Eckhard, White & Alpers, 2015). Some individuals also express feelings of shame,
disgust and hatred towards their scars and consequently, have difficulty coming to terms or
acceptance with their scaring (Lewis and Mehrabkhani, 2016). Distress however, is not
isolated to issues with negative body image and negative self-judgment. Scaring resulting
from non-suicidal self-injury has also shown to trigger unwanted feelings or memories of
their past for some individuals (Lewis & Mehrabkhani, 2016). In this regard, recovery from
self-harm may persist even after engagement has subsided, whereby individuals may battle
with ongoing distressing feelings as a result of their self-harm. Moreover, the presence of
scars resulting from non-suicidal self-harm have shown to predict suicidal ideation beyond
the effects of previous suicide attempts, depressive symptoms and frequency of non-suicidal
self-injury (Burke et al., 2016), illustrating the distressing nature of self-harm.

2.3.4 Clinical correlates of deliberate self-harm

Research shows, self-harm is associated with several different forms of
psychopathology, but most notably, borderline personality disorder (BPD; Cerutti, Manca,
Presaghi & Gratz, 2011; Haw, Hawton, Houston & Townsend, 2001; Oumaya et al., 2008;
Levine, Aljabari, Dalrymple & Zimmerman, 2020) where prevalence rates indicate self-harm
is highly present amongst this population. Oumaya, et al. (2008) reviewed literature from
between 1980 to 2006 and found that self-mutilation was present in amongst 50 to 80% of
individuals with BPD. Although, self-mutilating behaviours is listed as one of the nine
criterions for BPD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), those with a diagnosis of BPD
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may not always exhibit self-harming behaviours and conversely, individuals may self-harm
in the absence of BPD (In-Albon, Ruf & Schmid, 2013). However, the presence of BPD , has
shown to increase both the likelihood of engaging in self-injurious behaviours and the
frequency of self-injurious episodes when compared to those who without a BPD diagnosis
(Levine et al, 2020).

Several researchers have also reported associations between self-harm and various
eating disorders, including anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa and binge eating disorder
(Claes et al., 2015; Micali, et al., 2015; Cipriano, Cella & Cotrufo, 2017). The prevalence of
self-harm in eating disorders also appear to be relatively high ranging from 49% to 80%
within these populations (Koutek, Kocourkova & Dodova, 2016; Claes et al., 2015; Viera et
al., 2017). That said, other researchers, have estimated the overall percentage of non-suicidal
self-injury in eating disorder patients to be a much lower rate of 27.3% (Cucchi et al, 2016).
One such explanation for the variance amongst samples may relate to the severity of eating
disorder explored. For example, various studies have reported higher frequencies of nonsuicidal self-harm in binge eating/purging type eating disorders than other types of eating
disorders (Viera et al, 2017; Islam et al., 2015; Kostro, Lerman & Attia, 2014). Therefore, the
findings may suggest that self-harming behaviours are related to more severe eating disorder
symptomatology.

However, results appear to be mixed with regards to depression, in which some
researchers have reported weak to moderate associations with self-harm (Muller, Claes,
Smits, Brahler & Zwan, 2016) or no difference in rates of major depressive episodes between
those who self-mutilate and those who do not (Standley, Gameroff, Michalsen & Mann,
2001). It is likely that this variation in data reflects the use of non-clinical samples, in which
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clinical populations generally exhibit higher levels of psychopathology (Subica, Allen, Frueh,
Elhai & Fowler, 2016; Muller, Claes, Smits, Brahler & Zwan, 2016). Moreover, self-harm
has also been associated with a range of other disorders such as, oppositional defiant disorder
(Cerutti, Manca, Presaghi & Gratz, 2011; Simioni et al., 2018), attention deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (Simioni, et al 2018), post-traumatic stress (Jaquier, Hellmuth& Sullivan, 2013; InAlbon, Ruf & Schmid, 2013) and dissociative disorders (Weberman, Myricj, Taylor, Chason
& Brand, 2016; Calati, Bensassi, & Courtet, 2017). In sum, research indicates that self-harm
is highly prevalent amongst clinical populations, with more severe psychopathology
exacerbating the severity of self-harming behaviours.

Within the DSM, self-harm can be a diagnostic criteria and an associated feature that
supports diagnosis for some mental health disorders (i.e. BPD, dissociative identity disorder).
However, more recently the DSM-5 included nonsuicidal self-injury as a separate condition
for further study, referring to the phenomenon as a clinical disorder with a proposed
diagnostic criteria. Although the DSM-5 recognises various underlying functions of
nonsuicidal self-injury, (i.e. to reduce distressing thoughts or unpleasant emotions or a form
of self-punishment) it categories the behaviour as a psychopathology. However, there are
many negative consequences with this diagnostic approach.

According to Johnstone (2017) “the single most damaging effect of psychiatric
diagnosis is loss of meaning” (P.2). By treating an individual’s difficulties as “symptoms”,
the important role of personal experiences such as trauma and discrimination and the personal
meanings attached to these are neglected. Furthermore, according to Moncrieff (2010),
psychiatric diagnosis are often based on what deviates from societal norms of intelligibility,
all of which are decided by dominant cultural values within a society. Consequently, this can
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serve to discriminate against subordinate or minority cultures (Johnstone & Boyle, 2018). In
addition to this, due to the lack of knowledge amongst the public regarding mental health, a
diagnosis can often contribute to stigma and consequently, discriminatory behaviours towards
such individuals (Sheehan, Nieweglowski & Corrigan, 2016). For the individuals themselves,
a diagnosis may provide the individual with an identity that is resistant to change and
recovery (Johnstone & Boyle, 2018).

The power threat meaning framework (PTM; Johnstone & Boyle, 2018) therefore
provides an alternative perspective to “pathology”, offering a conceptual framework of the
origins and persistence of distress and troubling behaviors. The PTM framework has four
core interwoven aspects, power, threat, meaning and threat response. In summary, the
framework describes how the negative operation of power may pose a threat to an individual
and/or group which may subsequently contribute to a threat response. Here negative power
can operate through many forms, such as institutions, social structures, relationships or
organizations. Here the framework asks “What has happened to you? (How is power
operating in your life?)” and “How did it affect you?’ (What kind of threats does this pose?)”
(P.190). Within this framework, a threat refers to danger or risk that the operation of power
may bare to an individual and/groups safety, survival or wellbeing. However, this operation
of power and consequential threat cannot be understood in isolation. What is important here
are its associated meanings. Here the framework asks “‘What sense did you make of it?
(What is the meaning of these situations and experiences to you?)” (P.190). For example, a
threat may be associated with meanings such as worthlessness, shame or inferiority, however
these may be unique to each individual and/or group. It is these threats and meanings that
activate what are known as threat responses. Here the framework asks “What did you have to
do to survive? (What kinds of threat response are you using?)” (P.190). Threat responses are
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often used as a means of survival (relationally, emotionally, socially or physically) and can
present in several different ways. Some examples may include distrust of others, anxiety, low
mood and even self-injury. The framework also describes various common “patterns of
meaning-based threat responses to the negative operation of power” (P.10), suggesting that
rather than diagnosis, people may respond to threats in common ways. The framework
therefore suggests that self-injury is not a “pathology”, rather a threat response and survival
mechanism to an operation of power.

2.4 Socio-demographic correlates of deliberate self-harm

2.4.1 Socioeconomic status (SES)
There is evidence to suggest that engagement in self-harm may also be associated
with an individual’s socioeconomic position. For example, literature suggests that lower
socioeconomic status of parents is associated with an elevated risk of self-harm in
adolescents (Baetens et al., 2013; Page et al, 2014; Lodebo, Moller, Larson & Engstron,
2017). In particular, this was shown to have a cumulative effect on self-harm, whereby those
who reported higher frequencies of low income across the life span, had a higher risk of selfharm than those whose parents who reported no low incomes (Page et al, 2014). That said,
some studies, have revealed conflicting findings with no association present with more severe
self-harm engagement (Larson & Engstron, 2017) whilst others found a weak association
(Kippling, Smith, Heron, Hichman & Campbell, 2014).

Nonetheless, an increase in deprivation levels has also been associated with elevated
risk in self-harming behaviours in adults across the lifespan, with most notable increases
occurring in those who are most deprived (Carr et al, 2016). In the UK, rates of self-harm
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increased following an increase of unemployment resulting from a recent recession (Hawton
et al., 2016). Some studies have also shown gender differences in self-harm, where males are
more likely to be unemployed and report employment problems as a precipitator to self-harm
than females (Haw, Hawton & Casey, 2006; Clements et al., 2019). However, although,
unemployment appears to contribute to self-harming behaviours, a small proportion of those
who engage in self-harm remained employed during the recession. Indeed, individuals also
reported issues with housing and finances, which may suggest that risk may go above and
beyond someone’s employment status (Hawton et al., 2016), but may instead reflect
consequential stressors associated with the recession.

According to Larkin, Blasi and Arensman (2014), one area that is frequently
unresearched as a risk factor for self-harming behaviours is homelessness, despite evidence
suggesting that the incidence rate of self-harm is 30 times higher amongst this population
compared to those who live in a stable residence (Barrett, Griffin, Corcoran, O’Mahony &
Arensman, 2018). In a 12 month follow up study, Haw, Hawton and Casey (2006) examined
the characteristics of no-fixed abode and domiciled individuals who presented to accident and
emergency services following an incident of self-harm. Results demonstrated that no-fixed
abode individuals were more likely to have a history of self-harm compared to domiciled
individuals, with four out of five no-fixed abode patients presenting with self-harm. At the 12
months follow up no-fixed abode patients were also more likely to present at emergency
services with a further episode of self-harm. Understandably, no-fixed abode individuals also
reported more problems with housing and finances. In sum, research suggests that individuals
from lower socioeconomic backgrounds may therefore be exposed to various stressors that
make them more vulnerable to engagement in self-harm.
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2.4.2 Cross cultural variations
There is a growing body of research that suggests that risk of engagement in selfharm may vary amongst different ethnic groups within the UK. However, findings appear
variable amongst researchers and by gender. Previous findings suggest that South Asian
women are more likely to engage in self-harming behaviors than white females, while, white
males are more likely to engage in self-harm than South Asian males (Cooper et al, 2006;
Bhui, McKenzie & Rasul, 2007). Although, these findings appear to be consistent amongst
researchers, these findings did not include black ethnic groups. When black ethnic groups
were included however, black females instead emerged as are more likely to engage in selfharm than Asian and white individuals (Cooper et al., 2010; Al-Sharif, Krynicki &
Upthegrove, 2015), with Asian males remaining less likely to self-harm (Al-Sharif, Krynicki
& Upthegrove, 2015).

Moreover, risk of repetition may vary amongst ethnicity. Although black females are
more likely to self-harm, white ethnic populations are instead more likely than black and
Asian ethnic populations to repeat self-harm (Cooper et al., 2013; Turnbull et al., 2015;
Borrill, Fox & Roger, 2011; Al-Sharif, Krynicki & Upthegrove, 2015). However, the current
research does not explore the prevalence rates of self-harm in other ethnic groups such as
Chinese or mixed-race groups. In particular, Chang et al, (2015) has criticized the current
literature for its lack of research on self-harm amongst the Chinese population despite a
substantial increase of this population in the UK over the recent years. Chang et al, (2015)
explored the prevalence of self-harm in people of Chinese ethnic origin compared to white
people. The rate of self-harm amongst those of Chinese origin was less than one fifth of the
rates found in white individuals.
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2.4.3 Age
Conclusions regarding age of onset for self-harm vary amongst researchers. Onset of
self-harm is commonly reported to begin in early adolescence, between the ages of 12 and 14
(Andover, Primack, Gibb & Pepper, 2010; Cerutti, Manca, Presaghi & Gratz, 2011; Ferrara,
Terrinoni, & Williams, 2012; Plener, Schumacher, Munz & Groschwitz, 2015), with the risk
of engaging in self-harm decreasing with an increase in age (Plener, Schumacher, Munz &
Groschwitz, 2015; Carr et al., 2016). However, some researchers have challenged this notion.
Rates of self-harm have shown to peak in both males and females over the age of 55
(Geulayov et al., 2016). Furthermore, some researchers have reported a higher mean age of
onset with between 17.35% and 37% of individuals who self-harm reporting their first
incident of self-harm as adults (18 and over; Zanarini et al., 2006; Heath, Toste, Nedecheva
& Charlebois, 2008). Admittedly, variability amongst researchers could arguably be
attributed to discrepancies around the conceptualisation of self-harm and methodology used
to obtain such results.

2.4.4 Gender

There are also inconsistent findings with regards to the prevalence of self-harm
amongst genders. According to Klonsky, Oltmanns and Turkheimer (2003) researchers often
accept without question that self-harm is more prevalent in women than men. However,
research studies in both clinical and non-clinical populations report inconsistent findings.
While it is more commonly reported that self-harm is more prevalent in women than in men,
(Sornberger, Heath, Toste, McLouth, 2012; Geulayov et al., 2018; Griffin et al., 2018;
Clements, et al., 2019), many studies have challenged this assumption reporting no
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significant differences between genders (Cerutti, Manca, Presaghi & Gratz, 2011; Bjärehed &
Lundh, 2008; Hilt, Nock, Lloyd-Richardson & Prinstein, 2008; Muller et al., 2016).

Bresin and Schoenleber (2015) utilised meta-analysis methodology to collate findings
regarding gender differences in prevalence of non-suicidal self-injury. Overall, the results
demonstrated that the prevalence of non-suicidal self-injury in both adults and
children/adolescents was significantly higher amongst women than men in both clinical and
non-clinical samples. This difference, however, was found to be larger in clinical samples
compared to non-clinical samples. One explanation for this may relate to differences in help
seeking behaviours amongst males and females. For example, Bresin and Schoenleber (2015)
suggested that males may be less likely than females to seek help for psychological problems,
causing females to be disproportionally overrepresented within clinical samples. These
findings are consistent with findings from a meta-analysis by Nam et al. (2010) in which
females were found to exhibit more positive attitudes towards seeking professional
psychological help than males. Even so, other researchers (e.g. Gomez, Becker-Blease, &
Freyd, 2015), have argued that the effects of gender should not be considered in isolation.
Instead, gender differences may stem from an individual’s abuse history.

2.4.5 Gender, self-harm and stressful life events

Researchers Gomez, Becker-Blease, and Freyd (2015) proposed that differences
amongst gender may in fact be attributed to an individual’s abuse history. Indeed, Bakken
and Gunter (2012) investigated the antecedents and correlates of non-suicidal self-injury in
an adolescent population. Overall, their results found that individuals who experienced high
levels of bullying were more likely to exhibit non-suicidal self-injury. Similarly, history of
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sexual assault was predictive of an increased likelihood of engaging in non-suicidal selfinjury. Engagement in non-suicidal self-injury was found to increase by up to 7% when an
individual had a prior history of sexual assault. Conversely, a history of physical fighting did
not significantly predict non-suicidal self-injury. However, when explored further, the results
demonstrated a complex pattern amongst non-suicidal self-injury and its associated risk
factors. When examined by gender, sexual assault was a significant predictor of non-suicidal
self-injury for females, but not for males. Similarly, gender differences emerged when
exploring a history of physical fighting, in which involvement in physical fighting
significantly decreased the likelihood of engaging in non-suicidal self-injury for females, but
not for males. Bakken and Gunter (2012) suggested that this decrease may be related to the
possibility that fighting is used as a coping mechanism, in which aggression is utilised as
oppose to other coping mechanisms such as internalising. A history of bullying however,
remained a significant predictor for both males and females.

According to Gomez, Becker-Blease and Freyd (2015) differences amongst gender
may therefore result from an individual’s history of abuse as oppose to gender. This may
explain why previous research has reported inconsistent findings when exploring gender
differences, especially given that males and females may experience different types of
trauma, interpersonal and non-interpersonal events (Goldberg & Freyd, 2006). Goldberg and
Freyd (2006) examined gender differences in self reports of traumatic incidences in a
community sample. They found that considerably more men than women experienced non
interpersonal traumas, such as witnessing a serious incident involving someone who was not
close to them. Conversely, more women experienced incidences such as sexual abuse and
emotional/psychological maltreatment by someone whom the individual was close to.
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This hypothesis has been well supported amongst researchers. For instance, Gomez,
Becker-Blease and Freyd (2015) examined abuse history, gender and engagement in nonsuicidal self-injury in an undergraduate student sample using a self-report survey. Of the 397
sample, 14% of participants reported engaging in non-suicidal self-injury. Using logistic
regression, they found that age and gender did not significantly predict non-suicidal selfinjury. However, abuse, was a significant predictor. This not only highlights the importance
of considering previous abuse as a predictor for future self-harm, but provides evidence that
abuse history alone and neither age or gender are sufficient enough by themselves to predict
non-suicidal self-injury. In line with this thought, it could also be argued that age of onset
may also reflect the onset of an individual’s stressor as oppose to age. Therefore, examining
the role of previous stressful life events in self-harm may provide us with a better
understanding of why people engage in self-harm.

Given these proposed discrepancies, it may be argued that gender differences within
self-harm amongst males and females are not clearly understood within the current literature
and that any difference may go beyond gender alone. This highlights the importance of
considering other associated factors when understanding the aetiology and characteristics of
self-harm.

2.5 Stressful life events and clinical importance.

Stressful life events are referred too interchangeably using various different terms and
definitions. Buccheri, Musaad, Bost and Fiese (2018) refer to ‘life events’, which is an
experience that encompasses a sudden change which may cause lasting effects on an
individual. Major stressful life events generally arise on an infrequent basis and are non-
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normative life events, such as a bereavement or divorce (Buccheri, Musaad, Bost & Fiese,
2018). Stressful life events can often occur cumulatively, which is commonly referred to as
cumulative adversity within the literature. Cumulative adversity has been “defined as the
joint effect of repeated exposure to stressful events across the lifespan” (Abravanel & Sinha,
2015, p. 2). According to Lazarus (1966) stress occurs when a person cannot cope with a
perceived environmental demand or threat that may have an impact upon their well-being.
Essentially, it is an interaction between the individual and their environment (Lazarus, 1999).
Research demonstrates that cumulative adverse life events is associated with poorer overall
physical and mental health (Thoits, 2010; Stults-Kolehmainen, Tuit, & Sinha, 2014).
Conversely, fewer incidences of major life events have been associated with fewer physical
and psychological problems (Stults-Kolehmainen, Tuit, & Sinha, 2014). Given this, there is
an increased interest in the relationship between stressful life events and self-harm.

2.5.1 Stressful life event type and psychopathology

Stressful life events have shown to have adverse effects on an individual’s mental
health wellbeing, contributing to a variety of psychopathology symptomology. Notably,
studies indicate that distinct types of trauma may be associated with varying risk for the
development of PTSD. For instance, interpersonal violence such as sexual, physical and
domestic abuse are commonly found to have the highest risk for PTSD development (Kelley
et al,, 2009; Cougle, Resnick & Kilpatrick, 2013; Perrin et al; 2014, Luthra et al., 2017;
Kessler et al., 2017). Non interpersonal stressors such as witnessing a crime, exposure to a
natural disaster or accident are at least risk of developing PTSD (Kelley et al., 2009; Cougle,
Resnick & Kilpatrick, 2013; Perrin et al, 2014, Luthra et al, 2017). These findings indicate
that specific stressful life events may therefore have differing negative effects on the
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individuals functioning. For example, one study showed that different profiles of stressful life
events can increase the likelihood of suicide attempts (McFeeters, Boyda, & O’Neil, 2015).
Similarly, stressful life events such as physical danger, entrapment, humiliation and role
change have not been found to distinguish suicide ideators from suicide attempters (Stewart
et al., 2019). However, interpersonal stressors such as “negative interactions with friends”
and “relationship difficulties” have shown to increase the risk of suicide attempt
(Fairweather, Anstey, Rodgers & Butterworth, 2006; Stewart et al., 2019).

Bereavement on the other hand is frequently associated with depressive and PSTD
symptomology (Cole & Dendukuri, 2003; O’Conor; 2010; Smith, Summers, Dillon &
Cougle, 2016; Djelantic et al., 2018; Pham et al, 2018), while, stressors such as divorce or
separation are associated with a higher risk of developing anxiety or depression (Richards,
Hardy & Wadsworth, 1997; Sweeney & Horwitz, 2001; Afifi, Cox & Enns, 2006). Other
stressors such as unemployment are frequently identified as a predictor of alcohol and drug
disorders (Catalano et al., 2011, Lee et al., 2017; Thern, Munter, Hemmingsson &
Rasmussen, 2017; Nagelhout et al., 2017) and a loss of self-esteem (Bradshaw and Ellison,
2010; Hiswals, Marttila, Malstam, & Macassa, 2017; Alvaro et al., 2019). In addition,
Bradshaw and Ellison (2010) found that financial hardship was positively associated with
psychological distress specifically feelings of low self-worth, efficacy, personal control and
less resilience to cope with future stressors. However, findings also show that the effects of
financial hardship were buffered by the presence of aspects of religious life such as prayer,
meditation, religious attendance and the afterlife. This may suggest that although stressful life
events may have harmful effects on an individual, the presentation of these outcomes may be
tempered by other intermediary factors such as coping and emotional regulation which is
further discussed in section 1.9. Therefore, stressful life events may play a vital role in the
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development of negative mental health outcomes such as PTSD, depression and alcohol and
drug disorders. The type of stressor experienced also appears to have varying effects on the
severity psychopathology and symptomology.

While stressful life events appear to increase the risk of psychopathology, more
specifically it has also shown to increase the risk of self-harm engagement (Hankin & Abela,
2011; Liu et al, 2014; Lui, Cheek, & Nestor, 2016, Horath, et al., 2020). Research also
provides support for a cumulative effect on self-harm engagement (Madge et al, 2011;
Zetterqvist, Lundh & Svedin, 2013). In one study, Madge et al. (2011) explored the
association between stressful life events and self-harm. Madge et al. (2011) found that “the
average number of event categories reported varied from 3.1 for adolescents with no selfharm in the past year to 4.8 for those with self-harm thoughts only to 5.5 for those with a
single self-harm episode and 6.2 for multiple self-harmers” (p. 503). Therefore, the results
provide robust evidence of a dose–response or cumulative relationship between stressful life
events and self-harm frequency.

2.5.1.1 Type of stressful life event and self-harm
Considerable research has documented that distinct types of stressful life events may
be associated with varying risk for the development of self-harm. In a longitudinal study,
Yates, Carlson and Egeland (2008) examined the relationship between deliberate self-harm
and childhood maltreatment (i.e. sexual abuse and physical abuse/neglect) in a sample of 267
at risk mothers and their first-born child. These individuals had low maternal educational
attainment, were single mothers and experienced poverty, all of which were considered risk
factors for parenting problems. At the age of 26, 164 of the original sample completed an
interview. The results demonstrated that child sexual abuse was a significant predictor of
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recurrent deliberate self-harm (three or more incidences) and that child physical abuse was a
significant predictor of intermittent deliberate self-harm (one to two incidences).

Likewise, Tang et al. (2016) examined the effects of various stressful life events on
non-suicidal self-injury severity. Severity was indicated by the type of self-injury exhibited,
with more clinically severe behaviours categorised as moderate/severe non-suicidal selfinjury. Both minor and moderate/severe non-suicidal self-injury were associated with
stressful life events relating to interpersonal relationships and health adaptation. Stressors
relating to punitive or academic factors were not associated with either types of self-harm,
demonstrating that different stressful life events are predictive of non-suicidal self-injury. Not
only this, but the stressful life events relating to loss emerged as a predictor for engagement
in minor non-suicidal self-injury, but not for moderate/severe non-suicidal self-injury.
Although subtle, these differences demonstrate that different types of stressors are associated
with changes in frequency and severity of engagement. Similarly, in a more recent study
different subtypes of self-harm (indicated by its lethality) were more strongly associated with
different types of childhood adversity (Han, Wang, Xu and Su (2018). Less lethal self-harm
was associated with family stress, childhood sexual abuse and childhood peer victimisation
whereas, highly lethal self-harm, on the other hand was associated with emotional abuse and
neglect, childhood peer victimisation and sexual abuse.

Moreover, Madge et al. (2011) investigated the association between stressful life
events and deliberate self-harm in a large sample of 30,477 participants, utilizing data from
the Child & Adolescent Self-harm in Europe (CASE) Study. Stressful life events including
death of someone close, problems with or between parents, serious illness of family or friend,
difficulties with friends and peers, problems with school work, suicide/self-harm of others,
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bullying, trouble with the police, physical or sexual abuse and worries about sexual
orientation, were all found to have highly statistically significant associations with deliberate
self-harm history. Within these stressful life events, experiencing the suicide or self-harm of
others was most strongly related to a history of deliberate self-harm. Physical or sexual
abuse, difficulties with friends or peers and problems with or between parents were the next
strongest predictors respectively. Death of someone close and trouble with the police had the
weakest-association with self-harm. In conclusion, findings demonstrate that certain stressful
life events appear to be more strongly related than others.

2.5.2 Summary of the literature

Stressful life events appear to be a risk factors for engaging in subsequent self-harm.
While several researchers have demonstrated that stressful life events have a cumulative
effect on self-harming behaviours, research also suggests that particular stressful life events
are bigger predictors of engagement in self-harm than others. In order to draw more accurate
conclusions with regards to the prediction of self-harm, Nock (2012) argues that future
research should therefore consider both the accumulation and interaction of risk factors
across similar or different domains. In spite of this, it is still unclear why stressful life events
precipitate such behaviours. Further research is needed to provide an understanding of the
causal pathways, in which these risk factors (stressful life events) increase the likelihood of
engaging in self-harm (Nock, 2012). Nock (2012) argues that increasing the complexity of
models of self-harm, will not only help us to examine all information available about the
development and maintenance of self-harm, but help us more accurately identify individuals
who are at risk.
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2.6 Emotion regulation

Nock (2010) describes a theoretical model that may explain how risk factors may lead
to the development of self-harm. Nock (2010) suggests that “some people possess
intrapersonal and/or interpersonal vulnerability factors that limit their ability to respond to
challenging and stressful events in an adaptive way and thus, increase the likelihood of using
self-injury, or some other maladaptive behaviour, to regulate their affective/cognitive or
social experience” (p. 252). Nock (2010) proposes that vulnerability factors develop overtime
as a result of the interaction between genetic and environmental (stressors) factors, and that
such vulnerability factors may then set the stage for maladaptive coping styles such as selfharm. One vulnerability factor that may provide a connecting pathway between stressful life
events and self-harm is emotion regulation.

2.6.1 Function of emotions

According to Gross and Barrett (2011), despite no agreed upon definition, it is
generally accepted that emotion is “a collection of psychological states that include
subjective experience, expressive behaviour (e.g., facial, bodily, verbal), and peripheral
physiological responses (e.g., heart rate, respiration)” (p. 2). Researchers such as Gross
(1999) argue that emotions serve several intra-organismic and adaptive functions, such as
decision making, preparing us to respond to situational demands, promote learning and
facilitate social interactions. Emotions therefore aid physical survival and play a vital role in
human behavioural responses by enhancing senses and aiding attention to important stimuli
in the environment in order to keep us safe (Gross, 2014). Although emotions can be helpful
at aiding these aspects of life, they may also be unhelpful if emotions are misattributed in
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terms of intensity, type or duration for a particular situation (Gross, 2014). Therefore, in
certain situations, people may try to regulate their emotions. Much like self-harm, there still
appears to be no agreed upon conceptualisation or definition of emotion regulation amongst
researchers. That said, some researchers have attempted to develop a comprehensive
definition of emotion regulation.

2.6.2 Integrative multidimensional conceptualisation of emotion regulation

Gratz and Roemer (2004) reviewed existing literature in order to develop an
integrative multidimensional conceptualisation of emotion regulation. The authors argue that
emotion regulation should be conceptualised as involving various different aspects of
emotions regulation. Firstly, emotion regulation involves the awareness of emotions. This
reflects the individual’s ability to acknowledge and attend to their emotions. Here
dysfunction occurs when an individual is unable to acknowledge and experience immediate
emotions. Despite this level of unawareness, such emotions may still affect an individual’s
thoughts, feelings and subsequent behaviour (Paivio & Greenberg, 1998). Accordingly,
individuals may not have control over their emotions and behave in ways that are not in
accordance with their best interests (Paivio & Greenberg, 1998).

Secondly, emotion regulation involves the acceptance of one’s emotions. This reflects
the individual’s ability to accept their emotions. Fundamentally, non-acceptance would
reflect a non-accepting response to the individual’s emotional distress, including negative
secondary appraisals of these. The use of acceptance as a regulatory strategy has been
emphasised in the literature (Linehan, 1994), in which research has shown that the use of
acceptance-based techniques significantly reduces physiological arousal (Hofmann, Heering,
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Sawyer & Asnaani, 2009).

Emotion regulation also includes the ability to control an individual’s behavioural
responses to distress, including impulsive behaviours in order to achieve a desired goal whilst
experiencing negative emotions (Gratz and Roemer, 2004). An inability to do this would
reflect a difficulty in completing a goal or task, including difficulties concentrating. Linehan
(1994) expands on this arguing, that effective emotion regulation involves reducing reactivity
and the extremity of the individual’s reaction to a situation, i.e. reducing the impulsive or
inappropriate behaviours but not the emotion itself.

Authors such as Thompson (1994) have argued that emotion regulation should be
regarded in the context of the individual’s goals for each given situation. Therefore, emotion
regulation should be considered functionally. Given this, Gratz and Roemer (2004) argue that
emotion regulation should also involve the “ability to use situationally appropriate emotion
regulation strategies flexibly to modulate emotional responses as desired in order to meet
individual goals and situational demands” (p. 42-43). An inability to do this may reflect the
individual’s belief that once upset, little can be done to effectively regulate their emotions,
thus, a deficit in either of these areas may be indicative of emotion dysregulation (Gratz and
Roemer, 2004).

2.7 Models of emotion regulation and deliberate self-harm

Whilst risk factors such as stressful life events are evidently common variables
amongst individuals who engage in self-harm, there is a need for a more complex and
complete understanding of the function of self-harm. A complete understanding will not only
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broaden our understanding of the development of its aetiology, but contribute to our
understanding of how to treat and manage it. Considering Nock’s (2012) previous
suggestions, creating more complex models of self-harm would also contribute to existing
literature by accurately identifying individuals who may be “at risk”. Much of the current
literature attempts to address this by offering several theories or theoretical models, all of
which reflect a variety of stances, i.e. psychodynamic, behavioural, and environmental
perspectives. Suyemoto (1998), reviewed some of the literature with regards to the function
of self-mutilation, in which they aimed to integrate or differentiate between various
functional models.

2.7.1 Affect regulation, dissociation and boundaries model of self-harm

One theory Suyemoto (1998) refers to amongst the literature is the ‘affect regulation
model’. According to Suyemoto (1998), the affect regulation model generally encompasses
the notion that self-mutilation is used to regulate/control emotions. Here self-harm is used as
a means of releasing overwhelming “pent-up” emotions or minimising tension, as well as
providing the individual with a sense of emotional control (Allen, 1995; Brown & Kimball,
2013). Individuals commonly report using self-injury to release tension or regain control over
emotions (Kleindienst et al., 2008; Chandler, 2012). Solomon and Farrand (1996) theorise
that self-injury is also used as a means to transform difficult emotional pain into physical pain
in order to make pain easier to tolerate and manage. Amongst individuals who self-harm,
physical pain is commonly reported as a means of creating a tangible focus for emotional
pain (Brown and Kimball, 2013). Another theory Suyemoto (1998) refers to amongst the
literature is the dissociation model. The model posits that self-mutilation serves to regulate
affect. When an individual experiences intense emotions, dissociation or “depersonalization”
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can occur as a result (Klonsky, 2007). Physical injury is therefore used as a means of helping
the individual escape this dissociative state in order to provoke a physical or emotional
sensation (Klonsky, 2007; Suyemoto, 1998). Using a grounded theory approach, Horne and
Csipke (2009) found that majority of participants reported engaging in harm in order “to feel
something”.

Finally, Suyemoto (1998) refers to the boundaries model. According to this model
intense emotions are provoked when the individual perceives abandonment. Such
abandonment then serves to threaten the individual’s boundaries of the self. Aspects of this
model are grounded in object relations theory. If an individual is unable to individuate from
the object, they may develop a sense of self that is still merged with another. Thus, the theory
proposes that abandonment from the attachment or object can create a fear of loss of selfidentity. It is suggested that self-mutilation is used to reaffirm the boundaries of the self by
differentiating the self from the other or proclaiming one’s identity and autonomy (Klonsky,
2007). Although the “boundary-defining function” is reported by individuals, it is a less
common reason for engagement in self-harm (Edmondson, Brennan and House, 2016).
Amongst these theories there appears to be a distinctive common theme, in which various
models are underpinned by the premise that self-harm is utilised to help alleviate, escape or
regulate emotions. One model that encompasses this ideology is the experiential avoidance
model of deliberate self-harm.

2.7.2 The experiential avoidance model of deliberate self-harm

Chapman, Gratz and Brown (2006) argue that deliberate self-harm may fall under a
wider category of experiential avoidance behaviours. Here experiential avoidance “refers
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specifically to rigid attempts to alter the form, frequency, or intensity of unwanted internal
experiences, such as negative thoughts or mood, physical pain, or bad memories” (Wenze,
Gaugler, Sheets & DeCicco, 2018, p. 43). Therefore, experiential avoidance may reflect any
type of behaviour that is used as a means of avoiding unwanted internal experiences.
According to Chapman, Gratz and Brown (2006), such behaviours are maintained through
negative reinforcement. Various behaviours can be used to facilitate avoidance, including
suppression of thoughts or drug and alcohol use.

Given this, Chapman, Gratz and Brown (2006) developed a theory called the
experiential avoidance model to explain why individuals engage in deliberate self-harm.
They propose that deliberate self-harm reflects an emotional avoidance behaviour. Although
the theory emphasises that the main purpose of deliberate self-harm is to avoid unwanted
emotions, the theory does reflect other functions such as the avoidance of unwanted thoughts,
physical sensations and memories. The model therefore refers to “experiential” avoidance.
According to the experiential avoidance model, negative reinforcement maintains the use of
deliberate self-harm, which is also referred to as escape conditioning (Chapman, Gratz and
Brown, 2006). It proposes that negative emotional states may be evoked by an emotionally
provoking situation. In response to this, the individual feels an urge to get away from these
emotions and consequently engages in deliberate self-harm. This reduces the individuals
unwanted emotions and as a result, reinforces the deliberate self-harm. This is depicted in
Fig.1 below. The use of repeated deliberate self-harm is strengthened through means of
negative reinforcement. As a result of these repeated cycles, deliberate self-harm becomes an
automatic response to escape unwanted emotions.
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Diagram removed – Unable to gain permission to
use.

Fig. 1. Text redacted.

While the experiential avoidance model provides a good overall model of deliberate
self-harm, it offers a simplistic understanding of its underlying functions. Although the model
highlights the important role of experiential avoidance and emotion regulation deficits, it
does not encompass various different aspects of emotion dysregulation as outlined in the
integrative multidimensional conceptualisation of emotion regulation by Gratz and Roemer
(2004). Given this, the model fails to explore the complexity of the relationship between
various stimulus (stressful life events) and its interplay with different emotion regulation
deficits and deliberate self-harm. The experiential avoidance model could therefore be
deemed as insufficient. Alternatively, a model that incorporates both the specificity and
number of stressful life events, along with various different emotion regulation facets may
instead provide us with a better picture of the aetiology of deliberate self-harm. The current
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research therefore proposes a new model of deliberate self-harm that reflects this need (see
section 2.12). The complex nature of the relationship between these variables will be
discussed in depth further below.

2.8 Theoretical stances on the link between stressful life events and emotion
dysregulation

There is increasing evidence that emotion regulation capacity is significantly affected
by the exposure to stressful life events, which may therefore plausibly provide a pathway
linking stressful life events to deliberate self-harm. There are several ways through which
stressful life events may precipitate difficulties in emotion regulation. Specifically, literature
draws upon developmental theories to explain how emotion regulation can be significantly
impaired by the exposure to stressful life events.

2.8.1 Developmental theory of emotion regulation

Developmental literature suggests that adaptive emotion regulation is considered a
developmental skill, which is acquired and achieved during early childhood (Calkins and
Hill, 2009). Calkins and Hill (2009) argued that both intrinsic (i.e., innate temperament or
physiological reactions to sensory stimuli) and extrinsic factors (attachment and caregiving)
play an important role in the early development of emotion regulation. However, current
developmental literature prioritises the importance of extrinsic factors. In particular, research
implies that children learn about emotions through direct and indirect socialisation. Direct
socialisation occurs through direct interactions with the primary care giver, whereas indirect
socialisation refers to the emotional climate of the family unit and observations of others
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management of emotions (Root & Denham, 2010).

It is suggested that adaptive emotion regulation is developed through interactions with
the primary care giver (Calkins & Hill, 2007). According to Ehring and Quack (2010) the
caregiver provides the child with a model of how to manage emotional states. Here the
caregiver provides the child with examples through their own emotion regulation behaviours.
In doing so, the care giver teaches the child through observation of their own regulation
skills. Furthermore, adaptive emotion regulation depends on the care givers ability to
recognise and respond to the infant’s emotional cues in order to reduce distress (Calkins &
Hill, 2007). In this regard, the caregiver extrinsically manages and guides the emotional
experience of the infant through either minimising their distress or reinforcing positive
expression of emotions (Thompson, 1994). Over time, the infant internalises these abilities,
developing their own repertoire of emotion regulation skills (Diamond & Aspinwall, 2003).

Ultimately, a sensitive caregiver will respond to and modulate the infant’s emotional
arousal, effectively helping to reduce the infant's distress (Kim & Cicchetti, 2010). Similarly,
healthy discussions of conflict within the family unit, or conflict amongst married parents can
also model more adaptive (or maladaptive) ways of managing conflict and emotions related
to this (Morris, Silk, Steinberg, Myers & Robinson, 2007). Here both direct and indirect
socialisation affords children with the opportunity to evaluate and gather information around
what is considered an acceptable or appropriate emotional expression (Root & Denham,
2010). Equally, research has found that children who are exposed to negative parental
conflict resolution styles, exhibit more difficulties with emotion regulation abilities and
externalising problems (Andrea & Beate, 2011).
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According to Kim and Cicchetti (2010), maltreatment within families can affect the
optimum development of a child, as a sensitive and responsive caregiver is not present.
Within a maltreating family, the primary care giver may not be available to offer the child
support when upset and thus, does not provide the child with a template to develop their own
repertoire of emotion regulation skills in order to manage their own emotional states.
However, healthy emotion regulation development also involves the ability to both label and
regulate emotions in order to meet personal goals, a developmental task again guided by the
caregiver. According to Ehring and Quack (2010), “caregivers guide the child in
understanding and labelling his/her own emotions and ultimately regulating them in a way to
achieve his/her goals” (p. 588). Lacking a good model may contribute to the individual’s
difficulties to discriminate between emotions such as anger and sadness and their ability to
explain emotions (Stirling & Amaya-Jackson, 2013). Similarly, abusive and invalidating
environments may provide children with the narrative that their emotions are wrong. For
example, an individual may withhold from expressing anger towards a perpetrator as this
may result in rejection or serious repercussions, for instance, further harm to the self or others
(Shipman, Zeman, Penza & Champion, 2000). Gaher, Hofman, Simons and Hunsaker (2013)
argue that trauma may consequently thwart the individual’s ability to label and recognise
their emotions.

Within attachment theory these narratives are often referred to as internal working
models. Internal working models are considered to be templates of the self and other, which
are developed through the infant's interactions with the primary care giver (Bowlby, 1979;
Macfie & Swan, 2009). These representations often guide and facilitate our expectations of
our interactions with others in future relationships (Bowlby, 1979). With regards to emotion
regulation, secure individuals are often able to both fully experience and express their
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emotions to others in an open and accurate manner (Gross, 2014). According to Gross (2014),
if a primary caregiver has been available and responsive to moments of distress, then the
caregiver-child interaction often results in the alleviation of this distress. In this regard, the
child learns to associate the expression of negative emotions with a “ameliorative” response
from the caregiver, teaching the child that expression of negative emotions will not pose any
risks to the relationship (Cassidy, 1994). According to Cassidy (1994), “the experience of
security is based not on the denial of negative affect but on the ability to tolerate negative
affects temporarily in order to achieve mastery over threatening or frustrating situations” p.
233). For these individuals, emotion regulation does not involve dysregulated attempts to
avoid or deny their emotional experience.

Alternatively, emotion regulation is compromised when the expression of emotion
regularly leads to undesirable outcomes from the caregiver, such as rejection, loss or betrayal.
For the child, the expression of emotion therefore becomes a less desirable strategy at
moments of distress (Cassidy, 1994). These attachment related behaviours contribute to
avoidant strategies, in which the child therefore attempts to minimise their emotions (Gross,
2014). In response to this, avoidant individuals will choose to downplay or inhibit any
emotions that may threaten the availability of the attachment figure (Gross, 2014). In this
regard, the individual may emphasise self-reliance and avoidance of bids for intimacy from
others (Bowlby, 1979). In addition to this, the goal for avoidant individuals is to minimise the
activation of the attachment system. To experience feelings such as anger, shame, guilt or
distress, would create a dissonance for the individual, in which such feelings imply an
emotional involvement with the relevant individual. According to Cassidy (1994), this would
not only contradict with the individuals need for self-reliance, but trigger feelings of threat
and vulnerability. Given this, it is common that avoidant individuals may utilise unconscious
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defences denying vulnerabilities or negative self-aspects in order to protect or boost their
self-image (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). Mikulincer, Shaver, and Pereg’s (2003) describe
these as deactivating “strategies of emotion”.

Alternatively, individuals may cope with neglect by utilising what Mikulincer,
Shaver, and Pereg (2003) describe as “hyper-activating strategies of emotion”. Here the
individual may express extreme forms of emotion or act out as a bid to gain attention from
their parental figure. Mikulincer and Shaver (2007) suggest that insecure individuals may
develop a hopeless pattern of attributions, in which individuals may learn to take
responsibility for unpleasant experiences, such as interpersonal rejection. This hopelessness
cognitive style then serves to reinforce the individual’s low self-worth and self-efficacy
(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007).

Research on attachment supports this theory. Cloitre, Stovall-McClough, Zorbas and
Charuvastra (2008) found that individuals with a compromised attachment style (insecure)
reported lower emotion regulation capacity than secure individuals. Similarly, they reported
lower social expectations of support. These findings support the argument that the
development of emotion regulation is related to an individual’s interpersonal context.
According to Trickett (1998), during the first 4 years of an infant’s life, the foundations for
the development of emotion regulation are set, emphasising the importance of the primary
care givers role in the development of emotion regulation skills. They suggest that emotion
regulation development is not necessarily complete by this age, but is further developed
through their interactions with others by socialising and adapting to the demands of maturing
into an adult. Given that the development of emotion regulation can be significantly impaired
by extrinsic factors such as social interactions, it may therefore be argued that stressful life
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events, such as trauma may disrupt the development of adaptive emotion regulation over the
lifetime.

2.8.2 Developmental timing and emotion regulation

It is generally accepted amongst literature that emotion regulation is only disrupted
during sensitive periods such as childhood (despite Trickett’s (1998) argument). According to
Ehring and Quack (2010), literature suggests that difficulties in emotion regulation are less
likely to develop from late-onset or single trauma incidences, rather are caused by multiple
early-onset interpersonal traumas. On the contrary, other researchers argue that emotion
regulation abilities fluctuate over time. According to Diamond and Aspinwall (2003),
“Optimal emotion regulation is not a developmental task to be mastered at a certain age…but
rather a ‘moving target’ that is continually sensitive to changing goals and contexts” (p. 149).
This reflects attachment theory, which suggests that although adult attachment styles are
presumed to be stable, they can be modified by life experiences or events that disconfirm
their original internal working models (Bowlby, 1988).

In sum, the authors argue that different problems are more important at various points
across the lifespan, thus, the goals and context whereby emotions are regulated are
continuously changing. In this way, adaptive emotion regulation development requires
flexibility to continuously change over time rather than the maintenance of a stable baseline
(Diamond and Aspinwall, 2003). Similarly, Thompson (1994), emphasises the importance of
social interactions and relationships in the development of emotion regulation throughout the
life span, explaining that “the development of skills involved in emotion management is
affected by a panoply of significant relationships” (p. 44). This does not just include early
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parent-child relationships and school/peer settings, but later adult settings such as workplace
associations, in which Thompson (1994) argues, emotion regulation is further developed and
refined. These arguments therefore question the accepted assumption amongst literature that
emotion dysregulation is disrupted exclusively during sensitive periods such as childhood.

2.8.3 Research on developmental timing

Current research supports the argument that emotion regulation can be altered or
disrupted in adulthood. One population where this has been studied are combat veterans.
Knezevic, Krupic, and Sucurovic, (2016) examined the relationship between posttraumatic
stress disorder symptoms and emotion regulation in a sample of 215 Croatian Homeland War
veterans. The results showed that veterans who exhibited severe PTSD symptoms had poorer
regulation and control of emotions. Other studies by Dunn, Nishimi, Gomez, Powers and
Bradley (2017) investigated lifetime trauma exposure and emotion regulation over the
lifespan in a sample of 1944 individuals. A multiple regression analysis was used to
investigate the association between the developmental timing of the first trauma exposure on
adult emotion regulation. Developmental timings were categorised as early childhood (ages
0-5), middle childhood (ages 6-10), adolescence (ages 11-18), and adulthood (ages 19+). The
results demonstrated that participants who experienced a trauma at any developmental timing
exhibited higher emotion regulation difficulties than participants who did not experience
trauma.

Findings support that emotion regulation can be disrupted by exposure to trauma at
any age. However, Dunn, Nishimi, Gomez, Powers and Bradley (2017) found that certain
developmental periods were more sensitive to disruption than others. For example,
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individuals who were exposed to interpersonal violence and child maltreatment between the
ages of six and ten exhibited higher emotion regulation difficulties than participants who
were exposed at all other ages (Dunn, Nishimi, Gomez, Powers & Bradley, 2017).
Nevertheless, findings support the view that both early and late trauma can disrupt the
development of emotion regulation, resulting in emotion regulation difficulties. Given this,
researchers have been prompted to explore the effects of various stressful life events on the
development of emotion regulation across the life span.

2.9 Emotion regulation and stressful life events literature

Current research demonstrates that difficulties in emotion regulation are significantly
greater in individuals who have been exposed to various stressful life events including,
interpersonal trauma (Lily & London, 2015), emotional or psychological abuse, witnessing
physical violence, witnessing family physical violence or sexual abuse (Goldsmith, Chesney,
Heath & Barlow. 2013). Greater difficulties have also been found in individuals who have
experienced stressful life events such as, chronic family stress (Deater-Deckard, Li and Bell,
2016), exposure to stigma related stressors such as discrimination (Hatzenbuehler, NolenHoeksema, & Dovidio, 2009) and peer victimisation (Hertz, McLaughlin, Hatzenbuehler,
2012).

While stressful life events appear to increase the risk of emotion regulation
difficulties, research also provides support for a cumulative effect. Individuals who encounter
greater experiences of childhood trauma and maltreatment frequently report significantly
higher emotion regulation difficulties (Kim and Cicchetti, 2010; Titelius et al., 2018; Huh,
Kim, Lee & Chae, 2017; Konecky & Lynch, 2019). Similarly, Walsh, DiLillo and Scalora
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(2011) examined the relationship between emotion dysregulation and childhood sexual abuse,
adult sexual victimisation and sexual revictimization in a sample of 168 incarcerated women.
The results demonstrated that participants who were revictimized exhibited higher levels of
emotion dysregulation than those who experienced one single incident of victimisation and
no victimisation at all. Conversely, individuals who experienced one single incident of
victimisation did not differ in emotion regulation in comparison to non-victimised
individuals. However, differences amongst the two groups may reflect the sample used. The
authors suggest that given incarcerated individuals generally experience higher levels of
trauma than non-incarcerated individuals, non-victimised individuals may have experienced
other types of trauma that subsequently impact their emotion regulation abilities. Contrary to
this, it could be argued that single incidences of victimisation (e.g. assault) do not have a
prolonged effect on emotion regulation, since the effects may subsequently diminish
overtime (Walsh, DiLillo & Scalora, 2011).

2.9.1 Emotion regulation and stressful life events type

It is important to acknowledge that the relationship between stressful life events and
emotion regulation is likely to be more complex, whereby the type of stressful life event may
have varying effects on the development of emotion regulation. Goldsmith, Chesney, Heath
and Barlow (2013) examined whether emotion regulation difficulties mediated the
relationship between high or low betrayal trauma and different types of psychological
distress. Low betrayals reflected traumas that did not involve perpetrators, such as
experiencing a hurricane, involvement in a major incident or witnessing injury. Low
betrayals also included traumas that involved a perpetrator. However, these were regarded as
a low betrayal if this involved someone whom the participant was not close to (i.e. emotional
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mistreatment or forced sexual contact by someone the participant was not close to).
Conversely, high betrayals reflected similar traumas, but involved perpetrators whom the
participant was close to. (i.e. forced sexual contact by someone the participant was close to).
It was reported that emotion regulation mediated the relationship between high betrayal
trauma and psychological distress, but not low betrayal trauma and psychological distress.
This may suggest that different types of trauma are differentially associated with emotion
regulation ability and psychological distress.

Likewise, Kim and Cicchetti (2010) examined different types of stressful life events
on emotion regulation ability, specifically the relationship between emotional maltreatment,
neglect, physical abuse and sexual abuse. Participants consisted of 421 children, of which
215 were maltreated children and 206 were non-maltreated children aged between six and
twelve years old. Results demonstrated that neglect and physical and sexual abuse were
associated with emotion dysregulation. In contrast, when compared to non-maltreated
children, children who experienced emotional maltreatment alone did not show significant
differences, which may indicate that specific types of maltreatment may be related to emotion
regulation difficulties. However, further findings suggest that the effects of emotional
maltreatment on emotion dysregulation were not insignificant. When emotional maltreatment
was present with other types of maltreatment, the effects on emotion dysregulation were
greater. Similarly, emotion dysregulation was higher when an individual experienced three or
four types of maltreatment compared to two or three types, suggesting a dose-response effect.

Similarly, Burns, Fischer, Lackson and Harding (2012), examined the effects of
childhood emotional, physical, and sexual abuse with inconsistent findings emerging from
the data. Within this sample, emotional and physical abuse were significantly positively
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associated with emotion regulation difficulties, but sexual abuse was not. While findings
remain inconsistent, they highlight the importance of considering multiple types and
combinations of stressful life events when exploring their effects on psychological
functioning.

2.10 Facets of emotion regulation and stressful life event type

Although there is a need to consider multiple types and combinations of stressful life
events, the relationship between stressful life events and emotion regulation appears much
more complex. Some research suggests that various domains of emotion regulation may also
be differently related to particular stressful life events. Walsh, DiLillo and Scalora (2011)
further examined the differences amongst nonvictimised and revictimised incarcerated
women with regards to different emotion regulation domains. In comparison to nonvictimised
women, revictimised women also reported higher emotion regulation difficulties across
multiple domains of emotion regulation. Revictimised women reported greater emotional
nonacceptance, greater difficulties in emotional awareness and clarity of emotions and
exhibited more difficulties in accessing emotion regulation strategies than nonvictimised
women. Similarly, Walsh, DiLillo and Scalora (2011) found that women who were
revictimised, also exhibited higher difficulties in impulse control. However, there were no
differences between revictimised and nonvictimised individuals with regards to difficulties in
engaging in goal-directed behaviour. By implication, it is probable that some stressful life
events may have a differential impact on specific emotion regulation strategies.

Recent research has further examined the effects of various types of trauma on
multiple domains of emotion regulation. Ehring and Quack (2010) investigated different
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domains of emotion regulation in multiple types of trauma survivors using Gratz and
Roemer’s (2004) model of emotion regulation. The research utilised a web-based survey and
thus, was able to ascertain a diverse sample of trauma survivors. The authors investigated
four different types of trauma, including, early-onset chronic interpersonal trauma (physical
abuse and/or sexual abuse that lasted for at least a year), early-onset single or repeated
interpersonal trauma (physical assault and/or sexual assault that lasted less than a year), lateonset interpersonal trauma (physical assault and/or sexual assault) and non-interpersonal
trauma (witnessing traumatic events of others, fires or accidents). Overall, results
demonstrated that emotion dysregulation was significantly higher in the early-onset chronic
interpersonal trauma group than all other trauma groups. When investigating the subscales of
emotion regulation more differences emerged. With regards to the emotion regulation
strategies and acceptance of negative emotions subscales, no significant differences emerged
amongst the different types of trauma. Similarly, difficulties engaging in goal-directed
behaviour did not differ between the survivors of early-onset chronic interpersonal trauma
and early-onset single interpersonal trauma survivors. There were significant differences
however, amongst the lack of clarity subscale, in which the early-onset chronic interpersonal
trauma group had significantly more difficulties than all other groups.

Similarly, Berzenski (2018) examined the relationship between two types of
childhood abuse (childhood emotion abuse and childhood emotional neglect) and different
facets of emotion regulation. Using exploratory factor analysis, Berzenski (2018) explored a
higher order factor model of specific emotion regulation skills. Using subscales of the
Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale by Gratz and Roemer’s (2004), a two-factor model
emerged, “response-focused difficulties in emotion regulation” (indicated by limited access
to emotion regulation strategies, impulse control difficulties, difficulties engaging in goal-
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directed behaviours, non-acceptance of emotional responses and lack of emotional clarity)
and “antecedent-focused difficulties in emotion regulation” (indicated by lack of emotional
awareness and lack of emotional clarity). Results found that increased antecedent-focused
difficulties in emotion regulation was significantly associated with childhood emotional
neglect but not childhood emotional abuse. On the contrary, increased response-focused
difficulties in emotion regulation were significantly associated with childhood emotional
abuse, but not childhood emotional neglect. In light of these findings, it could be argued that
different types of trauma may have varying effects on different domains of emotion
regulation, thus, highlighting a more complex interaction amongst stressful life events and
emotion regulation.

2.10.1 Summary of the literature

Overall, findings suggest that experiencing stressful life events can increase the risk
of developing emotion regulation difficulties. In addition to this, research also provides
evidence for a cumulative effect. The relationship between stressful life events and emotion
regulation difficulties, however, appear to be more complex, in which different stressful life
events can have varying effects on the ability to emotionally regulate. Although, findings
suggest that lower betrayal traumas have less significant effects on emotion regulation than
high betrayal traumas, further exploration is needed. When considered in conjunction with
other stressful life events, they appear to contribute to a cumulative effect, indicating that
their effects are not negligible. This highlights the importance of considering both the type
and multiplicity of these experiences in order to explore the potential differing effects these
have on emotion regulation ability.
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2.11 Emotion regulation and deliberate self-harm
A wealth of research demonstrates that emotion dysregulation is positively related to
engagement in non-suicidal self-injury (Andrews, Martin, Hasking & Page, 2013; Terzi et al.,
2017; Peh et al., 2017; Titelius et al., 2018). For instance, Andrews, et al (2013) examined
various predictors of those who engage in continuous non suicidal self-injury, including the
extent of severity one year later. Sociodemographic predictors such as age, sex, religion,
psychological distress, emotion regulation, coping, social support and self-esteem were
examined. Both low cognitive reappraisal and emotional suppression was associated with
continuation of non-suicidal self-injury, in which these variables distinguished between those
who continued to engage in non-suicidal self-injury and those who did not. Both factors
indicate that these individuals exhibit emotion regulation difficulties. It could therefore be
argued that emotion dysregulation is an important factor in the maintenance and continuation
of non-suicidal self-injury, supporting the experiential avoidance model of deliberate selfharm.

In another study, Gratz and Tull (2010) examined the association between emotion
regulation and deliberate self-harm in a sample of substance use disordered inpatients.
Results demonstrated that within this sample, individuals who had a history of deliberate selfharm engagement exhibited higher emotion dysregulation than those with no history of
deliberate self-harm. When controlling for other risk factors, including severity of substance
misuse, emotion regulation was still significantly higher amongst individuals who engaged in
deliberate self-harm than those who did not.

Furthermore, Tatnell, Hasking, Newman, Taffe and Martin (2017) examined the
various predictor variables (including emotion regulation) of non-suicidal self-injury across
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three time points (baseline, 12 months, and 24 months). The sample consisted of 2637
adolescent school students aged between 12 and 15 years old. When asked to self-report their
reasons for engaging in non-suicidal self-injury, 68% of participants reported that this was for
affect regulation. This was the most common reason reported amongst participants. The
results also found that individuals who engaged in non-suicidal self-injury reported higher
use of expressive suppression and less frequent use of cognitive reappraisal, both of which
are components of emotion dysregulation. These increased the likelihood of engaging in nonsuicidal self-injury across all three time points. The current findings provide evidence that
self-harm may be used as an emotion regulation strategy.

2.11.1 Facets of emotion regulation and deliberate self-harm

Exploration into emotion regulation indicates that specific facets of emotion
regulation may better predict deliberate self-harm than others. Gratz and Tull (2010)
examined if there were any significant differences amongst multiple facets of emotion
dysregulation between those who do and do not engage in deliberate self-harm. Significant
differences were found amongst the emotion regulation subscales, difficulties engaging in
goal-directed behaviours, limited access to effective emotion regulation strategies and
emotional non-acceptance, whereby those who engaged in deliberate self-harm, exhibited
significantly higher dysregulation in these dimensions. However, no significant differences
were found amongst the emotion regulation subscales impulse control, lack of emotional
awareness or lack of emotional clarity.

Similarly, Kharsati and Bhila (2016) examined different facets of emotion regulation
in a sample of undergraduates. When compared to those who did not report self-injurious
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behaviours, those who engaged in self-injury exhibited higher dysregulation in the
dimensions relating to, goal-directed behaviours, access to effective emotion regulation
strategies, impulse control, emotional clarity and nonacceptance of emotions. Unlike previous
findings, those who engaged in self-injurious behaviours reported significantly less
difficulties with lack of emotional awareness compared to those who did not self-injure. This
demonstrates that within this sample, difficulties with emotional awareness may not have
played a role in the development of self-injurious behaviours.

Furthermore, Gratz and Roemer (2008) examined the relationship between emotion
dysregulation and deliberate self-harm in a sample of 249 female undergraduates. Results
demonstrated that individuals who engaged in deliberate self-harm exhibited significantly
higher emotion dysregulation within the dimensions relating to emotion regulation strategies,
emotional awareness, emotional clarity, and goal-directed behaviours, when compared to
individuals with no self-harm. No significant differences were found for difficulties relating
to impulse control or non-acceptance of emotions.

In another study, Emery, Heath and Mills (2016) also examined differences in
emotion regulation in a sample of university students. Significant differences between
individuals who engaged in non-suicidal self-injury and controls were found across all six
emotion regulation subscales, in which individuals that self-injured exhibited higher levels of
emotion dysregulation. When examining means however, individuals who engaged in nonsuicidal self-injury exhibited most difficulties in the difficulties engaging in goal-directed
behaviours.

2.11.2 Summary of the literature
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The current research indicates that difficulties in emotion regulation can increase the
likelihood of engaging in self-harming behaviours. Essentially, findings suggest that if an
individual is unable to regulate their emotions in an adaptive way, they may use alternative
behaviours to avoid these unwanted emotions through self-harm. However, it appears that the
relationship between emotion regulation and self-harm is more complex than this, in which
particular domains of emotion regulation may be better at predicting deliberate self-harm
than others.

2.12 The Proposed Model of Deliberate Self-Harm

In light of the previous research discussed, there appears to be evidence to suggest
that emotion regulation may serve as a mediator linking stressful life events and deliberate
self-harm. There remains a wealth of evidence to suggest that stressful life events may
significantly affect emotion regulation capacity, which may in turn significantly increase the
likelihood that an individual may engage in self-harm to regulate unwanted emotions. Yet to
the authors knowledge, only few studies have examined the mediatory effect of emotion
regulation.

For instance, Sim, Adrian, Zeman, Cassano and Friedrich (2009) examined if emotion
dysregulation mediated the relationship between invalidating emotional responses by parents
and deliberate self-harm in a clinical sample of adolescents. Their results found that emotion
dysregulation partially mediated the relationship between invalidating emotional responses
by parents and deliberate self-harm. Although only a partial mediation, the results do suggest
that individuals who were subject to invalidating parental environments exhibited more
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difficulties managing their emotions adaptively. In a more recent study, Peh et al., (2017)
examined if emotion regulation mediated the relationship between maltreatment severity and
self-harming behaviours. The results demonstrated that emotion dysregulation significantly
mediated the relationship between the severity of maltreatment and self-harm frequency,
indicating that emotion dysregulation may serve as a pathway linking maltreatment and selfharm in adolescent populations.

Although, this supports a more complex model of deliberate self-harm, previous
research tends to focus exclusively on single types of stressful life events and singular
emotion regulation strategies. There are various limitations to this approach, in which
traumas often co-occur. Therefore, when exploring this interaction, instead stressful life
events should be modelled in a fashion where they “exist” together. The literature indicates a
more complex interaction amongst these variables, in which a cumulative effect is often
present. In this regard, focusing primarily on single incidences may confound results if other
types of stressors have co-occurred. In a similar manner, Peh et al., (2017) argues that future
studies should also aim to expand on current findings by examining the various facets of
emotion dysregulation. In order to capture these interactions, a more complex model which
encapsulates the multiplicity of stressful life events coupled with the differing facets of
emotion regulation on risk of deliberate self-harm is proposed.

The current thesis therefore proposes two models of deliberate self-harm. Model one,
as shown in fig 2, depicts a mediation model, whereby the relationship between the number
of stressful life events and deliberate self-harm may be mediated by several different emotion
regulation facets. Model two, as shown in fig 3, unpacks model one by exploring the
specificity of different stressful life events. Fig 3 depicts a mediation model, whereby several
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emotion regulation facets may mediate the relationship between various different stressful
life event categories and deliberate self-harm.

Fig. 2. Model one of deliberate self-harm.
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Fig. 3. Model two of deliberate self-harm.

2.13 Rationale and aims

Despite a small number of studies demonstrating the mediatory role of emotion
regulation, to the authors knowledge, no studies have investigated if specific emotion
regulation facets exclusively mediate the relationship between specific stressful life events
and deliberate self-harm. The current study aims to expand on the self-harm literature by
exploring both the cumulative and type of stressful life event on emotion regulation facets
and deliberate self-harm.

The first aim is to examine the cumulative impact of stressful life events on different
emotion regulation facets (lack of emotional awareness, lack of emotional clarity etc). The
second aim is to examine the relationship between various emotion regulation facets and
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deliberate self-harm. The final aim is to examine the mediatory role of emotion regulation
facets in the relationship between stressful life events and deliberate self-harm.

The study also aimed to explore the role of different stressful life events. Here the
first aim is to examine the comparative effects of differing stressful life events (financial
crisis, interpersonal abuse, minor life stressors etc) on different emotion regulation facets
(lack of emotional awareness, lack of emotional clarity etc). The second aim is to explore the
relationship between various emotion regulation facets and deliberate self-harm. The final
aim is to examine the mediatory role of emotion regulation facets in the relationship between
different stressful life events and deliberate self-harm.

2.14 Research question

The current thesis therefore addresses the following research questions:
1). Do particular emotion regulation facets mediate the relationship between the number of
stressful life events and deliberate self-harm?
2). Do particular emotion regulation facets mediate the relationship between different specific
stressful life event categories and deliberate self-harm?
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Chapter 3
Method
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3.1 Rationale for using quantitative methods

The following section aims to outline the rationale for using the current research
method. The current research aims to utilise a quantitative method. This type of research
analyses numerical data using statistical procedures (Creswell, 2014). According to Creswell
(2014), quantitative research can be used to test the relationships among variables and
objective theories. Given that the current research aims to examine the relationship amongst
various variables, a quantitative approach was deemed most appropriate to answer the
research question. According to Yardley (2000), quantitative research is most appropriate for
“isolating, predicting and controlling specified variables” (p. 216). With regards to the
current research question, the researcher was particularly interested in the impact of stressful
life events on emotion regulation ability and consequently an individual’s engagement in
deliberate self-harm.

In contrast, Warm, Murray and Fox (2003) argue, qualitative methods can offer a
client-centred approach to research and therefore, can provide an in-depth enquiry into the
nature and reasons for an individual’s engagement in self-harm. In order to facilitate this
enquiry, qualitative methods often employ small samples in order to explore this in-depth
experience of participants. Despite the contribution that this can make to the current
literature, it could be argued that the generalizability of such results may therefore be limited.
Furthermore, Warm, Murray and Fox (2003) argue that, despite the usefulness of such in
depth enquiry, such methods can often be descriptive rather than interpretive in nature. Given
that the aim of the research is to inform intervention and risk management, utilization of a
broad number of participants will provide more generalizable results (Yardley, 2000).
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With regards to the current research question, the aim of the research is to explore a
broad variety of stressful life events that may have been experienced by the participant. If the
research were to employ a qualitative approach, it would be unlikely that a limited sample
number would reflect a wide range of stressful life events. In addition, given the sensitivity
and nature of the topics being explored, the researcher felt that face to face interviews may be
difficult for participants to engage in, therefore, it was deemed unnecessary to subject
participants to an interview process. Given that the research is primarily interested in the
relationship between various risk factors and engagement in deliberate self-harm, quantitative
methods were better suited to test the research question. Furthermore, quantitative methods
offer the individual with a greater degree of anonymity than a face to face interview and
therefore, information that may otherwise not be shared on a face to face basis can otherwise
be achieved using quantitative methods.
3.1.1 Ontological and Epistemological underpinnings.
The current research sits with the positivist philosophical paradigm. Here objectivism
underpins the stance of positivists, whereby the phenomena being studied is considered an
independent entity to the researcher (Crotty, 1998). Positivism therefore views that “all
knowledge is derived from empirical observation assisted by the use of logic and
mathematics” (Orlans & Van Scoyoc, 2009), and therefore, allows researchers to identify and
understand causal relationships (Creswell, 2009). Quantitative purists believe that by
remaining objective and emotionally detached from their subjects of enquiry they can
produce scientific outcomes that are valid and reliable (Nagel, 1986; Rehman & Alharthi,,
2016).
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While this approach may be suitable for studying natural phenomena, it has its
limitations when studying the social world. According to Rehman and Alharthi (2016)
positivism is deductive in nature and fails to acknowledge the idiosyncrasies of individuals
along with their relationship with their social context. This conflicts with the core humanistic
underpinnings of counselling psychology, whereby the subjective experience of the client is
considered and respected when formulating an individual’s ongoing difficulties (Bury and
Strauss, 2006). This is a tension that is continuously present within counselling psychology,
in which psychologists are expected to adhere to the role of a “scientist-practitioner” (Corrie
& Callanan, 2000). Here counselling psychologists are expected to maintain up to date with
evidence-based practice whilst simultaneously upholding its core humanistic values within
their therapeutic practice. Cook, Schwartz and Kaslow (2017) argue that when implementing
evidence-based practice, flexibility is necessary to ensure that this meets the needs of the
client. In line with this thought, Bury and Strauss (2006) argue that counselling psychologists
are expected to “question the reliability and validity of clinical measures and treatment
methods we employ” (p.116). In order to manage these tensions, the researcher therefore
aimed to remain reflective when interpreting the research findings in order to ensure that the
role of the social context was considered throughout. In doing this, the researcher
acknowledges the subtleties in the application of the findings to individual clients and the
need to customise this scientific research knowledge to the unique therapeutic context.

3.2 Design

A quantitative correlational survey methodology was adopted using several
questionnaires.
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3.2.1 Participants

164 participants were recruited for the current study. Of the 164 participants, 105
participants had endorsed self-harming behaviors. The current study was conducted at a
secondary care service. The service is a secondary care outpatient service that provides
mental health services to adults in the community. Ethical approval was sought and
permission to conduct the research was given by Health Research Authority and the NHS
trust where data was collected. Participants were obtained using an opportunity sample within
the secondary care service (i.e., individuals who access the service). All participants were
required to be over the age of 18 to take part.

Gpower was unable to calculate power for complex mediation models with mediators
in parallel, therefore it was decided that the survey would collect as many participants as
feasible and that the bootstrapping method would be utilised to test the indirect effect.
Bootstrapping, “is a non-parametric re-sampling procedure”, and is a popular method for
“testing mediation that does not impose the assumption of normality of the sampling
distribution” (Preacher & Hayes, 2008; p.880) and can adequately be utilised with smaller
sample sizes. By repeatedly sampling from the dataset thousands of times and estimating the
indirect effect in each re-sampled dataset, an empirical approximation of the sampling
distribution of paths a multiplied by b was estimated and used to produce confidence
intervals for the indirect effect (C=CPRIME + a X b). Incorrect inferences about statistical
significance being made for the empirically based confidence intervals in this study should be
avoided (see Preacher & Hayes, 2008 for a review). abc

3.2.2 Measures
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3.2.2.1 Demographics: Demographics such as age, gender, ethnicity, relationship
status, and academic level were obtained.

3.2.2.2 Stressful Life Events (SLEs): 15 items have been selected for the purpose of
this study. These items were extracted from the McFeeters, Boyda and O’Neil (2015) paper
on stressful life events. The items represent six categories of SLEs: Injury or illness to others,
personal loss (family or friend), interpersonal conflict (divorce, separation, or problem with
close relative, neighbor or friend), financial crisis (major financial crisis, redundancy, or
unemployment), interpersonal abuse (bullying, violence at home or work, and sexual abuse)
and minor life stressors (problem with the police and lost or stolen valuables). Participants
are asked to indicate if they have experienced each of the life events at any time of their life.
Responses to each item are answered with a binary yes or no format (No =0, Yes=1). The
questionnaire also asks participants to indicate the frequency of each stressful life event on a
10-point continuous scale ranging from one to 10. Participants were asked to circle the
number of times the stressful life event had occurred.
The items used were taken from the adult psychiatric morbidity survey (APMS, 2007)
and were condensed into six broad categories as in the McFeeters, Boyda and O’Neil (2015)
paper on stressful life events. The adult psychiatric morbidity survey is a national survey
conducted by the NHS Information Centre for health and social care and has been used in
multiple studies investigating the effects of stressors (Jonas et al, 2010; Shevlin et al 2012;
Stansfeld et al., 2014). Other measures appear to offer a more limited range of stressful life
events, focusing exclusively on life threatening or violent events, e.g., (The brief trauma
questionnaire, Schnurr, Vielhauer, Weathers & Findler, 1999; The stressful life events
screening questionnaire, Goodman, Corcoran, Turner, Yuan, & Green, 1998; Corcoran,
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Green, Goodman & Krinsley, 2000;) or were too lengthy and time consuming to complete
(the Questionnaire of Stressful Life Events, Butjosa el al., 2017). The adult psychiatric
morbidity survey therefore allowed for the exploration of a broader category of stressful life
events in a timely manner.
3.2.2.3. Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS; Gratz & Roemer, 2004):
The DERS is a 36-item measure that provides a comprehensive overall assessment of
emotion regulation, as well as six specific dimensions: non-acceptance of negative emotions
(NON-ACCEPTANCE), difficulties engaging in goal-directed behaviors when experiencing
negative emotions (GOALS), difficulties controlling impulsive behaviors when experiencing
negative emotions (IMPULSE), limited access to effective emotion regulation strategies
(STRATEGIES), lack of emotional awareness (AWARENESS), and lack of emotional clarity
(CLARITY). Item examples include “when I’m upset, I become embarrassed for feeling that
way; when I’m upset, I believe that there is nothing I can do to make myself feel better; I
have difficulty making sense out of my feelings”. Participants are asked to indicate how often
the items apply to themselves, with responses ranging from 1 to 5, where 1 is almost never, 2
is sometimes, 3 is about half the time, 4 is most of the time, and 5 is almost always. Some
DERS items are reverse scored so that higher scores indicate greater difficulties in emotion
regulation (i.e., greater emotion dysregulation).
The DERS has demonstrated high internal consistency (α = .93; Gratz & Roemer,
2004) including the DERS subscales also demonstrated adequate internal consistency, with
Cronbach’s α > .80 for each subscale (Gratz & Roemer, 2004). Unlike other measures, the
DERS measures a multidimensional conceptualization of emotion regulation and is
considered a comprehensive measure of emotion regulation amongst the literature (Sörman et
al., 2021). The measure therefore allows the researcher to explore the different roles of
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various emotion regulation dimensions. According to Hallion, Steinman, Tolin and
Diefenbach (2018), it is frequently used in treatment and research settings, which is not
surprising given that it has shown to have excellent internal consistency and good construct
validity in clinical populations with severe mental illness (Fowler et al., 2014).
3.2.2.4. Deliberate Self-Harm Inventory (DSHI; Gratz, 2001): The DSHI is a 17-item
self-report measure designed to assess deliberate self-harm. The DSHI is “based on the
conceptual definition of deliberate self-harm as the deliberate, direct destruction or alteration
of body tissue without conscious suicidal intent but resulting in injury severe enough for
tissue damage (e.g., scarring) to occur” (p. 255). The measure assesses different aspects of
self-harm including severity, frequency, duration, and type of self-harm. Responses to each
item will be answered with a binary yes or no format. Item examples include “Have you ever
intentionally (i.e., on purpose) cut your wrist, arms, or other area(s) of your body (without
intending to kill yourself)?; have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose) Burned yourself
with a cigarette?; Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose) Banged your head against
something, to the extent that you caused a bruise to appear?” The DSHI demonstrated high
internal consistency (α =.82).

Compared to other self-harm measures the deliberate self-harm inventory offers a
narrower conceptualisation of self-harm, unlike other measures that measure a broad
spectrum of self-harm, which may include self-destructive behaviours (Latimer, Meade &
Tennant, 2013). When examined against the Rasch measurement model standards, the
measure has also been shown to be psychometrically sound along with six other self-harm
measures (Latimer, Meade & Tennant, 2013). Latimer, Meade and Tennant (2013), therefore
argue that “researchers are recommended to select the scale that best matches their adopted
definition of deliberate self-harm” (P.10). The deliberate self-harm inventory therefore was
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deemed most appropriate as it coincided with the definition of self-harm used within the
current study.

3.3 Procedure

Participants were selected using an opportunity sample. Prior to the recruitment of
participants, all health professions at the secondary care service were contacted and asked if
there were any patients who they felt would not be suitable for the questionnaire due to
potential risks or vulnerability of the patient. All health professionals were asked to respond
within two weeks of the emails delivery date and that recruitment would commence after this.
Participants were recruited from various avenues, including groups, the researchers own case
load within the service and patients waiting in the waiting room. When recruiting participants
from the group sessions offered by the service, the health professional providing the group
service was asked for permission to approach the group. Once permission was obtained from
the group facilitator, the researcher entered the group therapy room and asked group
members if they would like to participate in a research study. Participants were also recruited
from the researchers own patient case load. These participants were asked at the end of their
therapy session if they would like to participate in a research study. This was to ensure that
the care they received from the service was not affected. Participants were provided with an
opportunity to take part in the study, however, if they decided not to take part in the research,
they were ensured that the level of care they received would not be effected or impeded as a
result of their decision.

All service users who accessed the services at the secondary care service were
approached by the researcher and invited to participate in the current research. A poster
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advertisement was also placed on the waiting room notice board. The poster provided
participants with brief details about the purpose of the study. This included what taking part
in the study would involve, and the researchers contact details so that participants could
express their interest if they wished to take part. Participants who did agree to take part in the
study, were provided with an information sheet which contained information about the
purpose of the study and what participating would involve. This was to ensure that
participants could make an informed decision. Participants were informed that both
individuals who have or have not self-harmed could take part in the research. Both verbal and
written consent were obtained using a written consent form. Participants were then provided
with a questionnaire pack to complete. Participants were directed to return the completed
questionnaires back to the researcher who was sitting in the waiting room. The questionnaires
were immediately placed into an allocated box next to the researcher in order to maintain
confidentiality and anonymity. Consent forms were also placed into a separate box to ensure
anonymity. To ensure that potential participants did not feel pressured to hand in the
completed questionnaire, the researcher ensured that they sat at the opposite side of the
waiting room so that they were not adjacent to the exit of the building. Once participants
completed the questionnaires, they were provided with a debrief sheet. The debrief sheet
provided participants with further information about the research and a number of free
resources which they can contact should they become distressed whilst completing the
questionnaire.

3.4 Ethical considerations

There are some potential risks involved when taking part in the current research. As
deliberate self-harm is a sensitive topic, there is a risk that participants may become
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distressed as a result of thinking about their personal experiences. There is also a risk that the
questionnaire may bring stressors to the participant’s awareness that they were once trying to
avoid, potentially causing the participant to feel more stressed upon completing the
questionnaire. Similarly, deliberate self-harm may raise safeguarding concerns.

In order to minimize the risk of distress, participants were made aware of what the
study will involve (questions about their engagement in self-harm, stressful life events they
have experienced and their emotion regulation), the aims of the study and the risks and
benefits of the research. Participants were also made aware of the potential risks that may
occur prior to deciding to participate. This was to reduce the risk of distress as participants
were made aware of the topics involved in the research prior to taking part in the study.
Therefore, participants could make an informed decision as to whether taking part may cause
them distress and thus, whether they would like to take part in the research based on this. In
order to further reduce the risk of distress, participants were informed that they can omit
questions if they do not wish to answer them. They were also informed that they could
withdraw from the study at any point prior to data analysis without a given reason or
consequence as a result.

A debrief sheet was also given to participants which contained free sources that
participants could contact if they became distressed as a result of the study or need support
with regards to their deliberate self-harm. The debrief sheet provided participants with
information sources about keeping safe, keeping wounds clean, risk of infection, and what to
do in case of emergencies in order to reduce any risks related to self-harm. The resources
offered also provided participants with self-help materials that could be utilised to help
manage their self-harming behaviour. This was in line with the National Institute for Health
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and Care Excellence Guidelines who offer guidelines on what advice should be offered to
people who repeatedly self-harm. “Advice regarding self-management of superficial injuries,
harm minimisation techniques, alternative coping strategies and how best to deal with
scarring should be considered for people who repeatedly self-injure” (p. 50; National Institute
for Health and Care Excellence, 2004). Furthermore, risk was reduced as the participant
group were already in contact with an NHS mental health service. The mental health service
used to collect data provides all service users with triage and out of hours’ crisis team so that
24-hour support was available. Participants were provided the number for these services and
directed to this resource in the debrief sheet. The triage and crisis team within the service is
available to offer patients extra support between the primary care being undertaken within the
service, this can be contacted if the participants become distressed, feel at risk of harm or
need extra support.

3.5 Confidentiality and data Storage

Names and contact details of participants were not collected. Instead participants were
allocated with a confidentiality and anonymity code that corresponded to their questionnaire.
This was to ensure that confidentiality and anonymity was maintained throughout.
Questionnaires and consent forms were kept separately so that questionnaires were not
identifiable to the participant. All data was encrypted and stored on a password protected
computer. All data was only accessible to the researcher and research supervisors and was
safely kept in a password protected folder on university premises. Consent forms and
questionnaires will be safely held separately in a locked filing cabinet by the research
supervisor for a period of five years which will then later be destroyed.
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3.6 Analytic plan

Analysis was conducted using Mplus 6 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2020) and involved
two mediation models. Both models involved dichotomous outcomes (self-harm, binary
yes/no). For model one, first the association from the independent variable stressful life
events (number of stressful life event categories endorsed) to the self-harm category was
estimated. Second the association from the independent variable (number of stressful life
events endorsed) to multiple mediator variables (emotion regulation subscales: nonacceptance, goals, impulse, strategies, awareness, clarity) were then estimated. Lastly,
indirect effects were calculated. Here each emotion regulation subscale was used to establish
two unstandardized paths to link the independent variable (number of stressful life events
endorsed) to the dependent variable (self-harm). The model which was estimated using robust
maximum likelihood (ML) estimator and 2000 bootstrapped samples.

For model 2, first the association from the independent variables, type of stressful life
events (Serious illness or injury, personal loss, interpersonal conflict, financial crisis,
interpersonal abuse, and minor stressors) to the self-harm category were estimated. Second
the association from the independent variables (Serious illness or injury, personal loss,
interpersonal conflict, financial crisis, interpersonal abuse and minor stressors) to multiple
mediator variables (emotion regulation subscales: non-acceptance, goals, impulse, strategies,
awareness, clarity) were then estimated. Lastly, indirect effects were calculated. Here each
emotion regulation subscale was used to establish two unstandardized paths to link the
independent variables (Serious illness or injury, personal loss, interpersonal conflict, financial
crisis, interpersonal abuse, and minor stressors) to the dependent variable (self-harm).
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Chapter 4
Results
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4.1 Data entry and handling

Version 24 of SPSS was used for initial data analysis and operationalisation of
variables. Where values were missing within the data set, these were entered as a discrete
missing value under -99. In order to examine the specificity of stressful life events, six broad
categories were created (see table 4 for categories). A composite variable for each of the six
overarching categories was computed. Here each stressful life event included the frequency
of how many times that stressful life event was endorsed by each participant. In order to
examine the amount/accumulation of stressful life events endorsed by each participant
another composite variable was created. Here a total number was created by combining all
the stressful life events categories endorsed by each participant.

4.2 Results

The sample consisted of 164 participants. Table 1 presents the frequencies of stressful
life events and their overarching broad categories. The descriptive statistics in table 2 show
that the number of individuals who self-harmed (64%) represented the majority of the
sample. Table 2 also includes the descriptive statistics for individuals who self-harm only.
The descriptive statistics show that the mean age of the sample amongst those that self-harm
was 36. Within this sample females represented the majority (65.7%). Overall, the average
age of males who self-harmed was 40, with females having a lower age of 33. Of the 164
participants only 9.8% of the population were from an ethnic minority, with only 12.2%
identifying as lesbian, gay, or bisexual. The demographics showed that 42.1% of participants
had achieved at least GCSE educational level. Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics for the
sample.
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Table 1. Shows the Frequency and Percentages of Stressful Life Events endorsed and
Grouped Categories.
N = 164

(%)

Serious Illness or Injury to other

78

47.6%

Serious illness/injury/assault to a close relative

78

47.6%

Personal Loss (Family or Friend)

131

79.9%

Death of an immediate family member

110

67.1%

Death of a close family friend/other relative

97

59.1%

Interpersonal Conflict

108

65.9%

Separation due to marital difficulties/divorce etc

62

37.8%

Serious problem with close friend/neighbour or relative

86

52.4%

Financial Crisis

106

64.6%

Being made redundant or sacked from your job

67

40.9%

Looking for work without success for more than one month

63

38.4%

Major financial crisis

64

39%

Interpersonal Abuse

134

81.7%

Bullying

109

66.5%

Violence at work

21

12.8%

Violence in the home

57

34.8%

Sexual abuse before 16

56

34.1%

Sexual abuse after 16

47

28.7%

Minor life Stressor

67

40.9%

Problem with police involving court appearance

28

17.1%

Something you valued being lost or stolen

56

34.1%
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Table 2. Shows the descriptive Statistics for Sample.

Overall

Individuals who Self-harm

Individuals who
do not self-harm

All

Males

Females

Males

Females

All

N =164

N = 63

N = 101

N = 36

N =69

N =105

%

(38.4%)

(61.6%)

(34.3%)

(65.7%)

(64%)

M = 36.02

M = 40.17

M = 33.91

(SD = 12.22)

(SD = 10.55)

(SD = 12.53)

Age

Table 3. Shows the Descriptive Statistics for Demographic Variables.
Education level

N = 164
%

LGB

Relationship
Yes

Ethnic
Minority

GCSE

A level

Degree

Masters

N =20

N = 81

N =16

N =69

N =30

N =32

N =4

(12.2%)

(49.4%)

(9.8%)

(42.1%)

(18.3%)

(19.5%)

(2.4%)

*LGB = Lesbian, Gay or Bisexual.

Two models were estimated. In the first model, the researcher examined the number
of stressful life events on emotion regulation and deliberate self-harm. Demographics such as
gender, age and ethnicity were used as covariates in the models. Results indicated that the
number of stressful life events endorsed was not significantly related to self-harm. The
emotion regulation subscales “limited access to emotion regulation strategies” were
significantly associated to self-harm (β = 0.897, p=0.000), however, “impulse control” was
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negatively associated to self-harm (β = -125, p=0.004). The emotion regulation subscales,
“difficulties engaging in goal directed behavior”, “lack of emotional clarity”, “lack of
emotional awareness” and “none-acceptance of emotional responses” were not significantly
related to self-harm. The number of stressful life events endorsed were also significantly
associated with all emotion regulation subscales (impulse control, limited access to emotion
regulation strategies, difficulties engaging in goal directed behavior, lack of emotional
clarity, lack of emotional awareness and none-acceptance of emotional responses). The
standardized regression coefficients for the direct effects are shown below in table 4.

The observed results from the mediated model (model 1) showed “impulse control
difficulties” mediated the association between the number of stressful life events endorsed
and deliberate self-harm (β= -0.034, p= 0.037), however, this was a negative association.
Thus, as stressful life events increased, self-harm decreased. The observed results from the
mediated model also showed that “limited access to emotion regulation strategies” mediated
the association between the number of stressful life events endorsed and deliberate self-harm
(β=0.161, p= 0.013). However, the remaining subscales, “difficulties engaging in goal
directed behavior”, “lack of emotional clarity”, “lack of emotional awareness” and “noneacceptance of emotional responses” did not significantly mediate the relationship between the
number of stressful life events and self-harm. The standardized regression coefficients for
both the mediated effects are shown below in table 5.
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Table 4. Shows the Standardized Regression Coefficients for Number of Stressful Life Events, Emotion Regulation Subscales and Self-harm.
Impulse

Strategies

Goals

Awareness

Clarity

None-acceptance

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

0.276 (0.069)

0.179 (0.071)

0.334 (0.067)

0.232 (0.073)

0.236 (0.074)

0.259 (0.067)

-0.068 (0.038)

0.000**

0.012*

0.000**

0.002*

0.002*

0.000**

0.079

Impulse

--

--

--

--

--

--

Strategies

--

--

--

--

--

--

Goals

--

--

--

--

--

--

Awareness

--

--

--

--

--

--

Clarity

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

X

Noneacceptance

Self-Harm
β (S.E) P-value

-0.125 (0.044)
0.004*
0.897 (0.45)
0.000**
0.213 (0.140)
0.128
-0.024 (0.081)
0.771
-0.053 (0.56)
0.348
-0.051 (0.54)
0.344

Note: β = Beta Coefficients, (S.E) = (Standardised. Errors). * = p<0.05. ** = p<0.001. Results in bold = Significant. Model was adjusted for Age, Gender
and Ethnicity.
X = Number of stressful life events
Impulse = Impulse control difficulties
Strategies = limited access to emotion regulation strategies
Goals = difficulties engaging in goal directed behaviour
Awareness = Lack of emotional awareness
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Clarity = Lack of emotional clarity
None-acceptance = None-acceptance of emotional responses
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Table 5. Shows Mediated Effects Defined as the Product of two Standardised Paths Linking
X to Y Through the Mediators for model one (e.g., a1 x b1).
From item to

Number of stressful life
events

Via Mediator

β (S.E) P value

Impulse

-0.034 (0.016) 0.037*

Strategies

0.161 (0.065) 0.013*

Goals

0.071 (0.051) 0.165

Awareness

-0.005 (0.019) 0.777

Clarity

-0.012 (0.015) 0.394

To item

Self-harm

None-acceptance

-0.013 (0.015) 0.363
Note: β = Beta Coefficients, (S.E) = (Standardised. Errors). * = p<0.05. ** = p<0.001. Results in bold
= Significant. Impulse = Impulse control difficulties, Strategies = limited access to emotion regulation
strategies, Goals = difficulties engaging in goal directed behaviour, Awareness = Lack of emotional
awareness, Clarity = Lack of emotional clarity, None-acceptance = None-acceptance of emotional
responses. Model 1 was adjusted for Age, Gender and Ethnicity.

In the second model (model 2), the researchers unpacked the first model by
examining the specificity of each stressful life event category. Here the researchers examined
the effects of each stressful life event category on emotion regulation and deliberate selfharm. Demographics such as gender, age and ethnicity were used as covariates in the models.
Results indicated that only minor life stressors (β= 0.385, p= 0.000) and financial crisis were
significantly associated with self-harm. Financial crisis, however, was a negatively related to
self-harm (β= -0.164, p= 0.040), thus, as financial crisis increases, self-harming decreases.
All other stressful life event categories were not related to self-harm. Furthermore, the
emotion regulation subscales “impulse control” (β= -0.127, p= 0.003) and “lack of emotional
awareness” (β= -0.180, p= 0.041) were negatively related to self-harm. Therefore, as impulse
control and lack of emotional awareness increases self-harm decreases. “None-acceptance of
emotional responses” was also positively associated with self-harm (β= 0.510, p= 0.000).
However, none of the other emotion regulation subscales were related to self-harm.
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Personal loss (β= 0.249, p= 0.049) and minor life stressors (β= 0.604, p= 0.000) were
significantly associated with “impulse control difficulties”. Interpersonal conflict was also
significantly associated with “impulse control difficulties” ; however, this was a negative
association (β= -0.290, p= 0.024). Serious Illness or Injury to other (β= -0.288, p= 0.001) and
minor life stressor (β= -0.379, p= 0.000) were significantly associated with difficulties in a
“lack of emotional awareness”, however, this was a negative association. This indicates that
as both stressors decrease, “difficulties in engaging in goal directed behavior” increases.

With regards to “limited access to emotion regulation strategies”, only the life
stressors financial crisis (β= 0.336, p= 0.009) and minor life stressors (β= 0.486, p= 0.000)
were significantly associated with this variable. Interpersonal conflict (β= -0.308, p= 0.006)
and minor life stressors (β= -0.496, p= 0.000) were both significantly and negatively related
to a lack of “emotional clarity”. Financial crisis was also positively associated with a “lack of
emotional clarity” (β= 0.332, p= 0.003). Finally, interpersonal conflict was significantly and
negatively associated with “none-acceptance of emotional responses” (β=-0.409, p= 0.002),
indicating that as interpersonal conflict decreases, none acceptance of emotions increases.
The standardized regression coefficients for the direct effects are shown below in table 6.

The observed results from the mediated model (model 2) showed that three significant
mediations emerged. The results showed that “none acceptance of emotional responses”
mediated the relationship between interpersonal conflict and self-harm (β=-0.209, p= 0.006),
however this was a negative association. Therefore, a decrease in interpersonal conflict
causes an increase in difficulties within “non-acceptance of emotional responses”, which then
causes an increase in self-harm. The results also showed that the relationship between minor
life stressors and self-harm was mediated by “impulse control difficulties” (β=-0.036, p=
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0.007), however this was a negative association. Therefore, as minor life stressors increased,
difficulties in impulse control increased. An increase in impulse control difficulties then
caused a decrease in self-harm. Finally, the relationship between minor life stressors and selfharm was mediated by “difficulties in non-acceptance of emotional responses” (β=0.251,
p=0.000), this, was a positive association. The standardized regression coefficients for the
mediated effects are shown below in table 7.
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Table 6. Shows the Standardized Regression Coefficients for each Stressful Life Event, Emotion Regulation Subscales and Self-harm.
Clarity

None-acceptance

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

-0.288 (0.090)

0.037 (0.084)

-0.101 (0.101)

-0.089 (0.063)

0.232

0.001**

0.662

0.319

0.158

0.161 (0.129)

0.213 (0.135)

0.041 (0.121)

0.030 (0.111)

0.203 (0.134)

0.003 (0.076)

0.049*

0.212

0.114

0.737

0.790

0.130

0.969

-0.290 (0.128)

-0.068 (0.131)

0.006 (0.138)

-0.074 (0.123)

-0.308 (0.113)

-0.409 (0.133)

0.004 (0.088)

0.024*

0.606

0.966

0.545

0.006*

0.002*

0.962

-0.014 (0.128)

0.336 (0.128)

0.165 (0.136)

0.227 (0.121)

0.332 (0.112)

0.153 (0.135)

-0.164 (0.080)

0.911

0.009*

0.224

0.061

0.003*

0.258

0.040*

-0.047 (0.139)

-0.028 (0.141)

0.116 (0.148)

0.224 (0.132)

0.094 (0.121)

0.101 (0.147)

0.085 (0.082)

0.733

0.843

0.430

0.089

0.439

0.491

0.299

0.604 (0.087)

0.486 (0.095)

-0.082 (0.107)

-0.379 (0.092)

-0.496 (0.081)

0.491 (0.098)

0.385 (0.096)

0.000**

0.000**

0.442

0.000**

0.000**

0.000**

0.000**

Impulse

--

--

--

--

--

--

Strategies

--

--

--

--

--

--

Goals

--

--

--

--

--

--

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6

Impulse

Strategies

Goals

Awareness

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

0.185 (0.095)

-0.119 (0.097)

-0.122 (0.102)

0.052

0.220

0.249 (0.127)

Self-Harm
β (S.E) P-value

-0.217 (0.073)
0.003*
0.130 (0.079)
0.100
-0.056 (0.077)
0.467
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Awareness

--

--

--

--

--

--

Clarity

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Noneacceptance

-0.180 (0.088)
0.041*
-0.130 (0.089)
0.146
0.510 (0.067)
0.000**

Note: β = Beta Coefficients, (S.E) = (Standardised. Errors). * = p<0.05. ** = p<0.001. Results in bold = Significant. Model 2 was adjusted for Age, Gender
and Ethnicity.
X1 = Serious Illness or Injury to other
X2 = Personal Loss (Family or Friend)
X3 = Interpersonal Conflict
X4 = Financial Crisis
X5 =Interpersonal Abuse
X6 = Minor life Stressor
Impulse = Impulse control difficulties
Strategies = limited access to emotion regulation strategies
Goals = difficulties engaging in goal directed behaviour
Awareness = Lack of emotional awareness
Clarity = Lack of emotional clarity
None-acceptance = None-acceptance of emotional responses.
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Table 7. Shows Mediated effects defined as the product of two standardised paths linking X
to Y through the mediators (e.g., a1 b1).
From item to

Serious Illness or Injury to other

Via

β (S.E) P-value

Goals

0.007 (0.011) 0.535

Impulse

-0.040 (0.025) 0.104

Awareness

0.052 (0.030) 0.087

Strategies

-0.015 (0.016) 0.326

Clarity

-0.005 (0.011) 0.676

None-acceptance

-0.052 (0.052) 0.322

Goals

-0.052 (0.052) 0.322

Impulse

-0.054 (0.033) 0.103

Awareness

-0.007 (0.022) 0.740

Personal Loss (Family or Friend)

Interpersonal Conflict

To item

SH

SH
Strategies

0.021 (0.021) 0.321

Clarity

-0.004 (0.015) 0.793

None-acceptance

0.104 (0.071) 0.141

Goals

0.000 (0.008) 0.966

Impulse

0.063 (0.035) 0.074

Awareness

0.013 (0.023) 0.562
SH

Strategies

-0.009 (0.018) 0.623

Clarity

0.040 (0.031) 0.200

None-acceptance

-0.209 (0.076) 0.006*

Goals

-0.009 (0.015) 0.533

Impulse

0.003 (0.028) 0.911

Awareness

-0.041 (0.030) 0.168

Strategies

0.044 (0.031) 0.166

Financial Crisis

SH
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Clarity

-0.043 (0.033) 0.192

None-acceptance

0.078 (0.071) 0.268

Goals

-0.007 (0.012) 0.593

Impulse

0.010 (0.030) 0.735

Awareness

-0.040 (0.031) 0.193

Strategies

-0.004 (0.018) 0.844

Clarity

-0.012 (0.018) 0.495

None-acceptance

0.052 (0.075) 0.493

Goals

0.005 (0.009) 0.597

Impulse

-0.131 (0.049) 0.007*

Awareness

0.068 (0.037) 0.066

Interpersonal Abuse

SH

Minor life Stressor

SH
Strategies

0.063 (0.040) 0.117

Clarity

0.064 (0.045) 0.157

None-acceptance

0.251 (0.057) 0.000**

Note: β = Beta Coefficients, (S.E) = (Standardised. Errors). * = p<0.05. ** = p<0.001. Results in bold
= Significant. Impulse = Impulse control difficulties, Strategies = limited access to emotion regulation
strategies, Goals = difficulties engaging in goal directed behaviour, Awareness = Lack of emotional
awareness, Clarity = Lack of emotional clarity, None-acceptance = None-acceptance of emotional
responses, SH = Self-harm. Model 2 was adjusted for Age, Gender and Ethnicity.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
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5.1 Discussion

The current research aimed to explore if emotion regulation mediated the relationship
between stressful life events and deliberate self-harm. It also explored the type of stressful
life event and cumulative effect on various emotion regulation subscales and engagement in
deliberate self-harm. Mediation analyses were utilised to assess these relationships. The
following chapter discusses these findings.

The results yielded three significant mediation models. Firstly, the results
demonstrated that the relationship between minor life stressors and deliberate self-harm was
positively mediated by nonacceptance of emotions. Minor life stressors encompassed
problems with police, involving court appearance and something you valued being lost or
stolen. Essentially, nonacceptance refers to the lack of acceptance of emotions of ones’
distress, including the experience of having secondary emotions in response to these (i.e.,
feelings of shame for feeling upset). Therefore, individuals who experience a minor life
stressor not only have difficulty accepting their emotions but are likely to have negative
appraisals of these. This aligns with existing literature by Moore and Tangney (2017) who
found that individuals involved in stressors such as criminal proceedings are likely to
anticipate stigma from others, which consequently has effects on their mental health. It could
be speculated that in order to manage such symptoms, individuals may then engage in
deliberate self-harm to manage negative emotions that may otherwise be rejected by society.
Given the population used within this sample, it could be suggested that such individuals may
hold a pessimistic outlook on life and therefore, anticipate that others may hold negative
perceptions of such involvement. As the current study did not capture the onset or timing of
the minor life stressors experienced, the temporal ordering of events within the current study
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are unknown. It is therefore uncertain if those who engaged in self-harm following a minor
life stressor already had a history of self-harming behaviours. It may therefore be plausible
that minor life stressors instead serve to trigger an episode of self-harm rather than onset.

An alternative plausible explanation may be that stressors such as criminal
proceedings may contribute to other stressors such as job loss, relationship breakdown and
financial difficulties. Indeed, this stressor may possibly hold more significance in relation to
the negative effects this may have on the individual’s level of day-to-day functioning. This
may explain why, despite being considered as a low betrayal stressful life event, it was still
the only predictor of deliberate self-harm. Furthermore, the type of crime within this study
was not examined, thus, trouble exhibited in the current sample may reflect a different nature
or severity to that exhibited in prior studies (i.e., a traffic offence vs a violent offence).

A second finding of this study was, the relationship between minor life stressors and
deliberate self-harm was mediated by the emotion regulation subscale impulse control,
however, this was a negative association. As minor life stressors increased, difficulties in
impulse control increased. An increase in impulse control difficulties then caused a decrease
in self-harm. In line with the suggestion that minor life stressors may serve to destabilize the
individual; it could be hypothesized that such destabilization influences the individual to
react impulsively so they can better manage their distress. This in turn, may then cause selfharm behaviors to decrease as the individual may be engaging in alternative behaviors such
as externalizing their distress, e.g., aggression. This is consistent with Bakken and Gunter
(2012) who suggested that engagement in self-harm decreases when an individual engages in
other externalising behaviours such as fighting. Although, there was no exploration of
alternative coping mechanisms within the current research, it could be speculated that an
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individual who has reported difficulties with impulse control will engage in more outward
directed behaviours.

An alternative explanation may be, that individuals who exhibit high levels of impulse
control difficulties and non-acceptance of their emotions may have a higher likelihood of
infractions with the police or justice system. Indeed, there is an abundance of research which
has found that offenders who exhibit difficulties with emotion regulation, have increased
histories of aggression compared to those who do not (Roberton, Daffern & Bucks, 2014). In
particular, impulse control difficulties and lower levels of emotional acceptance have not
only been shown to be positively associated with aggression in offenders, but also increase
the likelihood of offending behaviour (Garofalo, Holden, Zeigler-Hill & Velotti, 2015;
Carroll et al., 2006). In light of the previous findings, this may support the assumption that
individuals may use outward behaviours, consequently causing a decrease in self-harming
behaviours.

Essentially, the current findings support the notion that various stressful life events
can significantly disrupt the development of an individual’s emotion regulation ability. Both
findings are consistent with existing literature that found that individuals who have
experienced less severe (low betrayal) stressful life events such as chronic family stress
(Deater-Deckard, Li and Bell, 2016), exposure to stigma related stressors such as
discrimination (Hatzenbuehler, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Dovidio, 2009) and peer victimisation
(Hertz, McLaughlin, Hatzenbuehler, 2012) exhibit higher difficulties in emotion regulation
ability. In the current study, not all emotion regulation facets were affected by the presence of
minor life stressors. Thus, the current findings support the idea that different stressful life
events have varying effects on different emotion regulation facets and the consequential
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effects on engagement in deliberate self-harm.

Furthermore, the results also found that the relationship between interpersonal conflict
and deliberate self-harm was negatively mediated by nonacceptance of emotions. Thus, a
decrease in interpersonal conflict was associated with an increase in difficulties in nonacceptance of emotional responses, which was then positively associated with an increase in
self-harm. This is inconsistent with previous findings by Andrea and Beate (2011) who found
that exposure to parental conflict, specifically negative parental conflict resolution styles,
exhibited more emotion regulation difficulties. Essentially, attachment literature suggests that
interactions and observations of others, teach individuals what is considered an acceptable or
an appropriate emotion (Root & Denham, 2010). According to Ramani and Zhimin (2010),
“Successful conflict resolution occurs by listening to and providing opportunities to meet the
needs of all parties and to adequately address interests, so that, each party is satisfied with the
outcome” (p. 243). During conflict, specifically where this is not resolved, the individual may
be met with criticism or opinions that are contradictory to their own, providing the individual
with the narrative that their emotions are wrong (Shipman, Zeman, Penza & Champion,
2000) creating difficulties in accepting their emotions.

Alternatively, healthy discussions of conflict within the family unit or amongst
married parents can model more adaptive ways of managing conflict and emotions (Morris,
Silk, Steinberg, Myers & Robinson, 2007). Instead, positive outcomes within conflict may
serve to provide individuals with the skills to effectively manage a conflict situation. This
aligns with the current attachment literature that suggests that with regards to emotion
regulation, secure individuals are often able to both fully experience and express their
emotions to others in an open and accurate manner (Gross, 2014). In light of this, one
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possible explanation could be that increased engagement in conflict may instead serve to
develop and refine an individual’s conflict resolution skills and thus, increase the level of
acceptance they hold around their emotions. This may explain why instead more
interpersonal conflict contributed to more acceptance over emotions and thus, reduced the
likelihood of engagement in deliberate self-harm. It could be speculated that a lack of
exposure/discussion around conflict may therefore contribute to more difficulties in accepting
emotions. In turn this may encourage an individual to supress and internalise unwanted
emotions, consequently causing the use of self-harm to manage their distress. However, it is
important to acknowledge that the context and appraisals of the conflict were not examined
and therefore, it is unsure if there was a healthy resolution phase to the conflict experienced.

Overall, the current study found that the only stressful life event that was positively
associated with deliberate self-harm was minor life stressors. Other stressful life events such
as interpersonal abuse and serious injury or illness to other were not significantly associated
with deliberate self-harm. These are inconsistent with previous findings by Yates, Carlson
and Egeland (2008) and Madge et al. (2011) who found that sexual abuse was a significant
predictor of deliberate self-harm. Findings that minor life stressors such as trouble with the
police was significantly associated with deliberate self-harm are consistent with previous
findings by Madge et al. (2011). However, unlike Madge et al. (2011), where trouble with the
police had the weakest association with deliberate self-harm, within the current findings
trouble with the police (minor life stressors) emerged as the only significant life event that
was positively associated with deliberate self-harm.

In light of previous discussions, another plausible explanation for this inconsistency
may reflect resilience. Research suggests that interpersonal abuse such as bullying and sexual
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abuse do not often occur in isolation and instead occur frequently over a period of time. For
instance, it is well documented amongst literature that victims of sexual abuse are often
subjected to more than one sexual encounter from the same perpetrator (Smallbone &
Wortley, 2001). Similarly, evidence suggests that sexual abuse survivors are at a higher risk
of sexual revictimization than those who have never encountered sexual abuse (Walker,
Freud, Ellis, Fraine & Wilson, 2019). Given this, it is likely experiencing multiple stressful
life events may promote resiliency, which may help buffer against the negative effects of
adverse life events. For instance, in one study, Cenat et al. (2018) found that only 15% of
Haiti children who experienced multiple traumas (sexual and physical sexual abuse and
maltreatment), developed clinical rates of PTSD symptoms. Instead, a large proportion of the
sample presented with moderate to very high levels of resiliency. They also demonstrated
self-efficacy to deal with their trauma. It could be argued that minor life stressors on the other
hand may be more infrequent and occur in isolation and therefore, may serve to destabilise
the individual due to their infrequency. The current findings emphasize the need for the
inclusion of the role of resilience in multifactorial models of risk.

Additionally, it could be arguable that survivors of interpersonal abuse may instead,
utilize healthier methods of coping. Literature suggests that individuals of sexual abuse may
initially use avoidant coping mechanisms to cope with unwanted emotions such as deliberate
self-harm or escapism (Phanichrat & Townshend, 2010). However, this is not to say the
current findings are inconsistent with previous findings. Within the sample, the majority of
participants were currently seeking some form of psychological intervention for their distress,
therefore, it is arguable some individuals may have developed new coping skills as a result of
their therapeutic intervention. This is in line with research that suggests that individuals go
through a dyadic coping process when coping with sexual abuse. For example, one study
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found that survivors of sexual abuse initially adopt avoidant coping strategies such as selfharm, disassociation, and alcoholism/drug abuse. However, survivors turned to more healthy
coping mechanisms such as problem-focused ones through seeking support in the form of
therapy and support groups (Phanichrat & Townshend, 2010). Essentially, the therapeutic
process helped survivors to seek self-acceptance, reframe their abuse and externalise
attribution of abuse responsibility. A lack of significant results may instead reflect this dyadic
process within the current sample.

In addition to the current findings, financial crisis was a negatively related to selfharm, thus, as financial crisis increases, self-harming decreases. However, the results found
that this relationship was not mediated by any of the emotion regulation subscales. This is
inconsistent with previous findings by Barnes et al., (2016) who found that financial hardship
exacerbated or triggered self-harming episodes. Of course, one interpretation is that the
current research does not focus on the subjective aspects of the individual’s financial crisis,
including the individuals own appraisal of this hardship. As such, individuals may have
experienced financial crisis, but may feel that this has no significant impact on the level of
stress they exhibit based on their beliefs around this (Bradshaw and Ellison, 2010).
Conversely, it could be suggested that financial hardship may not reflect a constant, whereby
once the financial crisis is resolved, the effects of this may diminish. Within the current
study, time frames were not examined and thus, the financial crisis may no longer be a
current stressor. Unlike other stressors, a financial crisis may not have the same lasting
effects on an individual’s self-esteem, perceived worth or stress, reducing one’s need to
engage in self-harming behaviors as a coping mechanism.

Alternatively, these findings may be interpreted based on the sample the results were
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derived from. Individuals within this sample were all accessing secondary mental health care
services for support with their mental health difficulties. Within the service, users are
provided with various services including help with getting back into employment and free
access to recreational activities to increase socialization. With this in mind, it could be
suggested that access to the service itself may in fact buffer against the effects of financial
crisis. Literature on the negating effects of financial stress appears to support this hypothesis.
In another study by Bradshaw and Ellison (2010), it was found that financial hardship was
positively associated with psychological distress. Although this does not support the current
findings, the researchers also found that the effects of financial hardship were buffered by the
presence of aspects of religious life such as prayer, meditation, religious attendance, and the
afterlife. This may suggest that although stressful life events may have harmful effects on an
individual, other sociodemographic factors including resilience may also help to negate such
effects. Alternatively, social support has been found to serve as a buffer against the negative
effects of unemployment (Milner, Krnjacki, Butterworth & LaMontagne, 2016).

Within the current study, the effects of the number of stressful life events endorsed
was also examined to investigate if stressful life events had a cumulative effect on difficulties
in emotion regulation and engagement in deliberate self-harm. Results found that the number
of stressful life events endorsed was significantly associated with all emotion regulation
subscales, indicating that stressful life events have a cumulative effect on emotion regulation
ability. This is consistent with previous findings by Walsh, DiLillo and Scalora (2011) who
found that victims of sexual abuse who were revictimized experienced more emotion
regulation difficulties than those who experienced one single incident of victimisation or no
victimisation at all. One plausible explanation may derive from attachment literature in which
individuals learn emotion regulation skills from their environments and peers, directly and
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indirectly (Cassidy, 1994; Root & Denham, 2010). Given the content of the stressful life
events participants endorsed in the current study, it is likely that a repetition of stress
contributed to the development of a negative internal working model or narrative about
themselves. Take for example the nature of bullying, neglect, and abuse. Expression of anger
towards a perpetrator in these situations is often met with rejection or serious repercussions,
such as harm to the self or others (Shipman, Zeman, Penza & Champion, 2000). In order to
prevent future harm, victims may withhold from expressing their true emotions.
Consequently, this may provide individuals with the narrative that their emotions are wrong,
thwarting their ability to label and recognise their emotions or develop acceptance of these.
Essentially, if an individual experiences a repetition of these negative narratives, they are
provided with less opportunity to seek positive alternative narratives to challenge these.
Alternatively, stressful life events in isolation are less likely to be internalised and reinforced,
whereby more positive experiences may serve to challenge or buffer against these.

Although the number of stressful life events endorsed were significantly associated
with all emotion regulation subscales, only limited access to emotion regulation strategies
positively mediated the association between the number of stressful life events endorsed and
deliberate self-harm. The results suggest that individuals who have experienced cumulative
stress have limited access to emotion regulation strategies, which in turn increases their
engagement in deliberate self-harm. While this is consistent with previous findings by Peh et
al., (2017) who found that overall emotion regulation mediated the relationship between
maltreatment severity and self-harm, the current findings relate specifically to limited access
to emotion regulation strategies. These findings therefore appear to capture a more complex
interaction amongst these variables. Whilst previous literature focuses specifically on overall
emotion regulation, it appears that only specific emotion regulation facets may actually
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contribute to the consequential engagement in deliberate self-harm.

Such findings may reflect the learned helplessness theory (Maier & Seligman, 1976).
Essentially, exposure to reoccurring stress that is out of one’s control may contribute to
overwhelming negative emotions and feelings of powerless. As previously suggested,
repetition of stress can contribute to the development of negative internal working models
and narratives of the self (Cassidy, 1994; Root & Denham, 2010). In line with this
suggestion, it could be argued that individuals may develop the narrative or internal working
model that they do not have the ability or skills to change their negative experience (Gaher,
Hofman, Simons and Hunsaker, 2013). Such individuals may feel there is little that can be
done to regulate their emotions and therefore engage in deliberate self-harm to reduce or
diminish their negative emotions. This aligns with the experiential avoidance model of
deliberate self-harm (Chapman, Gratz, and Brown, 2006), whereby individuals use deliberate
self-harm to avoid or escape unwanted emotions that are triggered by emotionally provoking
stimuli.

The findings also found that impulse control difficulties mediated the relationship
between number of stressful life events endorsed and deliberate self-harm. However, this was
negative association, in which stressful life events was associated with an increase in impulse
control difficulties and consequently a decrease in deliberate self-harm. While there may be
many reasons why people may be impulsive in nature, one plausible explanation for this may
reflect Mikulincer, Shaver, and Pereg’s (2003) model of coping. Essentially, repetition of
stress may contribute to overwhelming negative emotions, which individuals may learn to
cope with by engaging in hyper-activating strategies of emotion. Hyper-activating strategies
are intense bids to get an attachment figure to provide support, reassurance or attention.
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(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). One suggestion is that individuals may have learnt and
internalised the belief that bids for attention may only be met by acting out in impulsive
ways. Thus, when experiencing distress or stressors, individuals may cope with this by acting
out in impulsive ways to seek support from others. Examples include, overly expressing
emotions or cohesive behaviours. Although, considered dysregulated and maladaptive in
nature, such outward behaviours may serve as a coping mechanism to deal with emotions,
decreasing the use of alternative methods such as deliberate self-harm to manage emotions.

Indeed, the ways in which one manages their emotions (or emotion regulation ability)
is determined by how the individuals emotions were extrinsically managed (both directly and
indirectly) when experiencing the stressful life events. Essentially, the overall findings within
this body of research, emphasises the importance of how an individual appraises their lived
experience can subsequently effect their engagement in deliberate self-harm. This may also
explain why the current findings did not find a significant relationship between the number of
stressful life events endorsed and deliberate self-harm. In this regard, it may be that the
relationship between stressful life events and deliberate self-harm is more complex than
merely the presence of emotion regulation difficulties.

With regards to gender, the current research found that the prevalence of deliberate
self-harm was significantly higher amongst females. This was in line with previous research
by Sornberger, Heath, Toste and McLouth (2012) who found that deliberate self-harm is
significantly higher in females (Sornberger, Heath, Toste, McLouth, 2012). As with this
study, discrepancies between genders have been found to be much higher amongst clinical
populations (Bresin and Schoenleber, 2015). However, it is important to note that females
were disproportionally overrepresented within this sample with only a small percentage of
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males participating in the study. Therefore, the current findings may reflect the discrepancy
within the sample. Similarly, given that the population reflects a clinical sample who are
seeking support for their mental health difficulties, it is possible that differences in gender
may also reflect differences in help seeking behaviours. It is well documented in literature
that females often exhibit more positive attitudes to seeking psychological help than males
(Nam et al, 2010) and thus, males may be less inclined to seek support.

5.2 Limitations

The current study is not without its limitations. With regards to some of the findings,
mediation existed despite the overall relationship from X to Y yielding a nonsignificant
relationship. Indeed, in order to test if the mediator completely accounts for the relationship
between the independent and dependent variable, researchers will often test if the coefficient
from X to Y is statistically significant. However, Loeys, Moerkerke and Vansteelandt (2015)
argue that a “significant test for the total effect should not be used as a prerequisite for the
test for the indirect effect” (p. 1). Therefore, there are various examples amongst current
literature whereby mediation is still present despite the relationship between X and Y
yielding non-significant results (Boyda, Mcfeeters, Dhingra Galbraith & Hinton, 2018;
MacKinnon et al., 2007, 2000).

There are also several methodological limitations within the current study. Although
the current research asked participant’s their age of onset of deliberate self-harm, it did not
capture the onset or timing of the stressful life event that was experienced. Therefore, the
temporal ordering of events within the current study are unknown. Given this, future research
should examine the timing of when the stressful life event occurred in order to gain a more
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comprehensive depiction of the temporal sequencing. In order to establish the stability of the
relationship over the lifespan, future research should utilise a longitudinal approach.

A further limitation is that the current research did not include the frequency of
engagement of deliberate self-harm, in which this was instead analysed using the binary yes
or no variable. The research had initially intended on exploring this aspect of deliberate selfharm. However, there were inconsistences in the data collected when participants answered
this question. Not all participants responded with a number or frequency and opted to
describe their frequency using descriptive words i.e., “a lot”. As a result, the data did not
permit the researchers to investigate this variable. As suggested by Nock (2012), not making
a distinction between one or multiple incidences can have significant implications on
interpretation of results, in which it may confound findings in relation to risk factors. Future
research may benefit from developing and utilising a standardized measure that classifies
types or severity of deliberate self-harm. According to Nock (2010), there is no standardised
system within the literature to define or classify subtypes of deliberate self-harm. However,
instead clinicians and researchers generally categorise severity in the following categories
“from mild (e.g., low frequency and severity), to moderate (e.g., more frequent, and severe,
perhaps requiring medical attention), to severe (e.g., high frequency, severe injury, and
resulting impairment)” (Nock, 2010, p. 344). In light of the current research, this may result
in less misinterpretation of the questionnaire. Nevertheless, asking participants to estimate a
specific number of times may serve a difficult task. A standardised measure of severity may
provide the participant with an easier way to estimate their self-harm engagement.

The current findings demonstrated that individuals who experienced a minor life
stressor such as trouble with the police exhibited more difficulties with impulse control.
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However, previous research shows that offenders with a history of aggression, generally
exhibit more difficulties with emotion regulation than those who do not (Roberton, Daffern &
Bucks, 2014). Given this, the current study cannot untangle if the presence of emotion
regulation difficulties contributed to more involvement with the police, or if involvement
with the police contributed to emotion regulation difficulties. This further suggests the need
for a longitudinal approach to gain an understanding of temporal sequencing.

Given that stressful life events generally co-occur it is difficult to assess the
contribution of each stressful life event in isolation. The current findings therefore cannot
determine if it is the presence of minor life stressors along with other stressors that increased
the risk of engagement in deliberate self-harm, or if minor life stressors such as involvement
with the police instead served to trigger unresolved feelings in already vulnerable individuals.
Despite this, the current findings demonstrated a cumulative effect and therefore, highlight
the importance of exploring an individual’s history of stressors when assessing risk.

Given the population utilised within the sample, it could also be argued that
participant’s self-reports of distress and emotion regulation ability may be under reported.
Research shows that dismissive or avoidant individuals are likely to dismiss or downplay
their appraisals of negative experiences engaging in unconscious defences, denying any
negative self-aspects and vulnerabilities in order to manage and cope with distress (Borelli,
David, Crowley et al., 2013; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007). Here, such individuals are more
likely to focus on interpersonal experiences that are more positive and minimise relationship
value (Borelli, David, Crowley et al., 2013). Therefore, it is likely that individuals who are
dismissive or avoidant may be less likely to appraise interpersonal conflict as a stressor and
thus, may be more likely to under report their stressful experiences. Furthermore, they may
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be more likely to overplay their emotion regulation abilities in order to protect or boost their
self-image.

Finally, the current fails to include client’s own support network and resilience.
Participants within the sample were in the midst of seeking support from the service. Given
this, it is uncertain how advanced into their treatment each individual was. Some of these
services offered within the NHS are specifically tailored towards emotion regulation
management and self-harm management. One of these groups was the STEPPS group
(systems training for emotional predictability and problem solving). The STEPPS programme
utilises cognitive behavioural techniques to help individuals manage emotional intensity to
help prevent future engagement in deliberate self-harm (Krawitz and Jackson, 2008). Given
that the current research did not establish the individual’s engagement process within
services, it is uncertain what effects extraneous variables may have had on emotion
regulation ability and deliberate self-harm engagement.

Thus, even with the presence of historical trauma, individuals who are further into
their treatment process may have developed better regulatory skills that help manage their
distress, which subsequently may contribute to a reduction in deliberate self-harm. Given that
the measure of emotion regulation utilised establishes the individual’s current emotion
regulation abilities, it is unlikely to reflect the regulatory skills in response to their stressful
life events prior to intervention. Therefore, findings reported in the current study does not
account for external variables that may impact the mediation results. Nevertheless, the
current findings still have significant importance with regards to their contribution to clinical
practice and the directions of future research.

5.3 Clinical implications and future research
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The current findings have various implications with regards to therapeutic
interventions when working with populations that self-harm. The findings indicated that
emotion deregulation contributed to subsequent engagement in deliberate self-harm,
highlighting the importance of focusing on emotion regulation within interventions.
Therapeutic interventions should therefore focus on enhancing emotion regulation abilities,
such as enhancing acceptance over emotions and expression of emotions to prevent
suppression of these.

This is reflective of various psychodynamic orientated therapies such as Intensive
Short-Term Dynamic Psychotherapy also known as ISTDP (Abbass & Town, 2013).
Essentially, ISTDP is an “emotion-focused psychodynamic psychotherapy” that focuses on
unlocking and gaining access to a person’s “unconscious unresolved attachment-traumarelated-emotions” (Abbass & Town, 2013; Johansson, Town & Abbass, 2014). It is
particularly tailored to treatment resistant clients who often employ unconscious resistance
through defences (Abbass & Town, 2013). According to Johansson, Town & Abbass (2014)
through unlocking unconscious emotions, this psychotherapeutic approach enables the
individual to experience and process emotions and feelings.

Nonetheless, the findings indicate that therapeutic interventions should not just be
grounded in emotions but should be focus on the attachment related narratives or appraisals
that the individual has developed as a result of their trauma. This stance is characteristic of
various attachment-based approaches. According to Orlands and Levy (2014), attachment
based therapeutic interventions generally encompass revisiting the individual’s prior
attachment experiences to understand the clients internal working model and the ways in
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which they appraise their experiences. Once these are understood, intervention may involve
challenging these in order to create a more compassionate self-image.

Psychoanalytic approaches also focus on the individual’s interpersonal experiences
and trauma. Ginot’s (2012) psychoanalytic approach advices understanding the roots of an
individual’s self-narratives as these represent the meanings or conclusions that a person has
attached to their interactional experiences. Essentially, they argue that these narratives will
also echo “the emotional experiences generated within an interaction” (p. 60) and thus, the
unconscious dysregulated states associated with these.

To conclude, when working with individuals who engage in self-harm, therapeutic
interventions should go above and beyond focusing on just emotion regulation, but focus on
the individual’s trauma and appraisals of these. Here a pleuritic approach may best serve this
purpose when working with self-harming behaviours. According to Rescher (1993) pluralism
refers to the idea that there is no one valid logic or answer and instead that there are multiple.
Pluralistic therapy is therefore based on the premise that individuals may be helped in
different ways at different times and so therapy is a process of collaborative decision making
in order to meet the clients goals (McLeod, 2017).

5.4 Conclusion

The findings from the current study investigated the complex relationship between
both cumulative and specific stressors and deliberate self-harm through the pathway of
emotion regulation. While the cumulative stress in isolation did not directly contribute to
engagement in deliberate self-harming behaviours, it could be concluded that they interact
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with emotion regulation ability, which in turn increases the risk of engagement in deliberate
self-harm. However, this interaction may be more complex than previously anticipated, in
which the particular emotion regulation subscales, specifically impulsivity, instead reduced
the likelihood that an individual would engage in deliberate self-harm. It is plausible to
conclude that an increase or decrease in deliberate self-harm may be determined by the
individual’s appraisals of the stressor and how they have learnt to manage these through both
direct and indirect socialisation.

Overall, particular stressful life events in isolation were generally unlikely to predict
deliberate self-harm. In line with these conclusions, it appears that stressful life events are
more likely to contribute to the engagement in deliberate self-harm when they coexist.
Essentially, the current findings contribute to a deeper understanding of the mediating
processes between stressful life events and deliberate self-harm. Moreover, they specifically
demonstrate that particular pathways to deliberate self-harm are not determined by the
presence of stressful life events, but the ways in which emotion regulation ability is refined
and developed during their presence, which subsequently effects the individuals need to use
deliberate self-harm as a means of managing their distress. Thus, the presence of a stressful
life event may not necessarily place every individual at risk of deliberate self-harm but may
for some.
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Chapter 6
Critical Appraisal
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Critical Appraisal

The following critical appraisal aims to reflect on my journey throughout the
professional doctorate course, from deciding the research question, through to the completion
of my thesis. In particular, it will discuss the challenges I faced when conducting the research
and how I overcome these. I will reflect on how these challenges have contributed to my
development as both a researcher, practitioner, and scientist practitioner. I will also discuss
how my interest in the research topic of deliberate self-harm developed.

Personal Reflection

Prior to the course, I spent several years working on an inpatient unit for individuals
with learning disabilities. Often these individuals were placed within these units due to their
high care needs and vulnerabilities. As such, most of these patients exhibited high levels of
risk, in which they often expressed suicidal ideation and engaged in deliberate self-harm. As
a result, part of my role within the service was to help manage risk. Although, a large
proportion of this involved psychological intervention, within my role patients were mostly
managed through observations and thus, risk was managed externally by staff as oppose to
utilization of their own skills. During this time, I felt incredibly deskilled how to manage this
and often this entailed removing the means to cause harm rather than understanding what
function this served for the individual. This is when my interest in self harming behaviours
was sparked in which I became intrigued about the purpose of such a self-destructive
behaviour. What struck me the most was staff responses to this behaviour, in which their own
negative opinions about why these individuals engaged in deliberate self-harm. Often these
opinions reflected a lack of empathy, in which patients were viewed as “seeking attention”.
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Particularly, within a&e settings there was a sense of frustration towards patients which often
reflected their view that they were wasting time. Despite the increase in promotion and
awareness around mental health, it was surprising to see that they still held this view. There
still appeared to be a lack of understanding amongst professionals.

This made me reflect on how professionals must manage these behaviours in the
community. Having worked primarily within inpatient settings, I was unaware of the
prevalence of deliberate self-harm in the community. When I began to work in secondary
care, I was surprised by the high prevalence amongst the community. As the service was
secondary care, patients often presented with severe and enduring mental health difficulties,
and thus, their level of risk was often high. Having not worked with individuals with this
level of risk, this was particularly daunting to begin with which I will reflect on further when
discussing how the research has contributed to my development as a practitioner.

Within this service there were several groups that focused on a managing deliberate
self-harm. One of these groups was the STEPPS group (systems training for emotional
predictability and problem solving). Within the service, deliberate self-harm was part of the
criteria to attend the group. According to Krawitz and Jackson (2008) the STEPPS group is
aimed at individuals with emotional intensity disorder and focuses on helping individuals to
manage their emotional intensity with cognitive behavioural skills (Krawitz and Jackson,
2008). Within this, I took on the role of a STEPPS reinforcer, which involved reinforcing the
material from the group. Despite recognizing the usefulness in which emotion regulation
skills such as distancing, distracting and use of filters, there seemed to be aspects missing.
The group acknowledged that the client may use various filters to appraise stimuli, and that
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this then effects how the individual may negatively interpret stimuli. However, little focus
was given to how these filters had developed such as the client’s previous history.

Similarly, this was a similar theme reflected within the distress tolerance group.
Several individuals within the group engaged in deliberate self-harm. The main focus of the
group was distress tolerance and emotion regulation techniques. Therefore, this was skills
based with little focus on the client history or background. This made me reflect on the ethos
of counselling psychology. According to Bury and Strauss (2006), “At its core, counselling
psychology privileges respect for the personal, subjective experience of the client over and
above notions of diagnosis, assessment and treatment, as well as the pursuit of innovative,
phenomenological methods for understanding human experience” (P113). Essentially,
counselling psychology focuses on the use of formulation when implementing a treatment. a
formulation integrates psychological theory and the clients own individual experience to
hypothesize how these experiences have contributed to the clients’ current difficulties
including the ideas and views they hold about the events they have experienced and the world
(Johnstone & Dallos, 2014). Thus, although the groups were a useful resource at providing
individuals with skills to manage their self-harming behaviours in the short term, little focus
was on how such behaviours developed and become a coping mechanism for these
individuals. This prompted me to reflect on why and how these behaviours had developed
over time. I reflected on my one to one work with clients, in which individuals who selfharmed had experienced various traumatic events throughout their life, and consequently
struggled to manage their emotions. It was clear that clients often exhibited different coping
skills dependent on the life events they had experienced. Given this, I began to become more
intrigued about the different effects of various life events and how this contributes to an
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individual’s ability to cope. With all this in mind I decided to choose deliberate self-harm for
my thesis.

Conducting the research

Given the high prevalence of deliberate self-harm within secondary care services, this
seemed like the ideal environment to collect data from. Given that my placement at the time
was within secondary care, this seemed like a great opportunity. I was familiar with the
service and there was a large number of patients who attended the service to hand
questionnaires out to. However, this did pose a daunting process. I held fears around how
realistic it was to gain NHS ethical approval in a timely manner. Fears around gaining
approval was also a huge factor, in which despite going through the entire ethics procedure,
approval at the end was not guaranteed. I therefore went through an internal battle about
whether this was a wise decision. I reflected on a research seminar I had attended within the
university that emphasized the lack of studies that were utilising NHS ethics and the need for
more research within clinical populations. This seemed logical given that these were the
populations we would be working with when we are qualified. There was also an emphasis
on conducting meaningful research in which they discussed how some research in the past
had contributed little to the current literature and practice. After reflecting on this, I felt it was
important to choose a research topic that I felt was important to investigate rather than
choosing something because it was simple.

My concerns and anxieties still remained with regards to what would happen if I did
not receive ethical approval in a timely manner or approval at all. In order to manage this, my
supervisors and I discussed a back-up plan that could be carried out in a non-clinical
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population. Although not my initial plan of research, this offered me some security around
the completion of my thesis. This made me realise that research is not a straightforward task,
that often there may be various barriers or obstacles that may need to be overcome along the
way. I had to allow myself to take a flexible approach and outlook on my research so that I
did not feel disappointed if it were not to go as I had originally intended it to.

I therefore began the completion of the IRAS (integrated research application system)
form. This was incredibly overwhelming. The form itself was very long, detailed and
required a significant amount of time to complete. Whilst completing this, a large proportion
of my peers had already passed their ethics within the university and had begun collecting
data for their research. This was particularly anxiety provoking at the time as I found myself
comparing my own progress to others. Doubts began to creep in as to whether I had made the
right decision. I had to remind myself that each research project was different and thus, each
project will have varying completion dates for each stage of the research.

Despite this panic, I am grateful for this process. Whilst others may have progressed
at a quicker pace, the IRAS form encouraged me to slow down and really think about the
process of my research in depth. It encouraged me to further explore the evidence and refine
my argument for conducting my research. This was particularly helpful at helping me to think
about and recognize any blind spots that may otherwise have been forgotten at an earlier
stage, i.e. the planning stages. In particular, the ethics form made me reflect on how
participants would be approached, by making me reflect on the “burdens” for the client as
well as risk. The burden on the client appeared to be an oversight for me as I had focused on
the risk to the participant. This was important considering the client was attending the service
for support. Therefore, I had to think about how the individual may respond to myself
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approaching them and how I would overcome this. In particular, the individual may worry
about the implications to the level of care they may receive, especially considering some
participants were taken from my own case load of clients. I had to think carefully about how I
recruited my participants so that participants did not feel pressured into answering the
questionnaire. To facilitate this, I tried to assure potential participants that this was not related
to the care they received and that this was an independent piece of research that was being
conducted in the trust.

Essentially, I feel the process helped me as a researcher to think about the finer details
when conducting research that I would otherwise overlook. I feel the REC meeting also
helped me to further develop as a researcher and build my confidence. The REC meeting
involved sitting in front of a panel of both professionals and lay people. It is usually advised
that supervisors should attend the REC meeting with students. However, my supervisors were
unable to attend. This was a particularly daunting process, as I was in the early stages of my
research and did not have my supervisors to fall back on if I was unable to answer any of
their questions. When I arrived at the meeting, I felt intimidated by the panel as these were a
mix of academics, statisticians and various other health professionals. I was asked various
different questions within the meeting ranging from managing risk, justification for my
demographics and how I planned on recruiting participants. One panel member asked me to
justify why I had asked various demographics within the questionnaire as this had not been
included within any of the information sheets. As aforementioned, this was an oversight on
my part. I understood and could justify why these variables were included in the current
research but had failed to articulate this explicitly within my ethics documentation. This
procedure made me reflect on the assumptions I may make when writing my thesis, in which
I often assume that the reader would understand what I am trying to convey.
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Similarly, the process encouraged me to scrutinize my work form an ethical stance.
Several things were put in place to ensure that participants would be kept safe, including
resources within the debrief sheet. During the REC meeting with the panel, it was
highlighted, that despite offering resources to participants within the debrief sheet, there was
no one that the individual could contact for support. Luckily, the service provided a triage
and crisis team for all service users. As the participants were already within a service, I had
overlooked this ethical dilemma. During sessions, I would be quick to offer clients the
number of the triage and crisis service as part of the client’s risk management plan, but
seemed to forget that such individuals may be unsure that they could utilize this service in
response to my questionnaire. I feel that this oversight may have reflected my own anxieties
about burdening the service with my own research, especially as I was not an employee
within the service. This was an insecurity of mine that I feel was quite prevalent when
collecting my data. Essentially, I feel the REC meeting has helped me to become more
detailed and explicit with the write up of my current research. I feel the process helped build
my confidence with articulating and defending my research to others. Although a scary
process, I am grateful for the contributions the process made to my development as a
researcher.

Data collection at times was a frustrating process. On occasions data collection would
be slow, in which some days were more productive than others. Often, I would find myself,
sitting in the waiting room approaching one person within the hour. Knowing I needed a
large number of participants, at times this was often disheartening and anxiety provoking.
Fear started to creep in around the completion of my data collection. There were also various
barriers to this approach, despite my best efforts to reduce these. On one occasion in
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particular whilst collecting data in the waiting room, I felt excited to see a large group of
patients in the waiting room. When approached the patients were more than happy to
complete the questionnaire and I was delighted by this outcome. Unknowingly, the
individuals waiting were attending the distress tolerance group that morning. After the group
was completed the group facilitator returned the questionnaires to myself incomplete,
explaining that she had taken these off participants when starting the group as they had other
questionnaires to complete that day for a service evaluation. Despite understanding the
reasons for this, I felt disheartened that the opportunity I had to collect data had been
thwarted.

I learned that in order to effectively collect data good communication skills and
working relationships were important for conveying that the importance of collecting data in
a timely manner. Luckily, I was fortunate enough to have a great placement supervisor who
helped me gain more participants. Given my supervisors experience within the service, she
had developed good working relationships with other professionals. She therefore helped
introduce me to staff that I was less familiar with who ran various services within the trust.
This was particularly helpful as my supervisor had already built a good working relationship
with these staff members and thus, her word went a long way. By liaising with other staff
members, I was able to schedule in time for service users to answer my questionnaires. This
included attending groups at the end of their sessions rather than in the waiting room. I was
also able to speak to staff about when particular services were running. I would often attend
the centre and find myself sitting in the waiting room gaining few participants on some days
and large amounts on others. Given the long distance to travel, I spent some time speaking to
staff to understand which days were busier, in order to spend my time at the centre more
efficiently.
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Whilst conducting my research, the trust was also undertaking a service evaluation at
the time. This meant that all service users who were engaging in a group or one to one
sessions were required to complete various questionnaires at the beginning and end of each
session. This put a strain on collecting my own data, as service users were already burdened
with these questionnaires. Myself and two other trainees were conducting this service
evaluation as requested by the trust, in order to assess outcomes within the service. This
however, placed me in a difficult position. I was under pressure by the trust to gain the
necessary data to complete the service evaluation and also my own deadlines to collect data
for my thesis. At times this became particularly stressful, as each staff member of staff had
their own pressures to ensure the relevant questionnaires were completed within their own
sessions. Therefore, although staff were accommodating and forthcoming in helping me
collect data, their main focus was ensuring the service evaluation was completed. This had a
significant impact on my own morale and enthusiasm in collecting data as I felt hesitant at
approaching potential participants. I felt a sense of further burdening the client given they had
already been completing various other questionnaires throughout their treatment. I had to
remind myself that the process was voluntary and thus, people did not have to fill the
questionnaires out if they did not want to. Notwithstanding, when I did approach potential
participants, they were always more than happy to complete these. This was something that I
had to continuously remind myself when I began to feel hesitant or reluctant to approach
service users.

I feel this all contributed to my development as a researcher. Conducting research
within a service such as the NHS which are often under high demands themselves
emphasized the importance of communication when utilising a service to collect data.
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Despite already being somewhat familiar with the service, there were still various obstacles I
faced. I recognize that better communication from the offset would have been more
beneficial and would have reduced the risk of these obstacles. Upon reflection, I recognise
that I should have enquired with the service beforehand about any other upcoming projects
that were being conducted within the service. This particularly made me reflect on how I
must work around the service who had kindly allowed me to conduct this research within
their trust and the importance of not stepping on anyone’s toes.

Development as Practitioner

As aforementioned, my experience working with individuals who engaged in self
harm was limited. Therefore, when initially faced with a client who self-harmed I felt out of
my depth. I felt deskilled, particularly with how deliberate self-harm should be managed. If I
was unaware of why an individual self-harmed, how could I help them manage this within
the sessions. Whist researching the current literature for my thesis I developed an in depth
understanding of why individuals may engage in self harming behaviours.

I began to integrate the knowledge I had learnt into my current practice. In particular,
I began to use the experiential avoidance model of deliberate self-harm (Chapman, Gratz and
Brown, 2006) as a form of psych education with my clients. I would reflect on this cycle of
self-harm, in which I would discuss with the client that how, despite offering emotional
relief, this is only temporary. Furthermore, I would reflect on the idea that the underlying
issue is unresolved and thus, the cycle will continue unless a healthier coping style is utilised.
I found this extremely helpful with clients in helping them to understand how their own use
of self-harm can maintain their emotional distress.
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The literature suggested targeting emotion regulation as a means for intervention. It
helped me recognise the usefulness of emotion regulation techniques as a temporary
alternative coping strategy to self-harm whilst focusing on the underlying cause within the
therapeutic sessions. I began to look at the literature around emotion regulation strategies and
asked to help facilitate the distress tolerance group to develop my knowledge on emotion
regulation techniques further. Whilst searching through the literature for my literature review
I came across various different resources whilst conducting my literature review around how
self-harm should be managed. In addition to the use of emotion regulation techniques to
manage a client’s immediate distress, safety plans were also implemented. This included
looking at triggers for distress, management techniques (emotion regulation) and how to
minimise harm should the client still need to engage in deliberate self-harm.

Whilst exploring the literature, I came across large amounts of information about the
stigma held towards individuals who engaged in deliberate self-harm. According to the
mental health foundation’s (2006) truth hurts enquiry, a barrier to accessing support in
adolescents was their own beliefs around how they would be perceived by health
professionals. Many young people reported that they feared professionals may label them as
an ‘attention seeker”. This encouraged me to be more empathetic when enquiring about risk
with clients. Although I already endeavoured to uphold the core conditions of empathy and
unconditional positive regard within my sessions, I felt that emphasising a non-judgmental
attitude towards an individual self-harm encouraged the client to be more forthcoming and
honest when reporting their engagement. I found it much easier to be non-judgemental and
my understanding of why people engage in deliberate self-harm was enhanced. I often
emphasised to the client acceptance by using psych education to encourage the client to also
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be more compassionate to themselves around the judgments they also hold towards for
engaging in self-harming behaviours. Here I would articulate to the client that they are doing
the best they can in order to manage their distress given their history. Here I would also
integrate their formulation to encourage the client to think about why they began engaging in
self-harm in the first place (i.e. they were brought up in an environment where emotions were
often dismissed or minimised).
Conclusion

I recognise that a lot of my own frustrations and anxieties around collecting my data
stemmed from my own lack of flexibility and the expectations I created about how quickly
data could be collected. I feel that reading and exploring the topic of deliberate self-harm has
not only significantly increased my knowledge around the function of deliberate self-harm
but also helped develop my practice when managing risk and treating deliberate self-harm.
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Appendix 1: Information sheet, consent form and debrief sheet

INFORMATION SHEET
Study title: The Role of Stressful life events and Emotion Regulation in Self-Harm
What is the purpose of the study?
The current study is exploring the impact of stressful life events on an individual’s emotion regulation and their
engagement in self-harm. Participants will include both self-harmers and non-self-harmers. The study aims to
recruit at least 90 self-harmers and 90 non self-harmers. A stressful life event refers to an event that is likely to
bring about re-adjustment or change to a person’s life, for example a divorce or bereavement. Emotion regulation
refers to the way an individual regulates their emotions. This includes a person’s awareness and understanding of
their emotions, a person’s ability to control impulsive behaviours, and a person’s ability to use strategies to
regulate their emotions in order to achieve a desired goal. Self-harm refers to a behaviour in which a person causes
deliberate harm to his or her body without suicidal intent. Some examples include, cutting, severely scratching
the skin or preventing wounds from healing.
Research demonstrates that there are several demographics that are associated with self-harm. For example,
women are twice more likely to self-harm than men (Madge, et al., 2008), along with lesbian, gay and bisexual
people at a higher risk of self harm than heterosexual individuals (king et al., 2008). Similarly, research suggests
that there are significant differences in the rates of self-harm between ethnic groups (Al-sharifi, Krynicki, &
Upthegrove, 2017). Thus, the current study will also aim to explore these associated risk factors to self-harm.
Do I have to take part?
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part, you will be given this information
sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. If you decide to take part, you are still free to withdraw at any
time and without giving a reason. Additionally, withdrawing from the study will not affect the standard of care
you receive.
What will happen if I decide to take part?
If you choose to take part, the study will involve answering three questionnaires. Overall the questionnaire should
take no longer than 30 minutes to complete.
Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential?
Yes. All the information about your participation in this study will be kept confidential the questionnaire you
completed will be stored on a password protected computer. Only the researchers working on the project will have
access to the information. You will not be identifiable in any publication or report as the data will be grouped
together and all identifying information will be removed.
What if I have a problem or concern?
If you wish to know more about the research, please contact the researcher or research supervisor. Individual
results cannot be disclosed due to anonymity of results, however, you can request an overview of general
results.
Similarly, you may wish to contact PALS (Patient Advice and Liaison Service) for general information about
taking part in research or for independent complaints:
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PALS number: 0800 073 0510

PALS email: pals@dgh.nhs.uk

What happens if you become distressed or a safeguarding issue is raised?
If you become distressed or feel at risk you can contact one of the following numbers. If a safeguarding issue is
raised, you will also be advised to contact the following Trust numbers:
Out of hours crisis team- 01384 456111 & 01384 325333.
Poplars triage- 01384 366770.
Researcher: Danielle Hitchens [e-mail address redacted]
Research Supervisors: Dr David Boyda [e-mail address redacted]. Dr Danielle Mcfeeters [e-mail address
redacted].
If you are happy to continue, please read and sign the consent form provided.
Thank you for your time.
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CONSENT FORM
Title of Project: The Role of Stressful life events and Emotion Regulation in Self-Harm.
The current study is exploring the impact of stressful life events on an individual’s emotion regulation and their
engagement in self-harm. A stressful life event refers to an event that is likely to bring about re-adjustment or
change to a person’s life, for example a divorce or bereavement. Emotion regulation refers to the way an individual
regulates their emotions. This includes a person’s awareness and understanding of their emotions, a person’s
ability to control impulsive behaviours, and a person’s ability to use strategies to regulate their emotions in order
to achieve a desired goal. Self-harm refers to a behaviour in which a person causes deliberate harm to his or her
body without suicidal intent. Some examples include, cutting, severely scratching the skin or preventing wounds
from healing.
Name of Researcher: Danielle Hitchens, David Boyda and Danielle Mcfeeters.
Please initial boxes
1.
I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet
dated ……………….for the above study and have had the opportunity
to ask questions.
2.
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free
to withdraw at any time/up until commencement of data analysis, without giving
any reason.
3.
I understand that my data will be stored securely and confidentially and
that I will not be identifiable in any report or publication
4.
I understand that the researcher may wish to publish this study
and any results found, for which I give my permission
5.

I agree to take part in the above study.

………………………..
Name

……………………..
Date

…………………………. …………………….
Researcher
Date

…………………………
Signature
…………………………
Signature
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DEBRIEF SHEET
Thank you for your participation in the study. The aim of the current study was to explore the impact of stressful
life events on an individual’s emotion regulation and their engagement in self-harm. Essentially, the study
aimed to explore if stressful life events causes individuals to develop difficulties in regulating their emotions
and thus causing them to engage in self-harm as a result. A stressful life event refers to an event that is likely to
bring about re-adjustment or change to a person’s life, for example a divorce or bereavement. Emotion
regulation refers to the way an individual regulates their emotions. This includes a person’s awareness and
understanding of their emotions, a person’s ability to control impulsive behaviors, and a person’s ability to use
strategies to regulate their emotions in order to achieve a desired goal. Self-harm refers to a behaviour in which
a person causes deliberate harm to his or her body without suicidal intent. Some examples include, cutting,
severely scratching the skin or preventing wounds from healing.
What happens if you become distressed?
If you become distressed or feel at risk you can contact one of the following trust numbers.
Out of hours crisis team- 01384 456111 & 01384 325333.
Poplars triage- 01384 366770.
You may also want to refer to the following sources:
Samaritans free helpline: 116 123
SupportLine Telephone Helpline: 01708 765200.
The study also involved thinking about previous engagement in self-harm. If this has caused you any distress
you may want to refer to the following resources for support:
www.selfharm.co.uk
http://www.selfinjurysupport.org.uk
CASS Women's free Self Injury Helpline: 0808 800 8088.
TESS text support - 0780 047 2908 (Mon-Fri 7-9pm)
SupportLine Telephone Helpline: 01708 765200.
Self-harm, Information about staying safe.
http://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/healthadvice/problemsdisorders/self-harm.aspx
https://www.selfharm.co.uk/get/staying_safe/knowing_your_body
If you wish to know more about the research, please contact the researcher or research supervisors. Dr Boyda
and Dr McFeeters are both experienced supervisors in mental health research. Individual results cannot be
disclosed due to anonymity of results, however, you can request an overview of general results.
Researcher: Danielle Hitchens [e-mail address redacted]
Director of Studies: Dr Richard Darby [e-mail address redacted]
Research Supervisors 1: Dr David Boyda [e-mail address redacted]
Research Supervisors 2: Dr Danielle Mcfeeters [e-mail address redacted]
Thank you for your time.
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire Pack
Demographics.

Age:
Gender:

Male

Female

Are you currently in a relationship?
Ethnicity: Caucasian

Transgender
Yes

Asian/Asian British

Mixed/Multiple ethnic groups

Highest Education Level: GCSE

No
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British

Other ethnic group

(Please state)

A Level

Degree

Masters

PhD
Sexual orientation: Heterosexual

Gay

Lesbian

Bisexual

Here is a list of things that people often seek treatment for. Which of following things
are you currently seeking treatment for?
To help with your emotions (e.g., Sadness, Anger).
To control problem behaviours (e.g., Drinking problems, Gambling)
To deal with a general body complaint (e.g., Tiredness, Headaches).
To help make a life decision (e.g., To get married, To change of jobs).
To cope with ongoing stress (e.g., Job stress, Marital problems).
To cope with recent stressful events (e.g., Divorce, Death of a loved one).
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To come to terms with your past (e.g., Feelings about your childhood).
Other reasons (please describe)

Has the service you are seeking treatment from or your GP given you a diagnosis of any
of the following?
Psychoses (schizophrenia, psychosis)
Depression
Anxiety
Manic depression
Bipolar
Personality disorder
Obsessive compulsive disorder
PTSD
Other (Please state)
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Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale.
Please indicate how often each of the items apply to yourself. Responses range from 1 to 5,
where 1 is almost never, 2 is sometimes, 3 is about half the time, 4 is most of the time, and 5
is almost always. Please circle your answer.

I am clear about my feelings.

1

2

3

4

5

I pay attention to how I feel.

1

2

3

4

5

I experience my emotions as overwhelming and

1

2

3

4

5

I have no idea how I am feeling.

1

2

3

4

5

I have difficulty making sense out of my
feelings.

1

2

3

4

5

I am attentive to my feelings.

1

2

3

4

5

I know exactly how I am feeling.

1

2

3

4

5

I care about what I am feeling.

1

2

3

4

5

I am confused about how I feel.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I acknowledge my emotions.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I become angry with myself for
feeling that way.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I become embarrassed for

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I become out of control.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I believe that I will remain that

1

2

3

4

5

out of control.

feeling that way.
When I’m upset, I have difficulty getting work
done.
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way for a long time.
When I’m upset, I believe that I’ll end up feeling

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I believe that my feelings are
valid and important.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I have difficulty focusing on

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I feel out of control.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I can still get things done.

1

2

4

4

5

When I’m upset, I feel ashamed with myself for
feeling that way.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I know that I can find a way to
eventually feel better.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I feel like I am weak.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I feel like I can remain in
control of my behaviours.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I feel guilty for feeling that

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I believe that there is nothing I
can do to make myself feel better.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I become irritated with myself
for feeling that way.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I start to feel very bad about
myself.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I believe that wallowing in it is

1

2

3

4

5

very depressed.

other things.

way.
When I’m upset, I have difficulty
concentrating.
When I’m upset, I have difficulty controlling my
behaviours.

all I can do.
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When I’m upset, I lose control over my

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, I take time to figure out what
I’m really feeling.

1

2

3

4

5

When I’m upset, it takes me a long time to feel

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

behaviours.
When I’m upset, I have difficulty thinking about
anything else.

better.
When I’m upset, my emotions feel
overwhelming.
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Deliberate Self-Harm Inventory.
This questionnaire asks about a number of different things that people sometimes do to hurt
themselves. Please be sure to read each question carefully and respond honestly. Often,
people who do these kinds of things to themselves keep it a secret, for a variety of reasons.
However, honest responses to these questions will provide us with greater understanding and
knowledge about these behaviours and the best way to help people. Please answer yes to a
question only if you did the behaviour intentionally, or on purpose, to hurt yourself. Do not
respond yes if you did something accidentally (e.g., you tripped and banged you head on
accident). Also, please be assured that your responses are completely confidential.

1. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose) cut your wrist, arms, or other area(s)
of your body (without intending to kill yourself)? (circle one):
1. Yes

2.

No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
2. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Burned yourself with a cigarette?
1. Yes

2.

No

If yes,
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How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?

3. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Burned yourself with a lighter or
a match?
1. yes
2. No
If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
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4. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Carved words into your skin?
1. Yes

2.

No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?

5. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Carved pictures, designs, or
other marks into your skin?
1. Yes

2. No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
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6. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Severely scratched yourself, to
the extent that scarring or bleeding occurred?
1. Yes

2. No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
7. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Bit yourself, to the extent that
you broke the skin?
1. Yes

2. No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
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8. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Rubbed sandpaper on your
body?
1. Yes

2. No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?

9. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Dripped acid onto your skin?
1. Yes

2. No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
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10. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Used bleach, comet, or oven
cleaner to scrub your skin?
1. Yes

2.

No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?

11. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Stuck sharp objects such as
needles, pins, staples, etc. into your skin, not including tattoos, ear piercing,
needles used for drug use, or body piercing?
1. Yes

2.

No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
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12. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Rubbed glass into your skin?
1. Yes

2.

No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
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13. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Broken your own bones?
1. Yes

2.

No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
14. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Banged your head against
something, to the extent that you caused a bruise to appear?
1. Yes

2. No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
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15. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Punched yourself, to the extent
that you caused a bruise to appear?
1. Yes

2. No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
16. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Prevented wounds from
healing?
1. Yes

2. No

If yes,
How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?
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17. Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose): Done anything else to hurt
yourself that was not asked about in this questionnaire?
1. Yes

2. No

If yes,
What did you do to hurt yourself?

How old were you when you first did this?
How many times have you done this?
When was the last time you did this?
How many years have you been doing this? (If you are no longer doing this, how many
years did you do this before you stopped?)

Has this behavior ever resulted in hospitalization or injury severe enough to require medical
treatment?

Stressful Life Events Questionnaire.

Please indicate if you have you ever experienced any of the following life events at any time
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in your life. Please answer by circling yes or no.
Have you ever experienced a:

1. Serious illness/injury/assault to close relative?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Death of an immediate family member?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. Death of a close family friend/other relative?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. Separation due to marital difficulties/divorce?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. Serious problem with close friend/neighbor/relative?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

6. Been made redundant or sacked from your job?

9

10
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If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7. Looking for work without success for more than 1 month?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8. Major financial crisis?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

9. Bullying?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10. Violence at work?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11. Violence in the home?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

12. Sexual assault (molestation, inappropriate touching,

9

10
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inappropriate talking) before the age of 16
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

13. Sexual assault (molestation, inappropriate touching,
inappropriate talking) after the age of 16?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

14. Problem with police involving court appearance?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15. Something you valued being lost or stolen?
If yes:
How many times? (please circle)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Appendix 3: Journal article
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To be submitted to Journal of Affective Disorders.

Stressful life events and deliberate self-harm: Exploring the specificity of stressful life
events and emotion regulation facets.
Danielle Hitchens, David Boyda & Danielle McFeeters.
Psychology Department, University of Wolverhampton.

Address for correspondence:
d.hitchens@wlv.ac.uk.

ABSTRACT
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Background: The current study aimed to examine if specific emotion regulation facets
mediated the relationship between different stressful life events and deliberate self-harm. It
examined both the cumulative and specific effects of stressful life events. Methods: A
quantitative correlational survey method was adopted using several questionnaires to explore
the relationship between stressful life events, emotion dysregulation and self-harm
engagement. The sample included 164 individuals who were seeking support from a
secondary care NHS service. Analysis was conducted using Mplus 6 and involved two
mediation models. Results: The results demonstrated that different types of stressful life
events were significantly associated with engagement in deliberate self-harm. This varied
depending on the stressful life event, in which some stressful life events decreased self-harm
engagement. In isolation the number of stressful life events was not significantly associated
with self-harm, indicating that there was no cumulative effect of stressful life events on
engagement in deliberate self-harm. However, experiencing more stressful life events was
significantly associated with deliberate self-harm through specific emotion regulation facets.
Conclusions: Results indicated that stressful life events are more likely to contribute to the
engagement in deliberate self-harm when they coexist. The current findings contribute to a
deeper understanding of the mediating processes between stressful life events and deliberate
self-harm. They specifically demonstrate that particular pathways to deliberate self-harm are
not determined by the presence of stressful life events, but the ways in which emotion
regulation ability is refined and developed during their presence, which subsequently effects
the individuals need to use deliberate self-harm as a means of managing their distress.

Key Words: Stressful life events, Cumulative stress, Emotion regulation, Emotion
dysregulation, Self-harm, Deliberate self-harm.
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Background

Self-harm is increasingly becoming a health concern in the UK, with current statistics
reflecting relatively high rates of self-harm. In the England alone, there were 84, 378
presentations of self-harm to five general hospitals between the years of 2000–2012
(Geulayov, Kapur, Turnbull, et al., 2016). This is particularly worrying given that self-harm
has shown to increase the risk of eventual suicide in both adolescents and adults (Zahl &
Hawton, 2004, Hawton, et al., 2015; Runeson, Haglund, Lichtenstein & Tidemalm, 2016,
Beckman et al, 2018).
Evidence suggests that experience of stressful life events can increase the risk of selfharm engagement (Hankin & Abela, 2011; Liu et al, 2014; Lui, Cheek, & Nestor, 2016,
Horath, et al., 2020). Research also provides support for a cumulative effect on self-harm
engagement, in which the presence of more stressful life events positively related to more
self-harm incidences (Madge et al, 2011; Zetterqvist, Lundh & Svedin, 2013). While several
researchers have demonstrated that stressful life events have a cumulative effect on deliberate
self-harming behaviors, considerable research has documented that distinct types of stressful
life events may be associated with varying risk for the development of self-harm (Yates,
Carlson and Egeland, 2008; Tang et al., 2016). For instance, in one study, different subtypes
of self-harm (indicated by its lethality) were more strongly associated with different types of
childhood adversity (Han, Wang, Xu and Su (2018). Less lethal self-harm was associated
with family stress, childhood sexual abuse and childhood peer victimisation whereas, highly
lethal self-harm, on the other hand was associated with emotional abuse and neglect,
childhood peer victimisation and sexual abuse. In order to draw more accurate conclusions
with regards to the prediction of deliberate self-harm, research should therefore consider both
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the accumulation and interaction of risk factors across similar or different domains (Nock,
2012).
One vulnerability factor that may provide a connecting pathway between stressful life
events and deliberate self-harm is emotion regulation. Chapman, Gratz and Brown (2006)
propose that deliberate self-harm falls under a wider category of experiential avoidance
behaviors, in which self-harm may be used to avoid unwanted internal experiences. Here,
negative emotional states may be evoked by an emotionally provoking situation. In response
to this, the individual feels an urge to get away from these emotions and consequently
engages in deliberate self-harm. Evidence somewhat supports this theory indicating that
individuals who encounter greater experiences of childhood trauma and maltreatment
frequently report significantly higher emotion regulation difficulties (Kim and Cicchetti,
2010; Titelius et al., 2018; Huh, Kim, Lee & Chae, 2017; Konecky & Lynch, 2019).
Similarly, there is a wealth of research that demonstrates that emotion dysregulation is
positively related to engagement in non-suicidal self-injury (Andrews, Martin, Hasking &
Page, 2013; Terzi et al., 2017; Peh et al., 2017; Titelius et al., 2018).
In light of this, it could be argued that emotion regulation may therefore serve as a
mediator linking stressful life events and deliberate self-harm. Yet to the authors knowledge,
only few studies have examined the mediatory effect of emotion regulation (Sim, Adrian,
Zeman, Cassano & Friedrich, 2009; Peh et al., 2017). However, previous research tends to
focus exclusively on single types of stressful life events and singular emotion regulation
strategies. Given that traumas often co-occur, stressful life events should instead be modelled
in a fashion where they “exist” together. In this regard, focusing primarily on single
incidences may confound results if other types of stressors have co-occurred. In order to
capture these interactions, a more complex model which encapsulates the multiplicity of
stressful life events coupled with the differing facets of emotion regulation on risk of
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deliberate self-harm is needed. The current study therefore aims to examine if difficulties in
emotion regulation mediates the relationship between stressful life events and deliberate selfharm. The current research will also examine both the type of stressful life events and
cumulative effect.

Methods

Participants
A quantitative methodology was adopted using several questionnaires. The current
study was conducted at a secondary care outpatient service that provides mental health
services to adults in the community. Ethical approval was sought and permission to conduct
the research was given by Health Research Authority and the NHS trust where data was
collected. Participants were obtained using an opportunity sample within the secondary care
service (i.e., individuals who access the service). All participants were required to be over the
age of 18 to take part. 164 participants were recruited for the current study. Of the 164
participants, 105 participants had endorsed self-harming behaviors.

Measures
Demographics: Demographics such as age, gender, ethnicity, relationship status, and
academic level were obtained.

Stressful Life Events (SLEs): 15 items have been selected for the purpose of this
study. These items were extracted from the McFeeters, Boyda and O’Neil (2015) paper on
stressful life events. The items represent six categories of SLEs: Injury or illness to self,
personal loss (family or friend), interpersonal conflict (divorce, separation, or problem with
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close relative, neighbor or friend), financial crisis (major financial crisis, redundancy, or
unemployment), interpersonal abuse (bullying, violence at home or work, and sexual abuse)
and minor life stressors (problem with the police and lost or stolen valuables). Participants
are asked to indicate if they have experienced each of the life events at any time of their life.
Responses to each item are answered with a binary yes or no format (No =0, Yes=1). The
questionnaire also asks participants to indicate the frequency of each stressful life event on a
10-point continuous scale ranging from one to 10. Participants were asked to circle the
number of times the stressful life event had occurred.
Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS; Gratz & Roemer, 2004): The DERS
is a 36-item measure that provides a comprehensive overall assessment of emotion
regulation, as well as six specific dimensions: non-acceptance of negative emotions (NONACCEPTANCE), difficulties engaging in goal-directed behaviors when experiencing
negative emotions (GOALS), difficulties controlling impulsive behaviors when experiencing
negative emotions (IMPULSE), limited access to effective emotion regulation strategies
(STRATEGIES), lack of emotional awareness (AWARENESS), and lack of emotional clarity
(CLARITY). Item examples include “when I’m upset, I become embarrassed for feeling that
way; when I’m upset, I believe that there is nothing I can do to make myself feel better; I
have difficulty making sense out of my feelings”. The DERS has demonstrated high internal
consistency (α = .93; Gratz & Roemer, 2004) including the DERS subscales also
demonstrated adequate internal consistency, with Cronbach’s α > .80 for each subscale (Gratz
& Roemer, 2004). Participants are asked to indicate how often the items apply to themselves,
with responses ranging from 1 to 5, where 1 is almost never, 2 is sometimes, 3 is about half
the time, 4 is most of the time, and 5 is almost always. Some DERS items are reverse scored
so that higher scores in indicate greater difficulties in emotion regulation (i.e., greater
emotion dysregulation).
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Deliberate Self-Harm Inventory (DSHI; Gratz, 2001): The DSHI is a 17-item selfreport measure designed to assess deliberate self-harm. The DSHI is “based on the
conceptual definition of deliberate self-harm as the deliberate, direct destruction or alteration
of body tissue without conscious suicidal intent but resulting in injury severe enough for
tissue damage (e.g., scarring) to occur” (p. 255). The measure assesses different aspects of
self-harm including severity, frequency, duration, and type of self-harm. Responses to each
item will be answered with a binary yes or no format. Item examples include “Have you ever
intentionally (i.e., on purpose) cut your wrist, arms, or other area(s) of your body (without
intending to kill yourself)?; have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose) Burned yourself
with a cigarette?; Have you ever intentionally (i.e., on purpose) Banged your head against
something, to the extent that you caused a bruise to appear?” The DSHI demonstrated high
internal consistency (α =.82).

Statistical analysis

Version 24 of SPSS was used for initial data analysis and operationalisation of
variables. In order to examine the specificity of stressful life events, six broad categories
were created (see table 1 for categories). A composite variable for each of the six overarching
categories was computed. Here each stressful life event included the frequency of how many
times that stressful life event was endorsed by each participant. In order to examine the
amount/accumulation of stressful life events endorsed by each participant another composite
variable was created. Here a total number was created by combining all the stressful life
events categories endorsed by each participant. Analysis was conducted using Mplus 6 and
involved two mediation models. Both models involved dichotomous outcomes (self-harm,
binary yes/no). For model one, first the association from the independent variable stressful
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life events (number of stressful life event categories endorsed) to the self-harm category was
estimated. Second the association from the independent variable (number of stressful life
events endorsed) to multiple mediator variables (emotion regulation subscales: nonacceptance, goals, impulse, strategies, awareness, clarity) were then estimated. Lastly,
indirect effects were calculated. Here each emotion regulation subscale was used to establish
two unstandardized paths to link the independent variable (number of stressful life events
endorsed) to the dependent variable (self-harm).
For model 2, first the association from the independent variables, type of stressful life
events (Serious illness or injury, personal loss, interpersonal conflict, financial crisis,
interpersonal abuse, and minor stressors) to the self-harm category were estimated. Second
the association from the independent variables (Serious illness or injury, personal loss,
interpersonal conflict, financial crisis, interpersonal abuse and minor stressors) to multiple
mediator variables (emotion regulation subscales: non-acceptance, goals, impulse, strategies,
awareness, clarity) were then estimated. Lastly, indirect effects were calculated. Here each
emotion regulation subscale was used to establish two unstandardized paths to link the
independent variables (Serious illness or injury, personal loss, interpersonal conflict, financial
crisis, interpersonal abuse, and minor stressors)) to the dependent variable (self-harm).

Results

The sample consisted of 164 participants. Table 1 presents the frequencies of stressful
life events and their overarching broad categories. The descriptive statistics in table 2 show
that the number of individuals who self-harmed by gender and age. Within this sample
females represented the majority (65.7%). Overall, the average age of males who self-harmed
was 40, with females having a lower age of 33.
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Table 1. Shows the Frequency and Percentages of Stressful Life Events endorsed and
Grouped Categories.
N = 164

(%)

Serious Illness or Injury to other

78

47.6%

Serious illness/injury/assault to a close relative

78

47.6%

Personal Loss (Family or Friend)

131

79.9%

Death of an immediate family member

110

67.1%

Death of a close family friend/other relative

97

59.1%

Interpersonal Conflict

108

65.9%

Separation due to marital difficulties/divorce etc

62

37.8%

Serious problem with close friend/neighbour or relative

86

52.4%

Financial Crisis

106

64.6%

Being made redundant or sacked from your job

67

40.9%

Looking for work without success for more than one month

63

38.4%

Major financial crisis

64

39%

Interpersonal Abuse

134

81.7%

Bullying

109

66.5%

Violence at work

21

12.8%

Violence in the home

57

34.8%

Sexual abuse before 16

56

34.1%

Sexual abuse after 16

47

28.7%

Minor life Stressor

67

40.9%

Problem with police involving court appearance

28

17.1%

Something you valued being lost or stolen

56

34.1%

Table 2. Shows the descriptive Statistics for Sample.
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Overall

Age

Individuals who Self-harm

Individuals who
do not self-harm

All

Males

Females

Males

Females

All

N =164

N = 63

N = 101

N = 36

N =69

N =105

%

(38.4%)

(61.6%)

(34.3%)

(65.7%)

(64%)

M = 36.02

M = 40.17

M = 33.91

(SD = 12.22)

(SD = 10.55)

(SD = 12.53)

Two models were estimated. In the first model, the researcher examined the number
of stressful life events on emotion regulation and deliberate self-harm. Demographics such as
gender, age and ethnicity were used as covariates in the models. Results indicated that the
number of stressful life events endorsed was not significantly related to self-harm. The
emotion regulation subscales “limited access to emotion regulation strategies” were
significantly associated to self-harm (β = 0.897, p=0.000), however, “impulse control” was
negatively associated to self-harm (β = -125, p=0.004). The emotion regulation subscales,
“difficulties engaging in goal directed behavior”, “lack of emotional clarity”, “lack of
emotional awareness” and “none-acceptance of emotional responses” were not significantly
related to self-harm. The number of stressful life events endorsed were also significantly
associated with all emotion regulation subscales (impulse control, limited access to emotion
regulation strategies, difficulties engaging in goal directed behavior, lack of emotional
clarity, lack of emotional awareness and none-acceptance of emotional responses). The
standardized regression coefficients for the direct effects are shown below in table 3.
The observed results from the mediated model (model 1) showed “impulse control
difficulties” mediated the association between the number of stressful life events endorsed
and deliberate self-harm (β= -0.034, p= 0.037), however, this was a negative association.
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Thus, as stressful life events increased, self-harm decreased. The observed results from the
mediated model also showed that “limited access to emotion regulation strategies” mediated
the association between the number of stressful life events endorsed and deliberate self-harm
(β=0.161, p= 0.013). However, the remaining subscales, “difficulties engaging in goal
directed behavior”, “lack of emotional clarity”, “lack of emotional awareness” and “noneacceptance of emotional responses” did not significantly mediate the relationship between the
number of stressful life events and self-harm. The standardized regression coefficients for
both the mediated effects are shown below in table 4.
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Table 3. Shows the Standardized Regression Coefficients for Number of Stressful Life Events, Emotion Regulation Subscales and Self-harm.
Impulse

Strategies

Goals

Awareness

Clarity

None-acceptance

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

0.276 (0.069)

0.179 (0.071)

0.334 (0.067)

0.232 (0.073)

0.236 (0.074)

0.259 (0.067)

-0.068 (0.038)

0.000**

0.012*

0.000**

0.002*

0.002*

0.000**

0.079

Impulse

--

--

--

--

--

--

Strategies

--

--

--

--

--

--

Goals

--

--

--

--

--

--

Awareness

--

--

--

--

--

--

Clarity

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

X

Noneacceptance

Self-Harm
β (S.E) P-value

-0.125 (0.044)
0.004*
0.897 (0.45)
0.000**
0.213 (0.140)
0.128
-0.024 (0.081)
0.771
-0.053 (0.56)
0.348
-0.051 (0.54)
0.344

Note: β = Beta Coefficients, (S.E) = (Standardised. Errors). * = p<0.05. ** = p<0.001. Results in bold = Significant. Model was adjusted for Age, Gender
and Ethnicity.
X = Number of stressful life events
Impulse = Impulse control difficulties
Strategies = limited access to emotion regulation strategies
Goals = difficulties engaging in goal directed behaviour
Awareness = Lack of emotional awareness
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Clarity = Lack of emotional clarity
None-acceptance = None-acceptance of emotional responses
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Table 4. Shows Mediated Effects Defined as the Product of two Standardised Paths Linking
X to Y Through the Mediators for model one (e.g. a1 x b1).
From item to

Number of stressful life
events

Via Mediator

β (S.E) P value

Impulse

-0.034 (0.016) 0.037*

Strategies

0.161 (0.065) 0.013*

Goals

0.071 (0.051) 0.165

Awareness

-0.005 (0.019) 0.777

Clarity

-0.012 (0.015) 0.394

To item

Self-harm

None-acceptance

-0.013 (0.015) 0.363
Note: β = Beta Coefficients, (S.E) = (Standardised. Errors). * = p<0.05. ** = p<0.001. Results in bold
= Significant. Impulse = Impulse control difficulties, Strategies = limited access to emotion regulation
strategies, Goals = difficulties engaging in goal directed behaviour, Awareness = Lack of emotional
awareness, Clarity = Lack of emotional clarity, None-acceptance = None-acceptance of emotional
responses. Model 1 was adjusted for Age, Gender and Ethnicity.

In the second model (model 2), the researchers unpacked the first model by
examining the specificity of each stressful life event category. Here the researchers examined
the effects of each stressful life event category on emotion regulation and deliberate selfharm. Demographics such as gender, age and ethnicity were used as covariates in the models.
Results indicated that only minor life stressors (β= 0.385, p= 0.000) and financial crisis were
significantly associated with self-harm. Financial crisis, however, was a negatively related to
self-harm (β= -0.164, p= 0.040), thus, as financial crisis increases, self-harming decreases.
All other stressful life event categories were not related to self-harm. Furthermore, the
emotion regulation subscales “impulse control” (β= -0.127, p= 0.003) and “lack of emotional
awareness” (β= -0.180, p= 0.041) were negatively related to self-harm. Therefore, as impulse
control and lack of emotional awareness increases self-harm decreases. “None-acceptance of
emotional responses” was also positively associated with self-harm (β= 0.510, p= 0.000).
However, none of the other emotion regulation subscales were related to self-harm.
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Personal loss (β= 0.249, p= 0.049) and minor life stressors (β= 0.604, p= 0.000) were
significantly associated with “impulse control difficulties. Interpersonal conflict was also
significantly associated with “impulse control difficulties ; however, this was a negative
association (β= -0.290, p= 0.024). Serious Illness or Injury to other (β= -0.288, p= 0.001) and
minor life stressor (β= -0.379, p= 0.000) were significantly associated with difficulties in a
“lack of emotional awareness”, however, this was a negative association. This indicates that
as both stressors decrease, “difficulties in engaging in goal directed behavior” increases.
With regards to “limited access to emotion regulation strategies”, only the life
stressors financial crisis (β= 0.336, p= 0.009) and minor life stressors (β= 0.486, p= 0.000)
were significantly associated with this variable. Interpersonal conflict (β= -0.308, p= 0.006)
and minor life stressors (β= -0.496, p= 0.000) were both significantly and negatively related
to a lack of “emotional clarity”. Financial crisis was also positively associated with a lack of
emotional clarity (β= 0.332, p= 0.003). Finally, interpersonal conflict was significantly and
negatively associated with “none-acceptance of emotional responses” (β=-0.409, p= 0.002),
indicating that as interpersonal conflict decreases, none acceptance of emotions increases.
The standardized regression coefficients for the direct effects are shown below in table 5.
The observed results from the mediated model (model 2) showed that three significant
mediations emerged. The results showed that none acceptance mediated the relationship
between interpersonal conflict and self-harm (β=-0.209, p= 0.006), however this was a
negative association. Therefore, a decrease in interpersonal conflict causes an increase in
difficulties within non-acceptance of emotional responses, which then causes an increase in
self-harm. The results also showed that the relationship between minor life stressors and selfharm was mediated by impulse control difficulties (β=-0.036, p= 0.007), however this was a
negative association. Therefore, as minor life stressors increased, difficulties in impulse
control increased. An increase in impulse control difficulties then caused a decrease in self-
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harm. Finally, the relationship between minor life stressors and self-harm was mediated by
difficulties in non-acceptance of emotional responses (β=0.251, p=0.000), this, was a positive
association. The standardized regression coefficients for the mediated effects are shown
below in table 6.
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Table 5. Shows the Standardized Regression Coefficients for each Stressful Life Event, Emotion Regulation Subscales and Self-harm.
Clarity

None-acceptance

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

-0.288 (0.090)

0.037 (0.084)

-0.101 (0.101)

-0.089 (0.063)

0.232

0.001**

0.662

0.319

0.158

0.161 (0.129)

0.213 (0.135)

0.041 (0.121)

0.030 (0.111)

0.203 (0.134)

0.003 (0.076)

0.049*

0.212

0.114

0.737

0.790

0.130

0.969

-0.290 (0.128)

-0.068 (0.131)

0.006 (0.138)

-0.074 (0.123)

-0.308 (0.113)

-0.409 (0.133)

0.004 (0.088)

0.024*

0.606

0.966

0.545

0.006*

0.002*

0.962

-0.014 (0.128)

0.336 (0.128)

0.165 (0.136)

0.227 (0.121)

0.332 (0.112)

0.153 (0.135)

-0.164 (0.080)

0.911

0.009*

0.224

0.061

0.003*

0.258

0.040*

-0.047 (0.139)

-0.028 (0.141)

0.116 (0.148)

0.224 (0.132)

0.094 (0.121)

0.101 (0.147)

0.085 (0.082)

0.733

0.843

0.430

0.089

0.439

0.491

0.299

0.604 (0.087)

0.486 (0.095)

-0.082 (0.107)

-0.379 (0.092)

-0.496 (0.081)

0.491 (0.098)

0.385 (0.096)

0.000**

0.000**

0.442

0.000**

0.000**

0.000**

0.000**

Impulse

--

--

--

--

--

--

Strategies

--

--

--

--

--

--

Goals

--

--

--

--

--

--

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6

Impulse

Strategies

Goals

Awareness

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

β (S.E) P-value

0.185 (0.095)

-0.119 (0.097)

-0.122 (0.102)

0.052

0.220

0.249 (0.127)

Self-Harm
β (S.E) P-value

-0.217 (0.073)
0.003*
0.130 (0.079)
0.100
-0.056 (0.077)
0.467
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Awareness

--

--

--

--

--

--

Clarity

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Noneacceptance

-0.180 (0.088)
0.041*
-0.130 (0.089)
0.146
0.510 (0.067)
0.000**

Note: β = Beta Coefficients, (S.E) = (Standardised. Errors). * = p<0.05. ** = p<0.001. Results in bold = Significant. Model 2 was adjusted for Age, Gender
and Ethnicity.
X1 = Serious Illness or Injury to other
X2 = Personal Loss (Family or Friend)
X3 = Interpersonal Conflict
X4 = Financial Crisis
X5 =Interpersonal Abuse
X6 = Minor life Stressor
Impulse = Impulse control difficulties
Strategies = limited access to emotion regulation strategies
Goals = difficulties engaging in goal directed behaviour
Awareness = Lack of emotional awareness
Clarity = Lack of emotional clarity
None-acceptance = None-acceptance of emotional responses.
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Table 6. Shows Mediated effects defined as the product of two standardised paths linking X
to Y through the mediators (e.g. a1 b1).
From item to

Serious Illness or Injury to other

Via

β (S.E) P-value

Goals

0.007 (0.011) 0.535

Impulse

-0.040 (0.025) 0.104

Awareness

0.052 (0.030) 0.087

Strategies

-0.015 (0.016) 0.326

Clarity

-0.005 (0.011) 0.676

None-acceptance

-0.052 (0.052) 0.322

Goals

-0.052 (0.052) 0.322

Impulse

-0.054 (0.033) 0.103

Awareness

-0.007 (0.022) 0.740

Personal Loss (Family or Friend)

Interpersonal Conflict

To item

SH

SH
Strategies

0.021 (0.021) 0.321

Clarity

-0.004 (0.015) 0.793

None-acceptance

0.104 (0.071) 0.141

Goals

0.000 (0.008) 0.966

Impulse

0.063 (0.035) 0.074

Awareness

0.013 (0.023) 0.562
SH

Strategies

-0.009 (0.018) 0.623

Clarity

0.040 (0.031) 0.200

None-acceptance

-0.209 (0.076) 0.006*

Goals

-0.009 (0.015) 0.533

Impulse

0.003 (0.028) 0.911

Awareness

-0.041 (0.030) 0.168

Strategies

0.044 (0.031) 0.166

Financial Crisis

SH
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Clarity

-0.043 (0.033) 0.192

None-acceptance

0.078 (0.071) 0.268

Goals

-0.007 (0.012) 0.593

Impulse

0.010 (0.030) 0.735

Awareness

-0.040 (0.031) 0.193

Strategies

-0.004 (0.018) 0.844

Clarity

-0.012 (0.018) 0.495

None-acceptance

0.052 (0.075) 0.493

Goals

0.005 (0.009) 0.597

Impulse

-0.131 (0.049) 0.007*

Awareness

0.068 (0.037) 0.066

Interpersonal Abuse

SH

Minor life Stressor

SH
Strategies

0.063 (0.040) 0.117

Clarity

0.064 (0.045) 0.157

None-acceptance

0.251 (0.057) 0.000**

Note: β = Beta Coefficients, (S.E) = (Standardised. Errors). * = p<0.05. ** = p<0.001. Results in bold
= Significant. Impulse = Impulse control difficulties, Strategies = limited access to emotion regulation
strategies, Goals = difficulties engaging in goal directed behaviour, Awareness = Lack of emotional
awareness, Clarity = Lack of emotional clarity, None-acceptance = None-acceptance of emotional
responses, SH = Self-harm. Model 2 was adjusted for Age, Gender and Ethnicity.

Discussion

The current research aimed to explore if emotion regulation mediated the relationship
between stressful life events and deliberate self-harm. It also explored the type of stressful
life event and cumulative effect on various emotion regulation subscales and engagement in
deliberate self-harm. Firstly, the results demonstrated that the relationship between minor life
stressors and deliberate self-harm was positively mediated by nonacceptance of emotions.
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Minor life stressors encompassed problems with police, involving court appearance and
something you valued being lost or stolen. Therefore, individuals who experience a minor life
stressor not only have difficulty accepting their emotions but are likely to have negative
appraisals of these. This aligns with existing literature by Moore and Tangney (2017) who
found that individuals involved in stressors such as criminal proceedings are likely to
anticipate stigma from others, which consequently has effects on their mental health. It could
be speculated that in order to manage such symptoms, individuals may then engage in
deliberate self-harm to manage negative emotions that may otherwise be rejected by society.
Given the population used within this sample, it could be suggested that such individuals may
hold a pessimistic outlook on life and therefore, anticipate that others may hold negative
perceptions of such involvement.
An alternative plausible explanation may be that stressors such as criminal
proceedings may contribute to other stressors such as job loss, relationship breakdown and
financial difficulties. Indeed, this stressor may possibly hold more significance in relation to
the negative effects this may have on the individual’s level of day-to-day functioning. This
may explain why, despite being considered as a low betrayal stressful life event, it was still
the only predictor of deliberate self-harm.
A second finding of this study was, the relationship between minor life stressors and
deliberate self-harm was mediated by the emotion regulation subscale impulse control,
however, this was a negative association. As minor life stressors increased, difficulties in
impulse control increased. An increase in impulse control difficulties then caused a decrease
in self-harm. In line with the suggestion that minor life stressors may serve to destabilize the
individual; it could be hypothesized that such destabilization influences the individual to
react impulsively so they can better manage their distress. This in turn, may then cause selfharm behaviors to decrease as the individual may be engaging in alternative behaviors such
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as externalizing their distress, e.g., aggression. This is consistent with Bakken and Gunter
(2012) who suggested that engagement in self-harm decreases when an individual engages in
other externalising behaviours such as fighting. Although, there was no exploration of
alternative coping mechanisms within the current research, it could be speculated that an
individual who has reported difficulties with impulse control will engage in more outward
directed behaviours.
An alternative explanation may be, that individuals who exhibit high levels of impulse
control difficulties and non-acceptance of their emotions may have a higher likelihood of
infractions with the police or justice system. Indeed, there is an abundance of research which
has found that offenders who exhibit difficulties with emotion regulation, have increased
histories of aggression compared to those who do not (Roberton, Daffern & Bucks, 2014). In
particular, impulse control difficulties and lower levels of emotional acceptance have not
only been shown to be positively associated with aggression in offenders, but also increase
the likelihood of offending behaviour (Garofalo, Holden, Zeigler-Hill & Velotti, 2015;
Carroll et al., 2006). In light of the previous findings, this may support the assumption that
individuals may use outward behaviours, consequently causing a decrease in self-harming
behaviours.
Furthermore, the results also found that the relationship between interpersonal conflict
and deliberate self-harm was negatively mediated by nonacceptance of emotions. Thus, a
decrease in interpersonal conflict was associated with an increase in difficulties in nonacceptance of emotional responses, which was then positively associated with an increase in
self-harm. This is inconsistent with previous findings by Andrea and Beate (2011) who found
that exposure parental conflict, specifically negative parental conflict resolution styles,
exhibited more emotion regulation difficulties. Arguably, healthy discussions of conflict
within the family unit or amongst married parents may model more adaptive ways of
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managing conflict and emotions (Morris, Silk, Steinberg, Myers & Robinson, 2007). Instead,
positive outcomes within conflict may serve to provide individuals with the skills to
effectively manage a conflict situation and thus, increase the level of acceptance they hold
around their emotions. This aligns with the current attachment literature that suggests that
with regards to emotion regulation, secure individuals are often able to both fully experience
and express their emotions to others in an open and accurate manner (Gross, 2014). It could
be speculated that a lack of exposure/discussion around conflict may therefore contribute to
more difficulties in accepting emotions. In turn this may encourage an individual to supress
and internalise unwanted emotions, consequently causing the use of self-harm to manage
their distress.
Overall, the current study found that the only stressful life event that was positively
associated with deliberate self-harm was minor life stressors. Other stressful life events such
as interpersonal abuse and serious injury or illness to other were not significantly associated
with deliberate self-harm. These are inconsistent with previous findings by Yates, Carlson
and Egeland (2008) and Madge et al. (2011) who found that sexual abuse was a significant
predictor of deliberate self-harm. One plausable explanation for this inconsistency may
reflect resilience. Research suggests that interpersonal abuse such as bullying and sexual
abuse do not often occur in isolation and instead occur frequently over a period of time. It is
well documented amongst literature that victims of sexual abuse are often subjected to more
than one sexual encounter from the same perpetrator (Smallbone & Wortley, 2001) and are at
a higher risk of sexual revictimization than those who have never encountered sexual abuse
(Walker, Freud, Ellis, Fraine & Wilson, 2019). Given this, it is likely experiencing multiple
stressful life events may promote resiliency, which may serve the role at buffering against the
negative effects of adverse life events. For instance, in one study, Cenat et al. (2018) found
that a large proportion of Haiti children who experienced multiple traumas (sexual and
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physical sexual abuse and maltreatment) presented with moderate to very high levels of
resiliency and demonstrated self-efficacy to deal with their trauma. The current findings
emphasize the need for the inclusion of the role of resilience in multifactorial models of risk.
The effects of the number of stressful life events endorsed was also examined to
investigate if stressful life events had a cumulative effect on difficulties in emotion regulation
and engagement in deliberate self-harm. Results found that the number of stressful life events
endorsed was significantly associated with all emotion regulation subscales, indicating that
stressful life events have a cumulative effect on emotion regulation ability. This is consistent
with previous findings by Walsh, DiLillo and Scalora (2011) who found that victims of
sexual abuse who were revictimized experienced more emotion regulation difficulties than
those who experienced one single incident of victimisation or no victimisation at all. Given
the content of the stressful life events participants endorsed in the current study, it is likely a
repetition of stress contributed to the development of a negative internal working model or
narrative about themselves. Take for example the nature of bullying, neglect, and abuse.
Expression of anger towards a perpetrator in these situations is often met with rejection or
serious repercussions, such as harm to the self or others (Shipman, Zeman, Penza &
Champion, 2000). In order to prevent future harm, victims may withhold from expressing
their true emotions. Consequently, this may provide individuals with the narrative that their
emotions are wrong, thwarting their ability to label and recognise their emotions or develop
acceptance of these. Essentially, if an individual experiences a repetition of these negative
narratives, they are provided with less opportunity to seek positive alternative narratives to
challenge these.
Only limited access to emotion regulation strategies positively mediated the
association between the number of stressful life events endorsed and deliberate self-harm.
The results suggest that individuals who have experienced cumulative stress have limited
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access to emotion regulation strategies, which in turn increases their engagement in deliberate
self-harm. While this is consistent with previous findings by Peh et al., (2017) who found that
overall emotion regulation mediated the relationship between maltreatment severity and selfharm, the current findings relate specifically to limited access to emotion regulation
strategies. These findings may reflect the learned helplessness theory (Maier & Seligman,
1976). Essentially, exposure to reoccurring stress that is out of one’s control may contribute
to overwhelming negative emotions and feelings of powerless. As previously suggested,
repetition of stress can contribute to the development of negative internal working models
and narratives of the self (Cassidy, 1994; Root & Denham, 2010). In line with this
suggestion, it could be argued that individuals may develop the narrative or internal working
model that they do not have the ability or skills to change their negative experience (Gaher,
Hofman, Simons and Hunsaker, 2013). Such individuals may feel there is little that can be
done to regulate their emotions and therefore, engage in deliberate self-harm to reduce or
diminish their negative emotions. This aligns with the experiential avoidance model of
deliberate self-harm (Chapman, Gratz, and Brown, 2006), whereby individuals may use
deliberate self-harm to avoid or escape unwanted emotions that are triggered by emotionally
provoking stimuli.
The findings also found that impulse control difficulties mediated the relationship
between number of stressful life events endorsed and deliberate self-harm. However, this was
negative association, in which stressful life events was associated with an increase in impulse
control difficulties and consequently a decrease in deliberate self-harm. While there may be
many reasons why people may be impulsive in nature, one plausible explanation for this may
reflect Mikulincer, Shaver, and Pereg’s (2003) model of coping. Essentially, repetition of
stress may contribute to overwhelming negative emotions, which individuals may learn to
cope with by engaging in hyper-activating strategies of emotion. Depending on how others
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have responded to one’s bids of emotion, the individual may have developed an internal
working model that their bids for attention may only be met by acting out in impulsive ways,
such as overly emotional expression. Although, considered dysregulated and maladaptive in
nature, such outward behaviours may serve as a coping mechanism to deal with emotions,
decreasing the use of alternative methods such as deliberate self-harm to manage emotions.
In conclusion, the ways in which one manages their emotions (or emotion regulation
ability) is determined by how the individual emotions were extrinsically managed (both
directly and indirectly) when experiencing the stressful life events. Essentially, the overall
findings within the current study emphasises the importance of how an individual appraises
their lived experience, can subsequently effect their engagement in deliberate self-harm.

Limitations

The current study is not without its limitations. With regards to some of the findings,
mediation existed despite the overall relationship from X to Y yielding a nonsignificant
relationship. Indeed, in order to test if the mediator completely accounts for the relationship
between the independent and dependent variable, researchers will often test if the coefficient
from X to Y is statistically significant. However, Loeys, Moerkerke and Vansteelandt (2015)
argue that a “significant test for the total effect should not be used as a prerequisite for the
test for the indirect effect” (p. 1). Therefore, there are various examples amongst current
literature whereby mediation is still present despite the relationship between X and Y
yielding non-significant results (Boyda, Mcfeeters, Dhingra Galbraith & Hinton, 2018;
MacKinnon et al., 2007, 2000).
Secondly, although the current research asked participant’s their age of onset of
deliberate self-harm, it did not capture the onset or timing of the stressful life event that was
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experienced. Therefore, the temporal ordering of events within the current study are
unknown. Third, the current research did not include the frequency of engagement of
deliberate self-harm in which this was instead analysed using the binary yes or no variable.
As a result, the data did not permit the researchers to investigate this variable. As suggested
by Nock (2012), not making a distinction between one or multiple incidences can have
significant implications on interpretation of results, in which it may confound findings in
relation to risk factors. Finally, given that stressful life events generally co-occur it is difficult
to assess the contribution of each stressful life event in isolation. The current findings
therefore cannot determine if it is the presence of minor life stressors along with other
stressors that increased the risk of engagement in deliberate self-harm, or if minor life
stressors such as involvement with the police instead served to trigger unresolved feelings in
already vulnerable individuals. Therefore, follow up studies should consider a longitudinal
approach.

Conclusion

Results indicated that stressful life events are more likely to contribute to the
engagement in deliberate self-harm when they coexist. The current findings contribute to a
deeper understanding of the mediating processes between stressful life events and deliberate
self-harm. They specifically demonstrate that particular pathways to deliberate self-harm are
not determined by the presence of stressful life events, but the ways in which emotion
regulation ability is refined and developed during their presence, which subsequently effects
the individuals need to use deliberate self-harm as a means of managing their distress. The
current findings have various implications with regards to therapeutic interventions when
working with populations that self-harm. The findings highlight the importance of promoting
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emotion regulation abilities in therapy, such as enhancing acceptance over emotions and
expression of emotions to prevent suppression of these. Notwithstanding, the findings
indicate that therapeutic interventions should also focus on the attachment related narratives
or appraisals that the individual has developed as a result of their trauma.
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